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Abstract 
Soliton solutions of Einstem's field equations for space-times with two non-null, 
commuting Killing Vectors are exact solutions obtained usmg the solut10n-generatmg 
techmques that resemble the well-known Inverse Scattering Methods that have been 
widely used m the solution of certain nonlinear p d e.'s such as Korteweg-de Vries, 
Sme-Gordon, non-linear Schriidinger. 
There exist two main soliton techniques in General Relativity. The Belmski-
Zakharov technique allows for purely gravitational solutions. The Alekseev tech-
nique allows for solutiOns of the Einstein-Maxwell equatiOns. In both techniques, 
soli tons arise in connection with the poles of a certain so-called "dressing matriX". 
In this thesis we consider these techniques with respect to three aspects 
I) Time-Shift problem in complex-pole solitons 
Soli tons of the ordinary p.d.e. 's retain their shape and velocity on interaction but 
expenence a characteristic time-shift. This effect is a clear result of the nonlinearity 
in the equations. It is not clear whether or not gravitatiOnal soli tons also expenence 
a similar behaviour. 
In the literature there have been claims for the detection of such a behaviour. By 
considering the Weber-Wheeler-Bonnor solution, we have clarified that this effect 
is also shared by nonsolitonic solutions of linear equations. Thus this apparent shift 
must have some other physical explanation. 
We have therefore turned to the analysis of a time-dependent nondiagonal soli ton 
solution, namely an explicit 4-soliton solution, and we have shown that the two inner 
solitons do not suffer any time-shift when colliding. 
11) Nature of the singularities in real-pole solitons 
We have considered soliton solutiOns with real poles in the cosmolog1cal con-
text. It is well known that these solutiOns contain smgulanties on certam null 
hypersurfaces Using a Kasner seed solution, we have discussed the nature of these 
smgular1ties with the following results: 
• the soliton solution can not be extended up to the whole spacetime without 
the appearance of thin sheets of null matter located along the null hypersurfaces, or 
the mtroduction of a singular axis 
• Matter-free extensions are admissible (i e. the smgulanty IS removable with a 
coordinate transformation) but other singularities are introduced. We also discuss 
a number of such extensiOns 
Ill) Electromagnetic Solitons with real poles 
It may be expected that sohton solutiOns of the Einstem-Maxwell equations 
should be equivalent to the purely gravitational ones, once the electromagnetic field 
is let vamsh. However, not all the vacuum soliton solutiOns can be obtained m this 
way. Simple arguments show that the class of Alekseev's vacuum solitons is smaller 
than the Belinski-Zakharov's. 
In particular, we will consider the problem of mtroducing real-pole sohtons m 
the ambit of the Alekseev formalism. This is achieved by letting the dressmg ma-
trix have real poles that are different from those of its inverse This possibility is 
new in this context, as in the usual Alekseev technique the poles are taken to be 
complex-conjugate with each other. We also show that this procedure allows for the 
generation of vacuum metncs only. Finally, at least in a few particular cases, we 
also show that the solutions thus generated are identical to the BZ ones 
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Chapter 1 
Two Killing-Vector metrics: an 
introduction 
The Emstem' s theory of Gravitation, the theory of General Relativity, is based 
upon the equations 
1 
R"" - 2 R g"" = 87r G T"" ' /1, V= 1, 2, 3, 4 (1.1) 
Here, R"" is the Ricci tensor constructed in terms of the metric g"" and R = R"" g"" 
is the Ricci scalar. T"" is the energy-momentum tensor. G 1s the gravitatwnal 
coupling constant. The energy-momentum tensor contains all the information about 
the matter fields under consideration. The Ricci tensor contains all the (geometncal) 
information about the spacet1me 
ds2 = g"" dx" dx" 
in which these matter fields eXIst. 
(1 2) 
The revolutionary content of these equations consists in that the spacetlme 1s no 
longer considered as a fixed frame upon wh1ch the matter fields act. Instead, there 
exists a mutual interaction between spacet1me and matter [1]. Moreover, even 1f 
T"" were zero, there may exist non trivial solutions of the Emstein's equations, thus 
indicatmg that even a vacuum spacet1me can have a rather complicated structure. 
Due to the symmetry properties of the Ricci tensor, the Emstein' s equations 
(1.1) turn out to be 10 coupled nonlinear p.d.e.'s. Along w1th these, equatwns 
describing the matter fields must also be considered. Evidently, the complexity of 
the equations is such as to make it extremely difficult to obtain solutions, even in 
the simpler case when the matter fields vanish. However, according to the physical 
situation one 1s to describe, symmetries can be imposed which may result in a 
simplification of the equations. 
1.1 Symmetries and Isometry Groups 
In Riemannian spaces, the eXIstence of symmetries can be expressed as follow [2, 3]: 
let us suppose that - at each point xv -there exist a vector ~I' = ~~'(xv) such that 
the metnc is invariant under translations along it. This mvariance IS expressed by 
the following equation: 
(1.3) 
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Abstract 
Soliton solutiOns of Einstem's field equations for space-times w1th two non-null, 
commutmg Killing Vectors are exact solutions obtamed usmg the solution-generating 
techniques that resemble the well-known Inverse Scattering Methods that have been 
widely used in the solutiOn of certain nonlinear p.d.e.'s such as Korteweg-de Vries, 
Sme-Gordon, non-linear Schrodinger. 
There exist two main sohton techniques in General Relativity. The Belmski-
Zakharov technique allows for purely gravitational solutions. The Alekseev tech-
nique allows for solutiOns of the Emstein-Maxwell equations. In both techniques, 
soh tons arise in connection with the poles of a certain so-called "dressing matrix". 
In this thesis we consider these techniques with respect to three aspects. 
I) Time-Shift problem in complex-pole solitons 
Soli tons of the ordinary p.d e.'s retain their shape and velocity on interaction but 
experience a characteristic time-shift. This effect is a clear result of the nonlinearity 
m the equations. It is not clear whether or not gravitational solitons also expenence 
a similar behaviour. 
In the literature there have been claims for the detection of such a behaviour. By 
considering the Weber-Wheeler-Bonnor solution, we have clarified that this effect 
is also shared by nonsolitonic solutions of lmear equations. Thus this apparent shift 
must have some other phys1cal explanation. 
We have therefore turned to the analysis of a time-dependent nondiagonal sohton 
solutiOn, namely an explicit 4-soliton solution, and we have shown that the two inner 
sohtons do not suffer any time-shift when colliding. 
II) Nature of the singularities in real-pole solitons 
We have considered soliton solutions with real poles in the cosmological con-
text. It 1s well known that these solutions contam singulanties on certain null 
hypersurfaces. Using a Kasner seed solution, we have discussed the nature of these 
smgularities with the following results: 
• the soliton solutiOn can not be extended up to the whole spacet1me without 
the appearance of thm sheets of null matter located along the null hypersurfaces, or 
the introductiOn of a singular axis 
• Matter-free extensions are admissible (1 e. the singularity is removable with a 
coordmate transformation) but other singular1ties are mtroduced. We also discuss 
a number of such extensions. 
III) Electromagnetic Solitons with real poles 
It may be expected that soliton solutions of the Einstein-Maxwell equations 
should be eqmvalent to the purely gravitational ones, once the electromagnetic field 
1s let vamsh. However, not all the vacuum soliton solutions can be obtained in this 
way. Simple arguments show that the class of Alekseev's vacuum sohtons is smaller 
than the Belmski-Zakharov's. 
In particular, we will consider the problem of introducing real-pole solitons in 
the ambit of the Alekseev formalism This is achieved by letting the dressmg ma-
trix have real poles that are d1fferent from those of its inverse. This poss1b1lity is 
new in this context, as in the usual Alekseev technique the poles are taken to be 
complex-conjugate with each other. We also show that this procedure allows for the 
generatiOn of vacuum metrics only. Finally, at least in a few particular cases, we 
also show that the solutions thus generated are identical to the BZ ones. 
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Chapter 1 
Two Killing-Vector metrics: an 
introduction 
The Einstein' s theory of GravitatiOn, the theory of General Relativity, is based 
upon the equat10ns: 
J.l, V= 1, 2, 3, 4. (1.1) 
Here, R~. is the R1cci tensor constructed in terms of the metnc g ~· and R = R~. g~" 
1s the Rice! scalar. T~. is the energy-momentum tensor. G is the graVItational 
coupling constant. The energy-momentum tensor contains all the information about 
the matter fields under consideratiOn. The Ricci tensor contains all the (geometrical) 
mformation about the spacetime 
ds2 = g~· dx~ dx" 
in wh1ch these matter fields exist. 
(1.2) 
The revolutiOnary content of these equations consists in that the spacetime is no 
longer considered as a fixed frame upon which the matter fields act. Instead, there 
exists a mutual interaction between spacetime and matter [1). Moreover, even if 
T~. were zero, there may exist non trivial solutions of the Einstein's equations, thus 
indicating that even a vacuum spacetime can have a rather complicated structure. 
Due to the symmetry properties of the llicci tensor, the Emstem' s equations 
(1.1) turn out to be 10 coupled nonlmear p d e.'s Along with these, equations 
descnbing the matter fields must also be considered. Evidently, the complexity of 
the equat10ns is such as to make it extremely difficult to obtam solut10ns, even in 
the simpler case when the matter fields vanish. However, accordmg to the physical 
situation one is to describe, symmetries can be imposed wh1ch may result in a 
simplification of the equations 
1.1 Symmetries and Isometry Groups 
In lliemannian spaces, the existence of symmetries can be expressed as follow [2, 3): 
let us suppose that - at each point xv -there eXIst a vector ~" = ~"(xv) such that 
the metric 1s mvanant under translations along it. This invariance 1s expressed by 
the followmg equation: 
(1.3) 
1 
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This is called the Kzllmg's equatwn. The vector/;/' is called the Kzllmg vector. 
As an example, If the Killing vector is in the form f;" = (0, 0, 0, 1), the Killing 
equation becomes: 
ag •• = o 
8x4 (1.4) 
which express the invariance along x4-d1rection m a form which is familiar to every-
body. 
By using the properties of the Ricci tensor, it can be shown that anN-dimensiOnal 
Riemannian space possesses at most ( N + 1 )N /21inearly independent K1lhng vectors. 
Thus, physical spacetimes for which N = 4, can admit at most 10 Killing vectors. 
The fulllO Killing vector symmetry can be found in flat spacetimes- i.e. spacetJmes 
for which all the Christoffel symbols are null. 
The above transformations, associated with K!llmg vectors, and that preserve 
the metric, are called Isometnes (or Motwns). They possess a Lie group structure: 
the relevant group is called the Group of Isometry and indicated with G., where r 
IS the number of Killing vectors. The structure constants f.~ of the group are given 
by: 
(:/lo Q V /1o Q (:V (k (:V 
.,, ox" r;, - r;, axP. .,, = h) \,k , !,J,k=1,···,r . (1.5) 
Naturally, the structure constants are antisymmetnc - i.e. f.~ = - f1~ - and satisfy 
the Jacobi identity 
f.~ fin + fie f~, + f/:e f.~ = 0 · (1 6) 
After introducing the quantities 
1: p. 8 
.,, = r;, ox" , (1. 7) 
equation ( 1.5) assumes the familiar form 
(1.8) 
The e.'s may be regarded as the generators of the group algebra 
The Regwns of Transztzvzty (or Transztzvzty Surfaces) are those regions of the 
spacetime whose points can be earned mto one another by the symmetry transfor-
mations of the group. 
As an example, the Schwarzsch1ld metnc 
(1.9) 
IS clearly invariant under rotatiOns of a generic angle <P about the axis B = 0, 1r, 
which means it admits the Killing vector a,.. The regions of transitiVIty are the 
spheres r = const. 
The spacet1mes can be classified according to the kind of isometry group they 
admit, i e. the number of Killing vectors, the form of the structure constants and 
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the regwns of transitivity: the problem of the classification of all the non-isomorphic 
G., is a known and solved issue in the context of Group Theory. 
For instance, there exist 9 non-Isomorphic G3 groups, the so-called Bzanchz Mod-
els A simpler example IS provided by the G2 groups. In this case we have only two 
K1lhng vectors ~r and ~~ whic!J can only give either: 
[{, , {.] = 0, {1.10) 
or 
(1.11) 
By possibly redefinmg the Killmg vectors, one of the constants c, can always be let 
vanish. In the first case we have an abehan G2 group. 
1.2 Symmetries of Physical interest 
Many metrics of physical interest possess an high degree of symmetry. 
The first metric ever discovered, the Schwarzschzld Metrzc (4] - see (1.9) - is a 
diagonal time-independent spherically-symmetric solution. It descnbes the exterior 
field surrounding a star. As such, It possesses 4 Killing vectors· 
{, = sin</> a. +cos</> cot ea~ , {. = a~ , 
{.=cos</> a.- sin<f>cotea~ , {.=a, . (1.12a) 
The K err Solutzon (5] 
ds2 = ~ (~ dr2 + de2) + (r2 + a2 ) sm2 e d</>2 - dt2 + 2~r (asm2 e d<f>- dt) 2 ' 
~ = r 2 +a2 cos2 B, ~ = r 2 - 2Mr +a2 , (1.13) 
is a non-diagonal axisymmetnc solution. It contains the Schwarzsc!Jild metric m the 
hmit when a vanishes. It descnbes the exterior field surrounding a rotating star. It 
possesses 2 Killing vectors: 
{, = a, ' (1.14) 
Both the Schwarzschild and the Kerr metrics have been generalized to the case 
when an electromagnetic field, generated by a pomt-hke c!Jarge e, is taken in account. 
The Rezssner-Nordstrbm Metrzc [6, 7] 
ds2 = 1--+Ge 2 dr
2
- 1--+Ge
2 
dt2 +r2(d02 +sin2 Bd<f>2 ), ( 
2M 2 ) -l ( 2M 2 ) 
r 2r r 2r 
A~'= ( -~, 0, 0, 0) , (1.15) 
generalizes the Schwarzschild metric and the Kerr-Newman Metrzc (8, 1] 
ds2 = ~ (..!_ dr2 + d02) - ~- a2 sm2 e dt2- 2 a 2Mr- e2 sin2 e d</> dt + 
~ ~ ~ 
(a2 + r 2 ) 2 - t..a2 sm2 e 
+ ~ sin2 e d</>2 , 
[(dt).- asm2 B(d<f>).] , {1.16a) 
(L16b) 
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generalizes the Kerr metric. 
The Robertson-Walker Metnc is an isotropic spherically-symmetric time-dependent 
solution of Emstein's equations [2]: 
for K. = +1 
for K-=0 
{1.17a) 
{1.17b) 
Here, X is a space-like coordinate, r 2 = x2 + y2 + z2 and "' is a parameter both 
related to the curvature of the spat1al ( cartesian) sector of the spacetime through· 
This metric possesses 6 Killing vectors [2]: 
~. = sin 4> a. +cos 4> cot 0 f)~ ' 
~2 = cos 4> a. - sin 4> cot 0 f)~ ' 
~.=f)~ ' 
~.= [1-~ ,;r2] 8, +4 ,;x (xo,+ya.+zo,), 
~.= [1-~ ,;r2] a. +4 ,;y (xo.+ya.+zo,), 
~. = [1- ~ ,; r 2] 8, + 4 ,; z (x 8, + y a.+ z 8,) ' 
{1.18) 
{1.19a) 
{1.19b) 
{1.19c) 
{1.19d) 
{1.19e) 
{1.19f) 
Of these, the first 3 K1lling vectors take in account the symmetry under rotatwns -
i e. the spat1al1sotropy - and the others the symmetry under translations - i.e. the 
homogeneity. 
The class of Kantowsk!-Sachs Metncs: 
possesses 4 Killing vectors: 
~. = Sill 4> a. +cos 4> cot Of)~ ' 
~2 = cos 4> a. - Sill 4> cot Of)~ ' 
~. =f)~ ' 
~. = 8, . 
{1.20) 
{1.21a) 
These two classes of metrics are time-dependent - 1 e. none of the K1lling vectors 
is time-like - and have thus been considered as possible cosmolog!Cal models [9, 
10]. The Bianchi models mentioned above may also be considered for describing 
cosmolog1cal models In fact, when all the Killmg vectors ~· are taken to be space-
• hke, these metncs can be put m the form 
a,b = 1, 2, 3, t, J = 1, 2, 3 {1 22) 
The Robertson-Walker metrics prov1de Isotroptc Spatzally-Homogeneous Cosmo-
logtcal Models. In an attempt to provide more accurate cosmologies, one can release 
the assumption of isotropy, i e the symmetry under rotations. Th1s 1s partly done 
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in the models based upon the Kantowski-Sachs metrics which, in fact, have only 4 
Killmg vectors. The Bianchi Models retain the sole symmetry under translations 
and therefore may provide Spatzally Homogeneous Amsotropzc Cosmologzcal Mod-
els. Further refinements in the construction of effective cosmological models lead 
to the relaxation of the spatial homogeneity - Spatzal Inhomogeneous Cosmologies 
The simplest way to do that is to break the symmetry m one spatial direction only. 
Therefore a symmetry under two Killing vectors is maintained. 
Other than that, spacetimes with two Killing vectors may be considered m order 
to describe the interaction between gravitational waves A typical !me element, 
describing a gravitational plane wave propagating in u-direction, is given by. 
ds2 = 2du dv - e-u 
1 
u = v'2(t- z) , 
(1.23a) 
(1 23b) 
where U, V, W are functions depending of u only. These spacetimes admit a 5 
Killing vector symmetry [11] 
~. = a. , ~. = a. , 
~. =x a. +P_(u) a. +N(u) a., 
N(u)= J dueusmhW, 
~3 =a. , 
~. = y a. +P+(u) a. +N(u) a., 
P±(u) = j du eu±v cosh W. 
(1.24a) 
(1.24b) 
(1.24c) 
When two such waves, propagating in u- and v-directions, come to interact, it is 
reasonable to suppose that the resulting metric will retain only a two Killmg vector 
symmetry generated by ~~ and ~.. In fact, it can be expected that, after the 
mteraction, the metric will be still independent of x and y. 
In these two cases, the two Killmg vectors are considered to be both spacelike. 
As mentioned above - see the Kerr metric - situations with one space-like and one 
time-hke Killing vector are also possible. 
The discussion put forward so far should make evident the wide variety of phys-
ical problems that may be descnbed by considering spacetimes with a two Killing 
vector symmetry- and of commutmg Killing vectors in particular [10]. The next 
section will be devoted to a presentation of the main features - such as line element 
and field equations- of a spacetime with an abelian G2 group of isometry. 
1.3 The Abelian G2 Spacetimes 
The Line Element 
Let us suppose that the 4-dimensional spacetime (1.2) admits an Abelian two-
dimensional group of isometries for which the two-dimensional transitivity surfaces 
are not isotropic, i e. the spacetime admit the existence of two commuting Killing 
vectors ~i and ~i actmg orthogonally transitively. 
The fact that the two ~~'s commute with each other, implies that we can choose 
coordinates so that they both are coordinate vector fields: ~~ = 8~. 
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Under these assumptiOns, it can be shown that the spacetimes can be rewritten 
as [51]: 
ds2 = -I 1J dxAdx8 - g dxadxb 
AB ab ' 
( -E 1JAB = 0 ~). (1.25a) 
I= l(ex, (3) , 9., =g.,(ex,(3), xA = (ex, (3) , (1.25b) 
detg = E ex2 
.. ' 
E = ±1, A= 1,2, a=3,4, (1.25c) 
where the x• 's are Ignorable coordinates 
We will not give a proof of this result. It is a well known result whose derivation 
can be found, for example, m [1]. 
I Stationary Axisymmetric case I 
The stationary axisymmetric metrics are recovered from the above !me element 
with the chmce: 
E = -1, ~I={),' ~2 = &, ' (1.26) 
It is then converuent to choose coordmates p and z such that a = p and (3 = z. 
In general, a metnc is said to be statzonary if it possesses a time-like K1lling 
vector. It is statzc if this also is hypersurface orthogonal. As examples, the Kerr 
metric is stationary axisymmetric and the Schwarzschild, wh1ch is diagonal, is stat1c 
spherically symmetric. 
The stationary axisymmetric spacetimes are usually rewritten in the form [13, 
14]: 
(1.27) 
Under certam assumptiOns, it can be shown- again see [1], theorem 7.1.1- that 
the 2-planes orthogonal to the K1lling vectors are integrable These assumptions are 
satisfied in a w1de range of spacet1mes of physical interest. In particular, th1s is so 
for asymptotically flat spacetimes, i e. 1 --> 0, w --> 0, I --> 1, as p--> oo. 
I Cosmological case I 
The cosmolog1cal case is recovered from (1.25) with the choice: 
E = +1, ~I= 0, ' (1.28) 
Here both ~1 and ~2 are spacehke A useful choice for ex and (3 is given by ex = t 
and (3 = z. However, alternative expressions are sometimes necessary as Will be seen 
below. 
When E = 1, the above !me element (1 25) can also be rewritten in the equivalent 
form [11]: 
ds2 - 2e-Mdudv- e-U ( ~ (dx- wdy) 2 + xdy2 ), (1.29) 
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where x and y are ignorable coordinates and u and v are two arbitrary null coordi-
nates. 
I Cylindrically symmetric case I 
The Cylindrically symmetnc metrics are recovered from (1.25) w1th the choice: 
€ = +1, ~~=a. , (1.30) 
Useful coordinates are a= p and /3 = t. 
The Field Equations 
Let us consider the line element (1 29). With this, for the vacuum case, the Einstein's 
Field Equations (EFE) become [11): 
U =U U 
,U.'U ,u •" 
1 
2 u .• = U2 + - 2 (x2 + w2 ) - 2 U .• M .• 
. ·" X ·" ·"' 
2 1 ( 2 2 2 U .•• = u.. + X2 x.. + w.J - 2 u .• M .• 
1 
2 M .•• = - U .• U,. + X2 (X .• X.. + w .• w..) 
2 
2 X .•• = u.. x .• + x .• u .• + X (x .• X .• - w. w.) 
2 
2 w .•• = u .• w .• + w. u. + x (x .• w .• + w .• x.J 
(1.31a) 
(1.31b) 
(1.31c) 
(1.31d) 
(1.31e) 
(1.31f) 
where •" and ,v mdicate differentiation w1th respect of u, v respectively. Notice that, 
differently from [11), we put. 
X = e-v sech W , w = e-v tghW. (1.32) 
Consider a= e-u. Equation (1.31a) becomes a .•• = 0 This immediately implies 
that· 
a=F(u)+9(v). (1.33) 
The /3 coordinate - wh1ch is harmonically conjugate to a - w1ll be defined as /3 = 
9(v) -F(u). 
A typical choice which we will cons1der throughout most of the thesis is: 
1 
a=,fi(u+v), 1 /3= .../2 (v-u), (da2 - d/32) = 2 du dv. (1.34) 
However, in chapter 5 different choices will be required. 
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The class of Weyl metrics 
Let us introduce the Weyllme element [2] 
{1 35) 
The Weyl metrics are static axisymmetric spacetimes. They are a particular case 
of {1.25) in which the chmce {1.26) has been made and the diagonal case only is 
considered. With respect to (1.27), we have w = 0 and f = e21/J. 
In this case, the vacuum field equations assume the simplified form [2]: 
1 
'1/J,pp + p '1/J,p + '1/J,zz = 0 , 'Y,z = 2 P '1/J,p '1/J,z • {1.36) 
The equation for '1/J is the main equatwn we need to solve. Once we get a solution 
for this, then it IS straightforward to obtain a solution for 'Y· 
Actually, the equation for '1/J is the usual potential equation in flat space. One 
might then thmk that, given a classical solution '1/J- Newtonian theory of Gravitation 
- one might obtain a relativistic solutwn by solving the equation for 'Y Comments 
on this somehow misleading conjecture, have been considered m [2] 
The class of Einstein-Rosen metrics 
Let us introduce the Einstein-Rosen line element: 
(1.37) 
The Einstein-Rosen metncs are cylindncally symmetric spacetimes. They are a 
particular case of (1.25) in which the choice {1.30) has been made and the diagonal 
case only is considered. 
In this case, the vacuum field equations assume the simplified form: 
1 
'1/J,pp + p '1/J,p - '1/J,tt = 0 'Y,t = 2 p '1/J,p '1/J,t . {1.38) 
The equation for '1/J is the mam equatwn we need to solve. Once we get a solution 
for '1/J then it is straightforward to obtain a solution for 'Y, much as in the previous 
case 
Metrics (1.35) and {1.37) have been written in a form such that the equation 
for '1/J is linear: actually It is the usual wave equation rewritten in the appropriate 
coordinates. Having that, the general solution for '1/J is a linear superposition of 
Bessel functions J0 and Y,. 
The Einstein-Rosen metrics can easily be converted to diagonal cosmological 
metrics 
{1.39) 
by performing the simple substitution of coordinates: 
p cyl --+ t COli m ' t cyl --+ Z cos m · {1.40) 
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In fact, by rewriting the metric components as: 
g" ,..... t2e-21f ' f ,..... e2h-.Pl ' 
the !me element {1.39) can be put in the form: 
ds2 = e2h-.Pl(dt2 - dZ2)- (t2e-2"'dx2 + e2"'dy2) , 
whose relevant field equation is now: 
1 
'1/J,tt - '1/J,zz + t '1/J,t = 0 · 
(1.41) 
{1.42) 
{1.43) 
Again, this equatwn is linear and therefore '1/J enjoys the lmear superposition prop-
erty. 
1.4 Solution generating techniques 
As mentioned above, the abelian G, spacetimes admit a set of equations which are 
completely mtegrable. Over the years various attempts have been performed in 
order to obtain solutions and to give a physical meamng to them. 
Over the last two decades, a number of solution generatmg techniques have been 
developed. A stnkmg account of these is given in [12], from the voice (or, by the 
pen) of the very authors. 
On the other hand, a few solutwns - whose construction was based on the intu-
ition of the researcher, rather than on a systematic approach to the equations - had 
already been produced. In [15] a good review of the main results is given It is by 
using one of these "nalve" approaches, the complex tnck, that the most important 
Kerr-Newman metric [8] was discovered. 
The crucial events that facilitated a systematic study of spacetimes with two 
commuting Killing vectors were the discovery of the Ernst Equatwn and of the 
Geroch Group. 
I The Ernst Equation I 
Stationary Axisymmetric case 
Let us consider an =symmetric line element in the form {1.27). In [16, 17] F. 
Ernst has shown that the field equations for this line element are equivalent to the 
existence of two potentials E and <I> that satisfy the equations: 
where V'= (:P' J.). 
(Re£+ 1<1>12) V'2E = (V'E + 2 <I> V' <I>)· V'E, 
(Re£+ I <I> F) V'2<I> = (V'E + 2 <I> V' <I>)· V' <I>, 
{1.44a) 
(1.44b) 
The functions E, <I> are called the Ernst Potentzals. The metric components are 
related to these through the relations- see [3], formulae (17.31), (17 32), (17 33): 
E = (f -1<1>1 2) + z<p , {1.45a) 
w,, = - ;2 ( z 'P.c + <I> <I>,, - <I> <I>J ' v2 a, = ap - za, ' (1.45b) 
'Y,, = v2 ; 2 G (E,, + 2 <I> <I>J (£,, + 2 <I> <I>.J- f <I>,, <I>,,) • (1 45c) 
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The function <I_; is a scalar potential related to one of the components of <I_;= {<I_; a}, 
in terms of which the electromagnetic field F11v and the energy-momentum tensor 
are defined: 
{1.46a) 
{1.46b) 
where Ep.vpu is the completely antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbol It is assumed that 
all the functiOns in the above equatiOns depend upon p and z only. 
As pointed out in [3), equatiOns {1.44) are a set of ellzptzc differential equations. 
Cosmological and Cylindrically Symmetric case 
When considering the line element for cosmological or cylindrical symmetric space-
times in the form {1.29), it is also convenient to mtroduce the complex function -
see [11) formulae {16 19) and subsequent: 
z = (x +HR) + i w . 
It can then be shown that the potentials Z and 1t satisfy: 
(Re Z - l1tl2) V'2 Z = (V' Z - 21tY'1t) · V' Z , 
(ReZ -l1tl 2) V'21t = (Y'Z- 21tY'1t) · V'1t, 
{1 47) 
{1 48a) 
{1 48b) 
The pair of potentials Z and 1t are the cosmological analogue of the stationary 
axisymmetnc potentials & and <I>. The metric components x, win {1.29) are obtained 
from x and w by way of the relatiOns: 
a = Vl - r 2 y'1 - ( 2 , {1.49a) 
{1 49b) 
{1.49c) 
In the vacuum case, the M function is then easily obtained by using the field equa-
tions {1 31) - see [11) for the electrovacuum case. 
It may be noticed that the equations {1.48) are a set of hyperbolzc differential equa-
tions. 
Vacuum spacetimes of this class present an interesting property. Let us introduce 
the complex functwn: 
Z=x+zw, 
so that the line element {1.29) becomes [11): 
1 ds2 =2e-Mdudv -2e-u (dx+zZdy) (dx-zZdy). 
Z+Z 
{1.50) 
{1 51) 
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The function Z is the so-called Emst functzon - to be distmct from the Ernst 
potential Z. It can be shown that the two mam equatiOns (1.31e) and (1.31!) take 
the nicer form- see [11], formulae (11.4) to (11.8). 
(1 52) 
This is nothmg but the vacuum analogue of equations (1.48). Naturally, the Ernst 
function Z and the Ernst potential Z are interrelated by means of equations (1 49) 
- in the vacuum limit 1f. = 0: 
1- (2 -
w T = -2 w, > 
. X . 
1 
x=a-:-. 
X 
(1.53) 
Moreover, both Z and Z satisfy the same vacuum Ernst equation (1.52). Equations 
(1 53) therefore represent an invariance transformatiOn for (1.52). This is referred 
to as the Neugebauer-Kmmer Involutzon It is an auto-Backlund transformation for 
the vacuum Ernst equation. 
I The Geroch Group K I 
In [18], Geroch was able to give an algorithm for generating new vacuum solut10ns 
from a known one. Originally, he dealt with the case when the metrics admit one 
Killing vector. The new metric is g1ven by [1]. 
. .Xsm2 0 
9p.v = agop.v + 2 Sill 0 ~(p. {v) + lp 'Yv , 
a 
a= (cosO- wsinO? + .X2 sin2 0, 
1. = 2a .• cosO- !3 .• sin 0 . 
(1.54a) 
(1.54b) 
(1.54c) 
0 is an arbitrary parameter such that 0 E [0, 1T] Unfortunately, the application of 
a second such algonthm gives back the initial metric g0 , 1 e. the Iteration of the 
procedure does not generate further solutwns. 
In [19], this method was generalized to the case when two K1lling vectors may 
exist, such as to generate a two-parameter family of solutions. Indeed, it has also 
been proved [19] that an infimte dimensiOnal group of transformations is generated 
by repeatedly applying the transformation (1.54). 
The extreme power of such a technique was confirmed when Hauser and Ernst 
[33] discovered that all the asymptotically flat, statwnary axisymmetric spacetimes 
can be generated in this way by starting from the Minkowski metnc, as conjectured 
by Geroch himself. Furthermore, the Geroch's hypothesis has been generalized by 
N. R. Sigbatullin. He proved that arbitrary free graVItational, electromagnetic and 
neutrino fields- admittmg an abelian G, of isometrics -can be obtained from a 
Mmkowski spacetlme by means of some transformations which generalize the original 
Geroch's ones [59]. 
I Solution Generating Techniques 
Giving the Geroch set of transformations a group structure, enabled a number of 
new techmques to be discovered 
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• The Kinnersley-Chitre Transformations (KC} 
In (20, 21], Kinnersley and Chitre used the Ernst equation to construct an 
infinite hierarchy of potentials 
00 00 
F(t) = LtnH., G(s,t) = L tn sm Nmn. (1.55) 
n=O n,m=O 
Here, t, s are complex parameters. F, G are 2 x 2 matnx functions analytic 
in t, s. Starting from F, an axisymmetric solut10n can be uniquely produced 
according to a certain procedure. F satisfies certain partial differential equa-
tions the solution of which, requires that some initial conditions - at t = 0 
- be given. To fix these initial conditions is tantamount to specifying some 
known solution of Einstein's equations, i e. a "seed" solution. Incidentally, 
the matrix function F(t) is somehow related to the Ernst potentials. 
Subsequently, they also showed m [22] that the solutions thus obtained, pro-
vided a representation of the Geroch group. 
The above procedure has been used in [23] to generate the so-called Kinnersley-
Chitre solutions. 
• The Hoenselaers-Kinnersley-Xanthopoulos Transformations (HKX) 
Starting from the KC transformations, Hoenselaers, Kinnersley and Xan-
thopoulos generated another set of transformations [24, 25, 26] - see also 
Hoenselaers in [12]. 
After translating the HKX transformation in the language of the Ernst equa-
tion, these are shown (33] to generate all the asymptotically fiat, stationary 
axJsymmetric spacetimes, when apphed to a general Weyl metric. This had 
already been conjectured in [24, 26]. 
The HKX transformation has been used in [27, 28] to generate a solution 
representmg two Kerr masses kept apart by their spin-spin interactiOn. 
• The Hauser-Ernst (HE) Homogeneous Hilbert Problem (HHP) 
In (29], Hauser and Ernst reformulated the KC (vacuum-to-vacuum) transfor-
matiOns in terms of a linear integral equation: 
1 J 1 /(t)+-
2 
ds- K(s) (f(s)+s-II) =0, 
7rt s- t 
(1.56a) 
F(t) = [I+ t j(t)] F0 (t) , (1.56b) 
where F(t) is the usual KC function given in (1.55) and the Kernel function 
K(s) is determined by the seed through the relatiOns: 
K(s) = F0 (s) r(s) F0-I(s) , r(s) c: = e-r(s) •- I, t: = ( ~1 ~ ) . tL57a) 
In (30], the construction was generalized to the electrovacuum case. 
Subsequently, the same authors gave proof that the above lmear integral equa-
tiOn can be solved by setting an HHP (31]. This result was generalized to the 
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electrovacuum case m (32] A bnef mtroduction of what an HHP is was given 
in Hauser's paper in (12]. 
Finally, we would like to quote the following sentence from (31] " ... Moreover, 
our HHP appears to be a lmk between the group theoret!cal and the recent 
sol!ton approaches to exact solutwn research, though the authors do not yet 
understand the deta!ls of th!s lmk" Details on the soliton techniques will be 
introduced below. 
An emphasis on the Ernst equations itself, rather than on its group properties, can 
be recognized in the attempts at obtainmg solutions by way of rewntmg the relevant 
equations in a more smtable form, or by way of Backlund transformations. 
• Harrison (HAR) 
In 1978, Harrison (34] introduced a Backlund transformation for the Ernst 
EquatiOn. This was done by considering its prolongation structure - see also 
Harrison in (12] He also apphed this technique to generate new solutions (35]. 
Invariance transformations for the Emstein-Maxwell equations had already 
been considered by Harrison himself in (36]- see also theorem (30.5) in (3]. 
• Neugebauer-Kramer (NK) 
In 1979 another Backlund transformation was introduced by Neugebauer (37, 
38]. As an apphcatwn, in (39] the important Kerr-NUT solution was given 
- see also (3] formula (30.25) A generalizatiOn of the N = 2 Neugebauer 
transformation has been given in (44]. Applications of (37, 38] can also be 
found in [45, 46]. 
In 1969 the same authors [40, 41] had already introduced some invariance 
transformations of Einstem-Maxwell equations- see [3], formulae (30.25) and 
section 30.5. These transformations also contamed, as particular case, some 
previous result they had obtained in [42, 43] - see [3], theorem (30.9). 
The attempt to solve the Ernst equation by way of Backlund transformations has 
also had the ment of opening the door to the use, in GR, of techniques already known 
in the field of Integrable Systems: in particular, the inverse scattering techniques or 
soliton techmques and the related formalisms. With these, a stronger emphasis is 
given to the Emstem's and Einstein-Maxwell's equations. 
• The Belinski-Zakharov soliton technique (BZ) 
This is a solution-generating-technique that produces vacuum metrics [47, 48, 
49]. Startmg from some known solutiOn - "seed" - the technique is based 
on the construction of a so-called "dressmg" matrix which IS a meromorphic 
function of an unphys1cal parameter that can subsequently be removed. It is 
essentially modelled upon the usual inverse-scattering techniques for solving 
nonlinear p.d e's such as the Korteweg---Qe Vries or Sme-Gordon equation. By 
analogy, the solutions thus generated are called "soli tons". 
In [50] a generalization to the electrovacuum case is attempted. 
A complete account of this technique will be given in chapter 2. 
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• The Alekseev soliton technique {ALEK) 
This technique generalizes the previous one to the case when an electromag-
netic field is also considered [51, 52, 53, 54]. A different lmear-pair is con-
structed. Non-soli tonic solutions of these - i e. solutions in which the dressing 
matrix has not a meromorphic structure - have also been g1ven in [55]. 
The previous construction has been generalized to the case in which a neutrino 
field is also considered [56]. 
Finally, solutions of the lmear-pair have been shown to be equivalent to the 
solutiOns of a certain linear mtegral equation in [57, 58]. 
A complete account of th1s technique will also be given in chapter 2 
• The Sigbatullin soliton technique {SIGB) 
Sigbatullm [60] has also introduced a generating technique for the Einstein-
Maxwell equations This has been rev1ewed m [61, 62] -see also [15]. 
This method has lately been applied [63, 64], [65] to get asymptotically flat 
solutions representing the exterior field of a magnetized spinning mass. 
As pointed out m [63, 66], the advantage of adopting S1gbatullin's generating 
technique, would consist in a more clear relation between the free parameters 
entermg the solution and their physical meaning. 
As brief and mcomplete as it may be, this small account of solution-generating-
techmques cannot be finished w1thout having mentioned the results obtained by 
Bonnor and Ehlers These might be regarded as typiCal of that pioneering age 
preceding the discover of Geroch group. They mamly are invanance transformatiOns 
of the field equations- see also [3], chap 30. 
• Ehlers Transformations 
In [67], Ehlers showed that, g1ven a solution Z0 of the Ernst equation, a new 
one is given by [11]: 
z = ~ aZ0 +~b 
cZ0 +~d 
{158) 
where the constants a, b, c, dare the components of an SL{2,R) matnx M that 
transforms the Killing vectors &, and &. of the line element {1.51) according 
to: 
{1.59) 
The electrovacuum generahzation was also provided- see theorem 30.3 in [12]. 
This transformation is a particular case of those given in [42]. 
• Bonnor Transformations 
In [68], Bonnor showed how to generate magnetostatic solutions from electro-
static ones ( dual~ty tmnsformatwns) In [69] he also showed how to generate 
static solution of Einstein-Maxwell equat10ns starting from vacuum stationary 
axisymmetnc ones. The same solutions as m [69] were also cons1dered in [70]. 
These are now referred to as the Bonnor-Melvm solutwns. 
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To conclude this short review, we also mention the solutions found by A. Tomimatsu 
and H. Sato [71, 72] as representative of the pioneermg era which ended with the 
discover of the Geroch group. 
Far from being exhaustive, the above summary rather reflects our personal taste 
and knowledge- and ignorance. Once again, we refer to both [3] and [12] for a more 
sound review. 
We have tried to sketch a pattern from which the richness of the study of two 
Killing vector spacetimes were evident. Richness that entails the several approacl!es 
one might adopt in considering this sector of classical general relativity: from the 
point of view of both physics and mathematics. For example, the development of 
sohton techniques in GR - as well as of the Backlund transformation approach -
tells of the strong links with the theory of Integrable Systems, not to mention about 
the group theory approach. 
The existence of all the above techniques has posed the theoretical problem of 
their interrelationship. Since the commuting two Killmg vector spacetimes have this 
underlying group structure - the Geroc!J group K - the different techniques might 
correspond to different representations of the group. Naturally, one is interested 
in understandmg the actual way in which that occurs Moreover, each technique 
allows for the generation of solutions that might be equivalent, although written in 
different forms: agam, It is important to understand the relationship between these 
metric in order to avoid the reproduction of known results A complete account 
of these topics is far beyond the scopes of these thesis Again, we refer to [3] and 
[12], as well as the papers by Cosgrove [73, 74, 75], Kramer [76] and Kitchingham 
[77, 78]. 
In this thesis, we will only be mterested in the solitonic techmques mtroduced 
by V.A. Belinski and V.E. Zakharov, for the vacuum case, and by G.A. Alekseev 
for the electrovacuum case. 
1.5 Overview of the thesis 
With regard to the problems addressed above, the eqmvalence between the HKX, 
the HHP, the HAR and the BZ techmques has been demonstrated by Cosgrove m 
[73, 75]. To give a flavour, the 4-soliton solution- with Minkowski seed- corresponds 
to a double Harrison transformation, and the two sohton solution - again with 
Minkowski seed - corresponds to Kerr metrics with or without horizons depending 
on whether the poles in the dressing matrix are real or complex. The last result 
had already been obtained m [49], by simply rewriting the soliton metnc in Boyer-
Lindqmst coordinates. The interrelation With the Tomimatsu-Sato solutions has 
been given in [79] and also in [80]. For instance, from this we quote. " ... the fact 
that the Tomzmatsu-Sato solutzon wzth zero angular momentum and wzth arbztmry 
znteger dzstortzon pammeter zs a partzcular case of the 2n-solzton statzc solutzon." 
The Alekseev technique, as anticipated above, generalizes the BZ to the elec-
trovacuum case. Alekseev himself showed in [51] that, when a Minkowski seed is 
considered, the 1-soliton solution corresponds to a Kerr-Newman metric without 
horizons, and the 2-soliton solutiOn " . descnbes the external field of two zntemct-
zng charged rotatzng masszve sources of Kerr-Newman type'. Again, no horizon is 
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visible. 
The interrelation between the two techniques has been considered by quite a few 
authors. The above comments suggest that a vacuum solution w1th one pole in the 
Alekseev formalism is equivalent to a solution w1th two poles in Behnski-Zakharov's. 
For the simplest case of one vacuum ALEK- and two BZ-solitons, this conjecture 
has been explicitly proven by P. Kordas in [15]. 
The above comment gives the opportunity of introducing one of the problems 
we will deal with in this thesis 
As a matter of fact, the BZ technique allows for the generation of metrics which 
may have or may have not honzons. This possibility 1s ruled out in the Alekseev 
formalism which, instead, allows only for solutions w1thout horizons, even when the 
vacuum hm1t is considered. We anticipate here that th1s 1s due to the fact that the 
poles entering the meromorphic dressing matrix must be complex. 
In chapter 6, we will show that it 1s possible to reformulate the Alekseev formal-
ISm in such a way as to permit real poles m the dressing matriX and therefore the 
metnc so generated might have horizons. However, we also show that this general-
ization can work only in the vacuum case. In th1s case the solutions thus produced 
are equivalent to the BZ ones Electrovacuum solutions without honzons are still 
the only electrovacuum soh tons one 1s able to generate. 
The problem of singularities Will be also inspected w1th reference to another 
1ssue. It is known that cosmological solitons have singularities along certain null 
hypersurfaces. The nature of these has been studied in many papers: they are coor-
dinate singularities only and can therefore be removed by an appropnate coordmate 
transformation. The resultmg metnc can subsequently be extended through the 
smgularity. Many examples of possible extensions have been g1ven in the literature. 
In chapter 5 we will consider th1s problem with the aim of g1vmg extensions 
that maintain a zero Ricc1 tensor The extensions are given by matchmg the (trans-
formed) soliton solution with appropriate metncs wh1ch, we show, must be different 
from the seed 
As mentioned above, soliton solutions Without horizons are also admissible. 
When considered in the cosmological context, these solutions represent waves gen-
erated at t = 0 that propagate along a certain background given by the seed. This 
mterpretation offers the opportunity of studying the intimate nature of gravitational 
soh tons. Soli tons of the usual nonlinear p.d.e. 's are characterized by a particular 
behaviour under interaction: they pass through each other w1thout suffering any 
modificatiOn other than a small sh1ft m the direction along which they propagate. 
In chapter 4 we analyze whether or not gravitational sohtons also display the 
same effect. The answer is negative, thus confirming the fact that gravitatiOnal 
solitons must be regarded as graVItational waves rather than solitons. 
We w1ll face these issues after having introduced the sohton techniques in chapter 
2 and chapter 3. The first three chapters are therefore reviews of known techniques 
However, chapters 4, 5 and 6 each contain onginal material wh1ch has been sepa-
rately published in [113, 114] and [135, 136, 148, 149]. 
Chapter 2 
Soliton Generating Techniques 
The aim of this chapter is to give a brief, though self-contained and complete, 
introduction to solitons in GR We will mainly quote the known results established 
in [48, 49], [51, 52, 53, 54] and reviewed in [81]. However, by doing so we will have 
the opportumty to fix some notation conventiOn and emphasize results that will be 
used later on. 
2.1 Solitons 
The history of solitons dates back to one day on 1834 when a british gentleman in-
terested in naval design, S1r J. Scott Russel, noticed something unusual on the canal 
between Edmburgh and Glasgow. He was walking along the river when he saw what 
he called a "wave oftronslatwn"[82]. In his words: " ... I was observmg the motwn 
of a boat whzch was ropzdly drown along a narrow channel by a pazr of horses, when 
the boat suddenly stopped - not so the mass of water m the channel whzch zt had put 
m motwn; zt accumulated round the prow of the vessel m a state of vwlent agzta-
twn, then suddenly leavmg zt behmd, rolled forward wzth great veloczty, assummg the 
form of a large solztary elevatwn, a rounded, smooth and well-defined heap of water, 
whzch contmued zts course along the channel apparently wzthout change of form or 
dzmmutwn of speed . ... ". The wave observed by Scott Russel is usually referred to 
as a "Solitary Wave". This expressiOn mdicates a wave which propagates without 
change of form and has some localized shape. Moreover, the speed IS proportional 
to the amplitude: the taller the faster. 
The word "Soli ton" was firstly used m the work of Zabusky and Kruskal in 1965 
[83]. They used this word for a particular class of solitary waves, the peculiarity 
of which consists in their behaviour when interacting with each other: they pass 
through each other, the only modificatiOn bemg a small change in their phase. For 
instance, If u(x, t) = u(x- vt) descnbes a soliton before its interactiOn, afterwards 
it can be described by u(x- vt + r/1) 
The above shift IS a clear sign that we are considering solutions for nonlinear 
equations In fact, solutions of lmear equations do linearly superpose and therefore 
phase shift effects can not be expected. Solitary waves are due to a very subtle 
mechanism of compensatiOn between the derivative {dispersion) and the nonlinear 
terms m the equations of which they are solutions [82]. The fact that sohtons retain 
their own features even after having collided w1th other soli tons may indicate that the 
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energy they are carrying may be propagated in "localzzed stable packets and wzthout 
dzsperswn" [83]. As mentioned in [84], this issue IS obviously of great importance in 
physics [85, 86, 87], bwlogy [88, 89] as well as for engineenng applications [90, 91, 
92, 93]. 
Finally, it must be emphasized that not all the nonlinear p.d.e. 's admitting soli-
tary wave solutions have soliton solutions as well. In some cases, it happens that two 
collidmg solitary waves after the collision slightly change their shape. This results 
in the appearance of small oscillations that arise to balance the loss in energy due 
to the modification of the solitary wave's shape [83] 
2.1.1 Inverse Scattering Approach 
Inverse Scattering Problem 
Given a certain differential operator L(x, 8,), with eigenfunctions '1/;(x) and eigen-
values >.: 
L '1/;(x) = >. '1/;(x) , (2.1) 
the Inverse Scattering Problem can be posed as follows: zf we know the asymptotzc 
form of '1/; for all posszble energzes: 
{ 
'1/;(x) x-;too a(k) e-•kx ' 
'1/;(x) x~oo e-•kx + b(k) e+•kx ' 
ial2 + lW - 1, (2.2) 
how can we reconstruct L(x,8,)? 
For the Schrodinger equatiOn 
'1/Jxx(x) + U(x) '1/;(x) = >. '1/J(x) , (2 3) 
the problem is solved if one is able to find solutions for the Gelfand-Leviatan-
Marchenko equation: 
K(x,z)+G(x+z) =- jdyK(x,y)G(y+z), 
G(x) = F(x) + 2: c~ e-k.x , 
k 
(2.4a) 
(2.4b) 
where: F(x) is the Fourier Transform of the spectral data b(k), c,. are the analogue 
of b(k) for the discrete spectrum and K(x, z) is a two variable function in terms of 
which U(x) may be defined as: 
8 
U(x) = -2 8x K(x, z) 1•=• . 
Inverse Scattering Techniques and Soliton Solutions 
Let us now see how an IST might be used to get solutions for nonlmear p d.e. 's. 
Hereafter we will specialize our discussion to the Korteweg-de Vries equation: 
Ut - 6uux + Uxxx = 0 . (2.5) 
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When using an 1ST, the startmg point is the existence of some scattering data, at 
least asymptotically. Thus, in order to apply an 1ST for solving KdV, we need a 
mechanism to construct such "scattering data" for KdV. 
Consider the KdV m the usual form {2.5). By performing the transformation -
Mzum Transformatzon 
{2.6) 
It becomes: 
{2v+ ~) (vt- 6v2Vx +vxxx) =0. 
Therefore, if v is a solution of equation 
{2.7) 
then (2.6) generates solutions of KdV. Equation (2. 7) is called "modified Korteweg-
de Vries" {mKdV). EquatiOn {2.6) can be regarded as a Rzccatz equatzon for v. It 
can therefore be linearized by means of the further transformation 
(2.8) 
With this, equation {2.6) reads· 
1/Jxx(x, t) + u(x, t) 1/J(x, t) = 0 . {2.9) 
Since KdV is mvariant under transformations like - Galzlean Invarzance 
u(x, t) --> >. + u(x + 6.\t, t) , {2.10) 
we can use this freedom to put {2 9) in the form: 
1/Jxx(x, t) + u(x, t) 1/J(x, t) = >. 1/J(x, t) . {2.11) 
The Schr<idmger-hke equation {2.11), gives us a way to construct scatterzng data. 
This IS the first step of the procedure to obtain soliton solutions: 
1. Let us suppose that we know u(x, t) at a certain timet= 0 
u(x, 0) = f(x) . {2.12) 
2. Solve {2.11) at t = 0 to get an asymptotic (x ~ ±oo) solution 1/Jo = 1/J(x,O) 
and Ao = .\{0). This gives the imtial spectral data 
3. Construct asymptotic 1/J(x, t) and >.(t) starting from 1/Jo and .\0 • 
4. Use 1ST to obtain u(x, t). 
Point 3) above is crucial: how can one have 1/J(x, t) and >.(t) from 1/Jo and .\0? 
Indeed, it is possible to construct a linear differential equation whose solutions are 
1/J(x, t) and >.(t) with 1/Jo and .\0 as imt1al conditiOns Th1s is called Tzme-Evolutzon 
Equatzon (TEE). For KdV, TEE can be obtamed starting from: 
{2.13) 
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where R = '1/Jt- ux'I/J + 2(u- 2A)'I/Jx We will see later how this equation can be 
derived. It allows for the solutions -see [82] chapter 4. 
A(t) = Ao , b(k, t) = b(k, 0) e8'k't , 
Soliton Solutions are that particular class of solutions of the Gelfand-Leviatan-
Marchenko equation corresponding to discrete values of the spectral parameter A. 
In conclusion, the key-points to use an 1ST to get solutiOns for KdV are: 
1. an initial condition (IC). 
2. the existence of two linear equatiOns (EQ1,2). The first one (EQ1), together 
with (IC), gives the scattering data at any fixed time, the latter (EQ2) gives 
their time-evolutiOn. 
Comments 
To better understand the previous mechanism, let us see how (2 13) can be derived. 
Consider the time-independent Sclrrodmger equation (2 3) and differentiate with 
respect to both x and t: 
'1/Jxxx +ux'I/J+ (A+u)'I/Jx = 0, 
'1/Jxxt +(At+ Ut)'I/J +(A+ u)'I/Jt = 0 . 
Let us define the quantity: 
By using (2.14) It can be seen that R satisfies: 
/J/Jx ('1/Jx R - '1/J Rx) = 'I/J2 (At +Ut+ 6uux + Uxxx) . 
Let us now consider the pair of linear differential equatiOns 
(2 14a) 
(2 14b) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
(2.17a) 
(2.17b) 
Equation (2.17b) reduces to (2.13) If the KdV is satisfied. As a result we have: 
'1/Jxx+(A+u)'if;=O, (2.18) 
therefore KdV is the compatibility conditions for equatwns (2.18). 
Summary 
The mechanism to solve KdV (or any other nonlinear equation) by 1ST can be 
generahzed as follow: 
• Consider a solutiOn of the nonlinear equatwn at any fixed time t0 (I C). 
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• Construct a Pair of Lmear equations (EQ1, EQ2) whose compatibility condi-
tion is given by the nonlinear one (NLE). 
• Solve EQ1 + IC to get the scattering data at t 0 • 
• Solve EQ2 to determine the evolution of the scattering data at any t > t 0 • 
• Apply the IST (i.e. solve the Gelfand-Leviatan-Marchenko linear integral 
equation) to determine the solution of the nonlinear equation at any subse-
quent time. 
Soliton solutions correspond to distinct poles m the complex plane of the spectral 
parameter. 
Solitons can also be obtained by considermg different approaches to the solutwn 
of the relevant equatwns: Biicklund and Darboux transformations a.'l well as the Lax-
Pair approach, the Zakharov-Shabat approach and the AKNS formalism. Detmls of 
these techniques can be found, for example, m [82, 83] and references therein. For a 
short review focused to the introduction of these techniques m General Relativity, 
we refer to the paper by Gurses in [12]. 
2.1.2 Solitons in General Relativity 
Solitons in General Relativity are particular solutions of the Einstein Field Equa-
twns (EFE) for spacetimes with two Killmg vectors. They are obtamed by using a 
technique that resembles those described above in the following pomts: 
1. Instead of solving the Einstein's nonhnear equations (EFE) we try to solve a 
pair of linear differential equatwns (whose compatibility conditions are given 
by EFE) 
This is similar to the mtroductwn of a Lax-Pair. 
2. These equations mvolve a "spectral" parameter A. Their unknown function 
is a 'I!(A) in terms of which the solutwn of NLE is given by simply algebraic 
operations. 
3. The functwn \1! (A) has meromorphic structure (i.e. discrete simple poles) over 
the complex plane A. 
This recalls the fact that, for classical soliton solutions, A are eigenvalues 
belongmg to the discrete energy spectrum. 
One more comment: the classical techmque is a typical initial value problem: 
we need (2.12) to obtam the relevant discrete spectrum. In GR, at least for the 
techniques we will consider, the spectral problem is completely determined by the 
structure of the linear pair. Nevertheless, to get a solution g, we will have to start 
from a prevwusly known g0 , the so-called Seed Metnc. For this occurrence, Soliton 
Techniques in General Relativity are usually referred to as Dressing Techniques. 
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2.2 The Belinski-Zakharov Technique 
In this section we will introduce the key features of the Belinski-Zakharov sohton 
technique, as mtroduced in two papers [48, 49] in 1978. This technique has been 
reviewed in [81]. 
2.2.1 Matrix Form for the Equations 
Let us consider the 2 Killing Vector spacetlme (1.29) in the form: 
a,b=1,2 (2.19) 
The functions 9 •• can be interpreted as the components of the followmg 2 x 2 
matrix. 
a( 1 -w) 
g = :X -w x2+w2 g-1 = _1_ ( x
2
+w
2 
+w) 
a X +w 1 
(2 20) 
with a= Jdetg = e-u. It is also convenient to introduce the following matrices: 
A -1 =-a g ·g 
.• B -1 =+ag ·g ,v (2.21) 
where ,u and ,v ind1cate dtfferentiation with respect of u, v respectively. Exphcttly 
we have: 
( - l x. - "· - ~ w. W I ~w.) - ,u? A - a (2.22a) 2 w x2-w2 I - u + -x - w x x .• x ,u x2 ,u .• 
( +lx .• + u .. + ~w .. 1 :.J +w 2 ·•x B - a (2.22b) 2 w x2--t2 1 + u .. + --x + w - x X,. X ,v X ,V 
Proposition (2.2.1} Matrix Form for the Equations 
W1th the above notation, Einstein' s Field Equations became: 
(1.31a) } 
(1 31e) -> 
(1.31!) 
A,. - B .• = 0, (2.23a) 
(1.31b) -> a a 1 M =-~+__c:---TrA2 
·• a a 4aa ' 
,u ,u 
(2.23b) 
(1.31c) a a 1 -> M = -~+ __c:- --TrB2 , 
·• a a 4aa 
,v ,v 
(2 23c) 
a a 1 
-> M = _ __c: __c: - TrA B 
,uv a a 4 . (1.31d) (2 23d) 
Proof 
The proof ts trzvzal and therefore wtll not be gwen. D qe.d. 
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Equation (2.23d) becomes the integrability condition for (2 23b) and (2 23c). Equa-
tiOn (2.23a) IS the most important and, as we will see, is actually the equation we 
must solve. Equation (2.23b) and (2.23c) can be eas1ly (at least in principle!) solved, 
once A and B have been found. Therefore, M is uniquely determmed by g0 up to 
some integration constants 
Proposition (2.2.2} Integrability Condition 
Equation (2 21) admit the following mtegrability condition: 
a ( A .• + B .• ) + [A, B ] -a .• A- a .• B = 0 . (2 24) 
Proof 
The proof zs szmply done by mspection and by usmg the followmg zdentztzes: 
-1 -1 -1 g .• = - g g .• g ' (2.25) 
Dqed 
As a result, the two equations we are interested in are: 
{ 
(2.23a) >-+ A .• - B .• = 0 , 
(2.24) >-+ a(A .• +B,.) + [A,B]- aA-aB-0 
,tl ,u 
2.2.2 A Linear-Pair formulation 
Let us introduce the two operators 
2A 
1J2 = Ov + , a. {)A, (2.26) 
"' + a . 
where A is an arbitrary (unphysical) parameter, hereafter referred to as the spectral 
parameter. 
Proposition (2.2.3} Property of 1J1 and 1J2 
The following implication is true: 
[ v, , v. 1 = o <=* a... - o . (2.27) 
Proof 
The proof follows zmmedwtely from the fact that: 
(2.28) 
Oq.e.d. 
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Proposition (2.2.4) Invariance under Rescaling 
D, and D, are invariant under the following subst1tutwn: 
(2 29) 
Proof 
Let us suppose that D, acts upon a genenc functwn f = f(a,{3, >.). When consid-
enng the transformatwn (2.29), the u-denvatzve and the >.-denvatzve transform as 
follows: 
{)>.' 
a • ....... a. + {)a a .• a,, ' (2.30) 
Therefore D, becomes: 
2>.' 
D, ,..... a. - >.' _ a a .• {)N , (2 31) 
whzch proves the assertwn. Dq.ed. 
Proposition (2.2.5) A Linear-Pair formulation 
Let us introduce the complex matrix function \[f = \l!(u, v, >.) and consider the 
following matrix equations. 
1 
D, \1! = >. _ a A w , 
1 D, 1J! = , B 1J!, 
" + a 
(2 32) 
where a, A, B are g1ven in (2 21). Then (2 23a) and (2.24) are the integrability 
conditwns for (2.32). 
Proof 
The mtegrabzlzty condztwn for the above lmear pazr zs given by 
D,(2.32.a) - D, (2 32.b) = 0. 
By usmg (2.27), and after some httle algebra, we have that thzs zs equzvalent to 
prove: 
0 = ( -a.v A- a .• B +(A B - B A)+ a (A,v + B.J) +>. (A,v - B,.) . (2.33) 
Thzs zs satzsfied for arbztrary >. zff both (2 23a) and (2.24) are satzsfied. Therefore 
the assertwn zs proved. D q e d. 
In this respect the system (2 32) is a Lmear-Pair of equations for our non-linear-
equation (2.23a) 
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Proposition (2.2.6} Form of the Solution 
The matrix g, defined as: 
g(u,v) = >It(u,v,O), 
is a solution for Einstein's equations (2.23). 
Proof 
25 
(2.34) 
Puttmg .>. = 0 m (2.32) gzves g .• = - a-1 A g and g .• = + a-1 B g, whzch are 
zdentzcal to the definztzons (2 21) of A and B. D q.e.d. 
2.2.3 The Dressing Ansatz 
The previous arguments tell us that, whenever we have a solution for >It, then a 
solution for Emstein' s equations is automatically ensured see (2 34). The problem 
1s therefore that of finding such a solutwn >It. The following construction gives one 
possible way to construct It. We want to emphasize that, in principle, this is not 
the only possible solution to (2.32). 
!Step 11 
Let us consider a known solution g0 (u, v) of Emstein' s equations. From this metnc 
we can derive A 0 and B0 and therefore we can get a solution >It 0 for the Linear Pair 
(2 32) Hereafter g. ( u, v) will be called Seed Metrzc 
I Step 2.a- Dressing Ansatz I 
We now look for a solution in the form: 
>It(u,v,.>.) = S(u,v,.>.) >lt0 (u,v,.>.). Dressmg Ansatz (2 35) 
By substituting (2.35) into (2.32) we can see that such a solution eXIsts, proVIded 
that S satisfies: 
1 V,S(u,v,.>.) = .>.-a(AS-SA0 ), 
1 V 2 S(u,v,.>.) = -,-(BS-SB0 ). 
"+a 
I Step 2.b - Reality of g I 
(2.36a) 
(2.36b) 
It may be noted that not all solutions of (2.36) are acceptable. In fact, we want g 
to be real Thus we can only accept solutwns such that: 
S(u,v,"X) = S(u,v,.>.), >It(u,v,"X) = >It(u,v,.>.). (2.37) 
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I Step 2.c - Symmetry of g I 
A necessary requirement for g is that 9., = 9,. Consider the new matriX S' defined 
by· 
S'(u,v,.X) = g st(u,v,.X') g;1 , .X' = a? .!, . 
.X (2.38) 
By using the invariance of D, and 'D2 under the transformation (2.29), It can be 
shown that S' also satisfies (2.36), provided that g is symmetric. In fact, 1f th1s 
is the case, then g (Al)-1 g-1 = A. This ensures- together with the invariance 
of D,,2 under (2.29) - that S' is a solutiOn. As a result, we can be sure that g is 
symmetric if there eXIsts a scalar function h(u, v, .X) such that: 
S'(u,v,.X) = h(u,v,.X) S(u,v,.X). (2.39) 
In general such a functiOn will be different from 1. The correct expression for g will 
then be given by: 
gph - h(u,v,.X) S(u,v,X) g0 S1(u,v,.X), (2 40a) 
or 
gph = h(u,v,.X) S(u,v,.X) g. S1(u,v,X), (2 40b) 
the two expressions being eqUivalent due to the fact that gph IS symmetric by con-
struction 
As suggested by (2 34) and (2.35), we might now want to put the new solutiOn gph 
in the form: 
gph = S(u, v, 0) g 0 • (2.41) 
Therefore we must impose that the functiOn h(u, v, .X) satisfies the aUXIliary condi-
tion: 
~}~0 h(u,v,.X) S(u,v,X) = 11 (2.42) 
By substituting (2 42) into (2.32) it IS trivial to prove that (2.41) is a well defined 
solutiOn. 
jstep 2.d- detgl 
Fmally, we require that det g = a 2• This Implies a further condition upon S: 
ldetiS(u,v,O)I - 11 (2.43) 
The Physical Metric 
Proposition (2.2. 7} Rescaling Property for g 
Any solution g of the lmear pair (2.26) is defined up to a transformation: 
1 (2.44) g,..... g" = h(u,v,O) g' 
where h(u,v,O) is a function ofu, v only. 
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Proof 
Let us substztute (2.39) znto (2.36). We have: 
V, h(u,v,.>.) = 0, v2 h(u,v, .>.) - 0. (2.45) 
From the above equatwns zt follows that: 
Ou h( u, v, 0) = 0 , e. h( u, v, o) - 0. (2.46) 
We can now conszder the scaled metnc: 
1 a2 
giJC = h(u,v,O) g' g" = S(u,v,--:\) g0 st(u,v,.>.). (2.47) 
Sznce the scalzng does not break the matrzx structure, we have that g,c zs symmetnc. 
Moreover, the new matrzces A,c and B,c associated to g,c are gzven by· 
A,c = A- a (log h),. I, B" = B- a (log h),. I . (2.48) 
By uszng (2.39) we have· 
A =A, 
" 
(2.49) 
and therefore the mazn equatwn (2 23a) zs satzsfied. D q.e.d. 
Proposition (2.2.8} The physical metric 
Given any solution g of the linear pair (2.26), it Js possible to obtain a gP, with the 
correct determinant by simply considering: 
(2.50) 
Proof 
The proof zmmedzately follows from the prevwus assertwn. In thzs case we have: 
h- a 
- y'detg · (2 51) 
D q.ed. 
2.2.4 Simple Poles Ansatz 
In order to explicitly construct a solution, we may now introduce some assumptions 
about the pole structure of the S matrix in the complex plane .>.. By analogy with 
the situatiOn encountered in section 2.1, we can impose that both S and s-I have 
singularities in .>. and that these are simple poles (i.e. assume that S and s-I have 
meromorphic structure). 
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The Structure of the Singularities 
Proposition (2.2.9} Structure of the Singularities 
Let us suppose that S is not invert1ble at a number n of points V[k]. Let us suppose 
these to be simple poles for s-1• Then S has simple poles at: 
Proof 
1 
Jl{k] = a 2 -, 
V[k] k= 1, . . ,n. 
Let us consider the relatwn (2.38). Smce detg = detg0 , we have: 
det st(>,) = det sta2 I.>.) 
(2.52) 
(2.53) 
The relatwn S s-1 =I zmplzes that detS = (detS-1J-1. Therefore (2 53) becomes: 
(2.54) 
. Let us now suppose S be not znvertzble zn .>. = Jl(k]. Consequently, det S(J4kJ) = 0 
and detS1(WJ) = 0. Thus, detS-1(a2IWJ) = 0. Thzs means that s-1 has poles at 
V[kJ = a 2 I Wl. D q.e d. 
From (2 37) it can also be deduced that poles inS are either real or occur m complex-
conjugate pairs. Consequently, for n complex pairs of poles, the general form of S 
and s-1 1s given by. 
n 1 1 
S = I + """' (.>. RjkJ + .>. RjkJ ) , ~ - Wl - J4kJ k=1 (2.55a) 
n 1 1 -
s-1 = I + """' (.>. QJkJ + .>. QJkJ ) , ~ - ll[k] - V[k] 
k=1 
(2.55b) 
where the matrices Q[kJ are related to the Rjk]'s through the conditiOn S s-1 = I. 
Proposition (2.2.10} Equations for the poles 
The poles JLikJ are solutions of the followmg equations. 
Wl .• 
2Jl(k] 
+ a =0, 
Jl!kJ- a ·• 
2Jl(k] 
Jl{k] - a 
·" Jl!kJ + a ·" 
= 0. (2.56) 
Proof 
By substztutmg (2.55a) and (2.55b) znto (2.36a) and (2 36b). We have: 
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D,S 
n 1 
- k~1 {,\- ll{k])2 (p[kJ,u 2,\ n 1 + -A- a,u] RjkJ+ L A D, Rjk] + 
-a k = 1 -ll{k] 
(2.57a) 
2,\ ]- ~ 1 -
+ -,\- a,u RjkJ + L...J ,\ D, RjkJ , 
-a k = 1 -ll{kJ 
n 1 k~1 {,\- ll{kJ)2 [JI!kJ,u 
1 
-(AS-SA) 
,\-a • 
1 n 1 
= ,\-a L ,\ -ll{k] (A RjkJ - RjkJ A.) + 
k = 1 
1~ 1 (--) 
-,\- L...J ,\ A RjkJ - RjkJ A. . (2.57b) 
- a k = 1 - ji{kJ 
After equatmg (2.57a) and (2.57b) we have to ~mpose that the second order pole 
d~sappears, for the pole structure of the two members to be the same. Th~s proves 
the assertzon. 0 q.e d. 
It is worth mentionmg that, due to condition (2.27), equatiOns (2.56) satisfies the 
integrability condition: 
Wl - Jl!kJ = 0. 
,Uti ,vu 
Analogously for V[kJ. 
Proposition (2.2.11) Pole-Trajectories 
The poles ll{k] and V[k] have the following explicit expression. 
Proof 
ll{k] = w[kJ -,8 ± y'(w[k] -,8)2- a2 , 
V[kJ = W[kJ -,8 =F y'(w[kJ -,8)2- a2 
Equatwns (2 56) can be rewntten m the form· 
~ _ ~ ;u J'l a + ~ ~ = (J'l ;a) ,u = 0 , 
~ - ~ J;i" J'l a -~ ~ = ( J'l fo a) ,v = 0 ' 
(2 58) 
(2.59a) 
(2.59b) 
(2.60a) 
(2 60b) 
where the zndex [kJ has been dropped for s~mpltc~ty. By zntegmtzng both members of 
both equatwns respectzvely zn u and v one obtazns: 
p-a = 2 fo C(u), p+a = 2-ffiD(v), 
where C and D are arbztmry functwns of u and v respect~vely From th~s the fol-
lowzng relatwns may be derzved· 
They are only conszstent ~fa= D2(v)- C2 (u). Th~s must be compared wzth (1 33), 
thus yzeldzng· 
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1 1 C2 (u) = 2 w- :F, D
2(u) = 2 w + g, 
p,2 - 2p,(w- {3) + a2 = 0 . 
30 
(2.63a) 
(2.63b) 
where the second equatwn ~s obtazned by uszng that f3, harmomcally conjugate to a, 
can also be wntten zn the form: f3 = :F - g. 
The solutwn of the second equatwn above ~s clearly gzven by (2.59a). D q.e.d. 
Proposition (2.2.12} On the structure of R{k] and Q[k) 
R{k] a.nd Q[k) must satisfy 
detR{kJ = 0, detQ[kJ = 0. (2 64) 
Proof 
From the ~dent~ty S s-1 = I evaluated at >. = Jl.lkJ, we have R{kJ s-1(WJ) = 0. 
These can be cons~dered as a system of linear equat~ons Therefore, zn order to have 
a solutwn, we have to ~mpose that the determznant of R{k] vamshes. By s~mtlarly 
evaluatzng the tdenttty at >. = IJ[k), we can get a stmtlar condttwn for Q[k). D q.e.d. 
According to the above result, we can look for solutions such that R{k] and Q[k) are 
in the form: 
RjkJ.. = n[kJ. m[kJ. , 
R{k] = Il[k) 0 m[k) , 
The Construction of R{k] 
Q[kJ.. = p[kJ. q[kJ. , 
Q[k) = p[k) 0 q[k) . 
(2.65a) 
(2.65b) 
G1ven a Seed metric g0 we can (at least in principle) obtain W0 • Having that, we 
can introduce the matrix M[k) = 'lf 0 - 1(>. = ll[kJ) that clearly satisfies the equations· 
1 1 
M[kJ + M[kJ A0 = 0 , M[kJ + M[kJ B0 = 0 . (2.66) 
·• ll[k) -a ·• Wl +a 
Proposition (2.2.13) The vectors IIl[kJ 
The 2-vectors IIl[k) are given by: 
IIl[k) = ~k) . M[k) . 
where K[k) is a. completely arbitrary complex vector. 
Proof 
Equatwns (2 36) can be rewntten as: 
_1_A 
>.-a 
_l_B 
>-+a 
- (D S) s-1 + - 1- S A s-1 
, >.-a o 
- (D S) s-1 + - 1- S B s-1 
2 >.+a o 
(2.67) 
(2.68a) 
(2.68b) 
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We now requzre that the second member does not have second order poles. Then: 
(2 69a) 
R!kJ s-1(JllkJ) + 
,v 
(2 69b) 
From the zdentzty S s-t = I we have RjkJ s-1(JllkJ) = 0 We can now rewrzte 
s-1(J.L!kJ) as s-1(JllkJ) = T[kJ 0P[kJ . Therefore the prevwus condztwn now reads: 
m[kj • T[kj = 0 . (2.70) 
By substztutzng (2.65) and (2. 70) znto (2 69a) and (2 69b) we have: 
[ m[kJ.. + 
1 
m[kj JllkJ -a . T[kj = 0' (2.71a) 
[ m[kJ,v + JllkJ1+a m[kj · T[kJ = 0. (2.71b) 
Notzce that equatwns (2.71) have the same structure of equatwns (2.66). Therefore 
the assertwn zs proved. 0 q e.d. 
Proposition (2.2.14} The vectors Il(kJ 
The 2-vectors Il(kJ are given by: 
2n 1 
Il(kj = L- r-1 [k,JJ N[kla ' 
k=1 Jllkj 
1 
IJk.JJ = 2 N[kJ ·IllfJJ , JllkJ JllJI -E a 
N[kJ = {N!kla}, (2.72a) 
N[kJ = m[kJ · g0 , (2.72b) 
where the sum is now extended to both the pole-trajectories and the1r complex-
conjugate companions. 
Proof 
By substztutzng (2.55a) znto (2.38) and puttzng).. - JJ[kJ - a 2 f>.., we have a set of 
n equatwns for RjkJ: 
n 
L: 0. (2.73) 
]=1 
By uszng RjkJ s-1(JllkJ) = 0 znto (2.73) we have: 
n n _ L m[kj. go • IllfJJ 11l.Jla + L m[kj. go . IllfJJ 11l.Jla = -m(kJc go'" . (2. 74) 
J=l JJ(kj -JllJJ J=l JJ(kj -PbJ 
These are n equatwns for then components 11l.Jla· The trzck zs now to renumber the 
poles wzthout dzstznguzshzng between JllkJ and JltkJ zn (2.55a). By zntroduczng I!k.JJ and 
N[kJ defined above, equatwn (2 74) szmplzjies to L:~:1 JllkJ I!k.JJ 11l.Jla - N[kJ0 , whzch 
proves the assertwn. 0 q e.d. 
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Proposition {2.2.15) Determinant of the n-soliton solution 
The determmant of the unsealed metric is given by: 
Proof 
n
2
n lwll2 det g = --2- det g0 • a k=l 
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{2.75) 
For the proof we refer to {49}, where zt zs gwen by uszng the smart procedure of 
addzng one pole at a tzme. D q.e.d. 
Proposition {2.2.16} The physical n-soliton solution 
The physical metric describing an n-sol!ton solution is given by. 
n
2
n lt4kJI ( 1 1 -1 ) 9., = ---;:;--- g •• , - Wl Jl!Jl r (k,JJ Nbia N[kib . 
k=l 
{2 76) 
where N[kib and I'[k,q have been defined m (2.72b) and tJ{k] are given by (2.59a) w1th 
w[k] arbitrary complex constants. 
Proof 
The proof szmply follows from the definztwns (2.55a) and (2.34), along wzth the 
rescalzng procedure earlier mtroduced. D q e d. 
Alternatively one can use the followmg form given in [95]: 
9., = fr lt4;ll (9 •• , - r-•(k,JJ N[kla Nbib) , 
k=l 
(2.77a) 
N[kJ = g. · lll(kJ , - t4k I tl[Jl I'[k,]] = 2 lll(k] . g •. lli[]] 1 (2. 77b) tJ{k] tl[J]-€ a 
where now N = 2n and the definition for r as been shghtly modrfied. 
The form for the n-soliton solutiOn given above deserves a few remarks. The seed 
metric g0 enters this solution m a drrect way and through >It 0 in a more involved one 
In particular, >It 0 will be necessary for the construction of the lll(k] vectors However, 
it must be recalled that, grven any g., it is not simple to obtam the corresponding 
W0 • In fact, this involves the solution of some nonlmear equations. Nevertheless 
many explicit expression are now known. We wrll consider them in chapter 3. 
A second problem is grven by the explicit manipulation of the algebraic expres-
sions in S(a, /3, .>..) According to the number of poles, we have to deal with N x N 
matrices (namely the I'[k,JJ) that need to be inverted. Even for a 4 x 4 matrix, thrs 
may be not a simple task. In this respect, a srgmficant result has been achieved 
by Alekseev [95], who managed to avoid finding mverses by rewriting the metric 
components as the ratio of two determinants of N x N matnces. This result will 
also be briefly sketched m chapter 3. 
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2.3 The Alekseev Technique 
This section IS devoted to a presentation of the Alekseev technique [51, 52, 53, 54]. 
It involves 3 x 3 matrices rather than 2 x 2 as in the previous case. 
2.3.1 Matrix Form for the Einstein-Maxwell Equations 
Proposition (2.3.1} Duality Form of the Einstein's Equations 
Let us introduce: 
KJlv(a) ='ill' €va - 'i1 v €1'a • 
nl'v(a) = Kl'v(a) + z K*Jlv(a) , 
K* z KfKT JlV(a) = 2 €1'VfK1 (a) ' 
p,, v, p, a = 1, 2, 3, 4 , 
(2.78a) 
(2.78b) 
where €{; are the relevant Killing vectors. Let us suppose that there exist a self-dual 
bivector Sl'v(a) such that: 
T. V (; - "MV SfKT Jl '>Va - €JlV{K1 V (a) > (2.79) 
where Tl'v is the energy-matter tensor. Then the Emstein F1eld Equations are equiv-
alent to the existence of a bivector 
1il'v (a) = ni'V (a) + 4z (87rG) Sl'v(a) 
which has the following properties: 
z 
1il'v(a) = 2 €1'VfK1 1{fK1 (a) , JlV(KT "M '1J 0 
€ V V I LfKT(a) - 0 
3 HI'( a) St. 1iJlv(a) = 01' Hv(a) - Ov Hl'(a) · 
Proposition (2.3.2} Duality Form of the Maxwell's Equations 
(2.80) 
(2.81a) 
(2.81b) 
The electromagnetic field can be described by a bivector FI'P and a potential <I>v 
such that: 
(i) the energy-momentum tensor is given by: 
Tl'v = 4~ ( FI'P FP v - ~ F fK1 FfK1 91'v) 
(ii) The Maxwell Equations are given by: 
(2.82) 
(2.83) 
(iii) By introducing the dual variables F"l'v = ~ Ewpa FfK1 and Wl'v - Fw + z F*w• 
the Maxwell Equations can be put m the form: 
Notice the close similanty between equations (2.81) and (2.84). 
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Proposition (2.3.3} Kinnersley Equations 
Let us consider the line element (1.25), and introduce the matnces hab, fAB' fab 
defined by: 
fab = fab = ( ~1 ~ ) , a, b = 1, 2 , 
f =fAB= (O 1 ),A,B=1,2. AB -1 0 
Then the equations (2.81) and (2.84) became. 
BA H/ =-: fAB h~ OB H}' 
BA <Pa =- : fAB h~ aB <I>e' <Pa =.PI' t;~ ' 
8 b O hb z B eO b -e 0 A Ha = A a - ~fA h. B he -2 .p A <Pa' 
(2 85a) 
(2.85b) 
(2 86a) 
(2.86b) 
(2.86c) 
where the indices A,B are raised and lowered by means of the matrix TJAB' and the 
indices a,b are lowered and raised by the matnx fab. 
The usual electromagnetic vector field AI' = (0, 0, Ab A2 ) is related to .P = { <Pa} 
through the relation: Aa = Re <l>4 • It is also appropriate to emphasize that the 
function a must satisfy TJAB a A a,B = 0, which is equivalent to the known a .•• = 0 
Proposition (2.3.4} Matrix Form for the Einstein-Maxwell Equations 
The equations (2.86a) and (2.86b) are equivalent to: 
z 
,AB a U + - fAB U u = 0 1 
'I A B 2 a A B 
fAB aB uB = o. 
The equation (2.86c) is equivalent to· 
a A ( G -4 z .B n) = 2 ( u~ n - nu A ) , 
G UA =- 4 if a f/ nUB' 
TrUA = 2i,B,A, Re(TrUA)= 0, 
G = Gt , G 55 = 1 , 
where ,B is a function defined through ,BA - f fAB a,B' Moreover: 
(2 87a) 
(2 87b) 
(2.88a) 
(2.88b) 
(2 88c) 
(2.88d) 
and n is a 3 x 3 matnx w1th all null entries, except for !1,2 = 1 = -!121 ; 5 labels 
the electromagnetic components - the third row and column - of all matrices. 
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Proof 
Let us conszder U A and G zn the form· 
( 
-4 hab + 4 q,a q,b 
G= 
-2 if>b 
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(2.90) 
Let us substztute the above form of U A znto (2 88a) We can obtazn the relatzons: 
i{>Aa = {)A if>a > 
-4 {)A (hab + 4 q,a if>b + i j3 E"') 
(2 91) 
(2 92) 
The first relatzon defines one of the elements of the U A gzven above. Let us now 
substztute U A from (2.90) znto (2 88b). After a lzttle algebra we obtazn: 
(2.93a) 
(2.93b) 
(2 93c) 
(2.93d) 
Relatzons (2.93a) and (2.93b) define two more elements of U A. By substztutzng 
(2.93b) znto (2.93c) we get the other relatzon: 
-4hac if> = 4 Z E a € 0 E"cif> Ac A Be . (2 94) 
By substztutzng (2.93a) znto (2.93d) we get the relatzon: 
-4hac Hb = 4 z E a E c E"c Hb . 
Ac A Be. (2.95) 
It zs worth notzczng that (2.94) and (2.95) correspond to the first two Kznnersley 
equatwns. Thzs proves one first part of the assertzon. 
Let us now go back to (2.92). Thzs equatzon gzves znformatzon on the hermztzan part 
of HA ab only. Therefore there zs stzll an arbztrarzness on the antz-hermztzan part. 
We can use that to set: 
HA ab = {)A (hab- q,a if>b+i ,8 E"')+'YA E"' + z sA ab, (2.96) 
where I' A zs a real3-vector and SA ab zs a real matrzx as well. Let us substztute (2.96) 
znto (2.94) After a lzttle algebra we get the equatzon: 
{)A h~ + z,B,A E~- {)A (il>a il>b) + 'YA E~ + z SAab = .:_€ B he (8B hcb) + 
a A • 
1 Bhc,B , Z Bhe{) ("'-"b) 1 Bhe b + 1 BheS b +-EA BE --EA B "-'e"-' +-EA ')'BEe -EA Be' a Cl ' c 0: a a a a a (2.97) 
If we now use (2.95) znto (2 97), we can obtazn: 
({) if>a) if>b = .:. E B he ({) if> ) if>b A Q'AuBC" (2.98) 
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By subst1tutzng {2 98) znto {2.97) and by 1solatzng 1ts real and 1magznary parts, we 
get the two equatzons: 
a hb n. an. b_ 1 Bhc(J b 1 Bhcsb A a- '>'a A '>'b +lA Ea-- a EA • ,BE,- ;;EA • Be> {299) 
(JA€~ + SAab =..!, €AB he (aB h~) +..!, EAB he <Pc (aB ,Pb) +..!, €AB he fB €~. {2.100) 
' a a a a a a 
In order to solve the above equat1ons let us make the ansatz. 
~.- 1 shcsb fA UG - -a fA o. Be fbd • 
The cond1tzon on the determznant of g can be rewrztten zn the form: 
he hb = - E o? ob 
a c a ' 
(a A h~) h~ + h~ (a A h~) = -2 € a a,A 0! , 
{2 101) 
(2 102) 
(2.103) 
where the second relatzon has been obtazned from the first by d1jJerent1atzng 1t By 
subst1tutzng (2.101) and (2 102) znto (2 100) we get the relatzon: 
{2.104) 
By subst1tutzng (2.101) znto (2 99) we get the relatzon: 
- 1 d 
a he = ,P a .pc - - ED h {J E' . 
B a a B Q B a ,D d {2 105) 
Let us subst1tute {2.103) znto {2.104). W1th the help of (2.105) we finally get the 
Important relatzon: 
(2.106) 
At th1s stage HA ab, defined zn {2.96), reads: 
H b-()hb I Bhcohb 2Jf..b<Jn.a ~bIB hb Aa- A a+-E B c- '>'UA'¥ +lA 0 a+-EA lB a· Q A a Q {2.107) 
From th1s and by uszng the above relatzons one can obtazn: 
ITrUA = 27A+aATrh = 27A+21fJ,AI (2.108) 
We can always use the arb1trarzness zn the definztzon of 7 and set· 
{2.109) 
The express1on for HA ab w1ll now be further Slmplzfied to: 
H b- fJ hb .: BhcfJ hb- 2"'bfJ J<..a A a - A a + a fA a B C '1." A '*' " {2.110) 
It 1s now trzvzal to show that HA: = a A H!. In fact, the proof s1mply comes from 
subst1tutzng {2.110) znto (2.87b). 
Fznally, equatzon {2 87a) w1ll follow as a byproduct of th1s constructzon. 0 q.e.d. 
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Proposition (2.3.5) Rank of U A 
Condition (2 88b) is equivalent to: 
rankUA- 1. 
Proof 
37 
(2.111) 
The assertwn follows from the prevwus proposztwn and by usmg the Kmnersley 
equatwns gzven m (2 86). 0 q e d. 
2.3.2 A Linear-Pair formulation 
Let us consider the pair of hnear equations given by: 
B AB = 2_ (w- {3) 8/ 
{)A llt = A A u B llt ' ( )2 
A 2z w-{3 (2 112) 
where llt is a matrix function depending upon the relevant coordmates a and {3 
and upon the spectral parameter w. More details on the constructiOn of this linear 
pair are given in appendix A. Here we just emphasize that different spectral planes 
are adopted in the Alekseev and BZ formahsms. This is expressed by labelling the 
spectral parameters with different letters. 
Proposition (2.3.6} A linear-pair formulation 
The solutions of (2 87) are equivalent to those of the linear system (2.112). 
Proof 
Let us conszder (A.8): 
From (A.9b) we have. 
By znsertzng (A 9a) mto (2.114) we have· 
where :F has been defined m appendzx A. Clearly (2.115) zs satzsfied zff: 
! 
,AB 0 u + - €AB u u = Q ' 
•1 A B 2 a A B 
(2.113) 
(2.114) 
(2.115) 
(2.116) 
That concludes the proof Oqed. 
EquatiOns (2.88) can be rewntten - in terms of the matrices that enter the linear 
system (2.112)- by introducmg the matriX function W: 
W- G + 4z (w-{3) f!. (2.117) 
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Proposition (2.3. 7) Properties of W 
Condition (2 88d) is equivalent to 
w = wt, W 55- 1 
' 
Proof 
Th'tS tnvwlly follows from (2.117) and (2.88d). 
Proposition (2.3.8} Equation for W 
Conditions (2.88a) and (2.88b) are equivalent to: 
aw 
aw - 4dl. 
aA w + AAB ( w vB - v~ W) - o. 
This equation admits the following first integral: 
wt w w = K(w), 
where K is an arbitrary herm1tian matrix depending only upon w. 
Proof 
Let us consxder (2.88a) and the antxhermxtxan part of (2.88b}: 
1 ( v~ n - n vA) = - 2 aA ( G - 4 x f3 n), 
G VA - V~ G = 2 X t a tAB aB ( G - 4 z f3 n). 
Let us consxder the quantxty· 
4 z (w- {3) (2.121a) + (2 121b) . 
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(2 118) 
Dqed 
(2.119) 
(2.120) 
(2 121a} 
(2.121b) 
(2.122) 
By xntroducxng the new functwn W defined (2.117), the above equatwn has the 
sxmple form: 
w V A - V~ W = - 2X( W- {3) a A W + 2ZE Q tAB aB W . (2.123) 
By consxdenng (A.10), (A.12) and (2 112) we have: 
a A w + AAB ( w vB - v~ w) - o. (2.124) 
From (2.112) we also have: 
v = (A - 1) B a w w-1 B A B • (2 125) 
By msertmg (2.125) mto (2.119) we have: 
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(2 126) 
that~ 
wt W w - K(w). (2.127) 
where K zs a constant of zntegrotzon D q.e.d 
Equation (2.112) 1mplies that any W is defined up to a transformatiOn: 
W >-+ q, = W C(w), (2.128) 
where C(w) is a matrix depending only upon the spectral parameter w. This trans-
formation can not affect the final form of W, because this contains the (phys1cal) 
metric components through the relation (2.117). In fact, by using the above trans-
formation, (2.120) became: 
wt W w ,..... C(w)t wt W w C(w) = C(w)l K(w) C(w) = K(w). (2.129) 
As we shall see later on, this freedom can be used to make a suitable choice of the 
matnx K(w) 
It 1s now convenient to introduce the null coordinates associated with a and {3: 
(2.130) 
where J = z if E = -1 and j = 1 if E = 1. In this new coordinate system, equations 
(2.112) have the simpler form: 
In passing, notice that the equation (2.88c) y~elds· 
2.3.3 The Dressing Ansatz 
!step 11 
(2.131) 
(2.132) 
Let us consider a known solution g, (Seed Metric) of the Einstem-Maxwell field 
equations. From this metric it is possible to obtain the two matrix functions U 0 A. 
Rather than applying the definition given in (2.89), it is convenient to construct 
G 0 as a first step and then use the equations (2.88a), (2.88b) and (2.88c) to get an 
explicit expression for UoA· Given U0A, it is then possible to solve the lmear pair 
(2.112) to obtain 1Jt 0 • This procedure may be rather difficult smce it involves the 
solution of coupled nonlinear p.d e.'s. 
lstep 2.al 
We now look for solutions of the form: 
w(a,{J,w) = S(a,{J,w) W0 (a,{3,w), Dresszng Ansatz (2.133) 
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where S is a matnx to be determined. By substituting (2.133) into (2.112) we have: 
aA s = AAB ( UB s - s UoB ) . (2.134) 
Alternatively these equations might be rewritten in the ~ and TJ coordinates intro-
duced above. We have: 
!step 2.bl 
By performing the two hmits for w --+ ~ and w --+ TJ in (2.135) we have: 
U( = S(w = ~) Uo( s-1(w = ~), U, = S(w = TJ) Uo, s-1(w = TJ), (2.136) 
therefore: 
Tr U( = Tr Uo( , 
rank (U() = rank (U0() , 
Tr U, = Tr Uo, , (2.137a) 
rank (U,) = rank (Uo,) , (2.137b) 
where the last step comes from S being mvertible Thus, ifU0 satisfies the conditions 
(2.88c) and (2.111) the new matrix U satisfies them, too. 
Remark. 
From (2.120) and (2.133) we have: 
\l1 t st W S \l1 = K(w) 0 0 , (2.138) 
Incidentally, notice that if we now assumed that K(w) = K0 (w), the above relatiOns 
would yield· 
stws= wo. (2 139) 
This IS a simple relatiOn whose Importance will be Illustrated in section 2 3 4 as well 
as in chapter 6 
The Physical Operators 
Proposition (2.3.9} Limiting form of S 
In the limit in which w --+ oo the matrix S assumes the form: 
S = I + .!_ R , lim R = bounded , R = lim w (S - I) . 
W w-oo w-oo 
(2.140) 
Proof 
Not~ce that A/ --+ 0 as w--+ oo. Therefore, by uszng (2.134), we have: 
lim aA S = 0. 
w~oo 
(2.141) 
Prom th~ relatwn we argue that S( w --+ oo) = const. By uszng the fact that \[1 ~s 
defined up to a tmnsformatwn hke (2.151) we can always make th~ constant to be 
the ~denttty. Therefore, the geneml form of S ~ the one gwen zn (2.140). D q e d 
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Proposition (2.3.10} The UA Matrix 
The new matrix U A 1s g1ven by 
Proof 
Let us conszder {2.134). By puttzng {2.140) znto (2.134) we have: 
{)A R = wAA8 (U8 - Uo8 ) + AA8 (U8 R- R Uo8 ). 
By uszng {2.112) we have: 
Therefore the thests zs proven. 
Proposition (2.3.11) The G Matrix 
The new matrix G 1s given by: 
G = G0 - 4z (R n + Rtn) + 4z {30 n 
where {30 E lR is an arbitrary constant of integration. 
Proof 
Let us conszder {2 88a) both for the seed and the new metrzc: 
aA(G -4zf30) = 2(u~n- nuA), 
a A (G. -4 z f3 n) = 2 (ut n - n UoA ) . 
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{2.142) 
{2.143) 
{2.144) 
0 qed. 
{2.145) 
{2.146a) 
{2.146b) 
Let us substztute {2.142) znto the above equatzons and conszder thezr dzfference. We 
obtazn: 
a A ( G- 4 z f3 n ) =a A ( G.- 4 z f3 n ) - 4z8A ( n R + Rt n ) . {2.147) 
By zntegmtzng the above equatzon we obtazn: 
G = G0 - 4z ( 0 R + Rt n ) + const. {2.148) 
In order to ensure that G = Gt, thzs constant of zntegmtzon can be chosen to be 
4 z {30 n, where {30 zs JUSt a real number. 0 q e d. 
It may be asked why a constant of integration is added to the 12 and 21 components 
only. Surely the electromagnetic components do not necessitate such a constant: 
in fact, the electromagnetic field F"" is defined in terms of the derivatives of q,a. 
Therefore, adding a constant to q,a would not affect F"" at all. On the other hand, 
the purely gravitational components 11 and 22 turn out to be real, regardless the 
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actual form of R. Having that, a constant of mtegration IS only needed in the 
remammg 12 and 21 components. 
Proposition (2.3.12} The W Matrix 
The new matrix W is given by: 
w =WO - 4z (R n + Rtn) + 4z f3o n . (2.149) 
Proof 
Thzs szmply came from the defimtwn ofW gwen m (2117). Dq.e.d. 
Equation (2.120) imphes that the formalism admits two arbitrary first integrals: in 
fact It holds both for W associated to the new metric and for the W 0 associated to 
the seed 'li0 • We are then left with the two arbitrary matnces K(w) and K 0 (w): 
\lit W \li = K(w) , 'li! W 0 'li0 = K0 (w) . (2 150) 
By using the fact that any \li 1s defined up to a transformation 
\li --> q, = \li C(w) , (2 151) 
one can use this freedom to choose a suitable K 0 (w). The choice that has been 
considered by Alekseev is: 
( 
4€ 0 0) 
KO = 0 -4€ 0 . 
0 0 1 
(2.152) 
This is not the only possible choice, but it is rather convement. We will clarify this 
point later on m th1s chapter and also in chapter 6. 
2.3.4 The Simple Pole Ansatz 
In this section we study solutions obtained by makmg the ansatz that S and s-1 
only have simple poles (i e. S, s-1 have meromorphic structure) in the complex 
plane w· 
N 1 
s =I+ L Rjk]' 
k=1 w- W[k] 
N 1 
s-1 = 1 + L w _ ll(kJ Q[kJ , (2.153) 
k=l 
where N is the number of poles and Rjk] and Q[k] are two 3 x 3 matnces to be 
determined through the conditionS s-1 =I. 
Proposition {2.3.13} General form for Rjk] and Q[k] 
The matrices Rjk] and Q[k] must have the general form: 
Rjk] = I!(k] 0 II!(k] ' Q[k] = p[k] 0 q[k] • (2.154) 
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Proof 
The proof can easzly be denved from that gzven for the BZ solztons - see Proposztwn 
{2.2.12}. D q.e.d. 
Proposition {2.3.14} The vectors n[kJ and q[kJ 
The 3-vectors Il[kJ and q[k] are given by: 
N N 
q[kJ = - L r-1[J.kJ Ill[JJ , Il[kJ = L r-1!kJJ PL1J , p[k] Ill[J] f[k,]] = . (2.155) 
W[JJ -V(k] ]=1 ]=1 
Proof 
Let us conszder the identity S s-1 =I. By substztutmg (2.153) mto zt we have: 
N 1 N 1 N 1 
"' Q[J] +"' Rjk] + "' Rjk] Q[J] = 0 
'f=t w- V[]J {:t w- W(k] k-;::1 (w- W(kJ) (w- V(]J) 
Let us now conszder the lzmzt when w approaches w(k]. In order to avozd smgulantzes 
we must set: 
N 1 
Rjk] + 2:: Rjk] Q[JJ = o . 
]=1 W(k] -V(]] 
By substztutmg (2.154) m the above expresswn we finally get the equatwn: 
N 
m(k] + 2:: m(k] . p[JJ q[JJ = o . 
]=1 UJ!k] - V(]] 
(2.156) 
(2.157) 
By conszdering the zdentzty s-1S = I and the l!mzt w --> V(k], one can analogously 
obtam the equatwn: 
N 
p[k] - 2:: p[k] • Ill[J] Il(]] = 0 . W[J] - V(k] ]=1 (2.158) 
From these, zt !S then strozghtforward to prove the assertwn. D q.e.d. 
Proposition {2.3.15} One first property of the poles 
The poles inS and s-1 do not depend upon a and {3. 
Proof 
Let us conszder (2.134) wntten m the form· 
AAB UB = ([)As + AAB s UoB ) s-1 . (2.159) 
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By substztutzng (2.153) znto (2.159) we have: 
N N 
B "' 8AW[k[ _1 "' 1 ( B ) _ 1 AA VB= L....- ( ) 2 R{k] s + L....- aA R{k] +AA R{k] VoB s , 
k=1 W - W[k) k=1 W - W[k) 
where s-1 zs evaluated at W[k]. The first member of the above equatzon does not 
contazn poles zn W[k]. Therefore the same must happen at the second member. As a 
result, we have to set: 
Let us conszder (2.134) wntten zn the form: 
A/ VB=- s ( aA s-1 - AAB s VoB s-1 ). (2 161) 
Analogously, by conszdenng the reszdue at the poles V{k] we must set: 
(2.162) 
The first equatzons zn (2.160) and (2.162) prove the assertzon. Dq.ed. 
Proposition {2.3.16} The vectors m[kJ and p[k] 
The 3-vectors III(k] and p[kJ are given by: 
p[kJ = '1!0 (V[kJ) ·l[kJ , (2.163) 
where ""[k] and l[k] are completely arbitrary constant vectors. 
Proof 
From the relatzons S s-1 =I and s-1 S =I we can obtazn: 
S(V[kJ) Q[kJ = 0 . (2.164) 
Let us set: 
s-1(W!kJ) = N[kJ®M!kJ , S(V[kJ) = P[kJ0T[kJ • (2.165) 
The condztzon R{k] s-1(W{kJ) = 0 now reads III[k]· N[kJ = 0. As a result, the second 
equatzon zn (2.160) szmplzfies to: 
a A III[k]· N[k] +A/ III[k]. N[k] V oB = 0. (2.166) 
Analogously, the condztzon S(V[kJ) Q[kJ = 0 now reads T[k]·p[k] = 0. Therefore, the 
second equatzon zn (2.162) szmplzfies to: 
(2.167) 
By confrontzng (2.166) and (2.167) wtth (2.112) - wntten for the seed metnc - we 
have the assertzon proved. D q e d. 
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Proposition (2.3.17} A second property for the poles 
Under the assumption that K = K0 , we have that the poles in S and s-1 must be 
complex-conJugate to each other: IJ(kJ = W[kJ. 
Proof 
Let us constder the {2.139) m the form: 
st w = wo s-1. {2.168) 
Let us substttute {2.153) mto {2.168). We have: 
w + L 1 Rjk]t w = WO + L 1 WO Q[k] . 
W - W[kJ W - IJ(kJ 
Smce RjkJ and Q[kJ have no poles, and smce the structure of the smgulanttes must 
be the same m the two members of the above equatton, we have to conclude: 
IJ(kJ = W[kJ {2.169) 
Tht5 concludes the proof Oq.e.d. 
Proposition (2.3.18} Constraints on the free parameters 
Under the assumption that K = K 0 , we have that: 
{2.170) 
Proof 
Let us constder the {2.139) m the two equwalent forms: 
w-1 = s w-1 st . 
0 {2.171) 
Let us substitute {2.153) mto the second of equatzons (2.171). We have. 
N 
w-1 = w;1 + L w ~ w[JJ w;1 RiJJ + 
J=1 
{2.172) 
N 1 
+ " (Rl11 w;1 + ~ w -W[JJ 
J=1 
N 1 L - J Rl1J w;1 RJkJt), 
k=1 W- W[k 
where the a and f3 dependence has been dropped out. Let us now tmpose that the 
second member has not szngulanttes at w = W[kJ. Therefore we have: 
{2.173) 
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Let us mserl m the above equatwn the explzczt expresswn for R!JJ. We are left wzth: 
m[J]· W (w[kJt1 + ~ m[J]· Wo(W[k])-1 . iii[k] llJk] = 0. (2.174) 
0 L.J W[k]-W[k] 
k=1 
By confrontmg thzs expresswn wzth (2.157) we have the asserlwn proved. D q.e.d. 
Up to this stage the vector ti:[k] is completely arbitrary. It is trivial to notice that S 
and s-1 are invariant under the transformation: 
l'i:{k] I-+ k, l'i:{k] ' l{k] ...... k, l{k] ' (2 175) 
where k, and k, are two arbitrary complex constants. In fact it can be seen that 
under such a transformation we also have: 
Ill[k] ...... k, Ill[k], ll[k] ...... k-; 1 ll[k], p[k] ...... k, p[k], q[k] ...... k;1 q[k] • (2.176) 
Therefore we can use th1s freedom to put: 
ti:[k] = ( 1 ' ~>,[k] ' 1>3[k] ) ' l{k] = ( 1 ' f,[k] ' £3[k] ) ' (2 177) 
where ~>2 [k], ~>3[k], f 2 [k) and l 3[k) are completely arbitrary complex constants. However 
for any arbttrary K 0 it 1s not ensured that condition (2.170) will automatically gtve 
l{k) in the above form. However, this IS so for the particular K 0(w) given in (2.152). 
Chapter 3 
Belinski-Zakharov Soliton 
Solutions 
In this chapter we mtend to give an account of the soliton metrics that may be 
explicitly constructed by applymg the Belinski-Zakharov (BZ) generating techmque 
descnbed in chapter 2. In some case we will simply quote known solutions and 
rewrite them m our notation In some other case we will derive again known solutions 
by using the Alekseev's determmant method [95]. 
As mentioned at the end of section 2.2 4, the BZ soli ton technique does not 
easily provide explicit solutions. This is mainly due to the r-' in {2.76) To invert 
this matrix is not a simple task and it is hard to get soliton solutiOns with more 
than 4 poles. The problem has been partly solved by Alekseev [95], who managed 
to rewrite each metnc component m terms of the ratio of two determinants. This 
considerably reduces the amount of computational work that has to be performed. 
Surpnsingly enough, we have not found any paper referring to it. We have seen a 
similar approach only in [124]. 
Even more troublesome than this, there IS also the problem of finding \l1 0 , i.e 
to solve explicitly the linear pair {2.32) for the seed. In this respect, we have found 
the works of Kitchingham [77] and Letelier [94] mvaluable. 
In sections 3.1 and 3.2 we will briefly deal With these two problems. Subsequently, 
sections 3 3, 3 4 and 3.5 will be devoted to the presentation of a few explicit soliton 
solutions and their properties. 
3.1 On the generating function 'li0 
As mentioned above, we will consider here the problem of finding the generating 
function \l1 0 once a metric g0 has been given. This is a crucial step in the construction 
of the soliton solutions, because all the relevant quantities are constructed in terms 
of the \l1 0 associated with the seed. 
In [77] a number of explicit cases are investigated, both diagonal and not diago-
nal The analysis is earned out using the fact that the BZ inverse scattering tech-
nique IS known to be explicitly related With the Kinnersley-Ch1tre transformations. 
Actually, in [77, 78] the KC transformations are also extended from the stationary 
axisymmetnc case to the cosmological ones. Among the various results obtained, 
the one relevant to us is the explicit form of \l1 0 for the Wainwright-Marshmann 
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metric [96, 97, 98], which we will consider in the next section 
In [99] Belinski and Francavigha show how to construct the W 0 generatmg func-
tion associated to a Bianch1 II metric. The case of Bianch1 I metrics is recovered as 
a particular limit of this. 
In [94] the diagonal case is considered m the cosmological and cylindrically sym-
metric context: e = 1. Given a general diagonal metric 
(
a4> 0 ) 
go= 0 a~ ' (3.1) 
where 4> is a function of a and /3, it is shown that the associated generatmg function 
W0 is given by [94]. 
(3.2) 
where "f( a, /3, A) fulfills the "initial condition" "f( a, /3, 0) = 4>( a, /3) and satisfies the 
equations: 
(a8a-A8a+2A8,) log"f=a<f>.a, 
(a 8P- A 8a) log"f =a 4>.P. 
Of course, the function 4> satisfies the equation: 
1 4> aa +- f/J a - f/J •• = 0 • 
. a . '"" 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Moreover, It IS shown that the linear superposition property enjoyed by those 
solutions - equation (3 5) is linear - for the generating functions w 0 is expressed 
as follow: if 4>(!) and 4><2l are two solutiOns to (3.5), then the other new solution 
4> = h, 4>(!) + h, rf>(2) is generated by the functiOn "f = "f~· r;'. 
A. = h -t.(l) + h A.(2) <==? "f = "f"• yh, 
'P l'P 2'¥ 1 2" (3.6) 
This last property can be used to generate further functions for diagonal solu-
tions. 
To conclude this section, it is worth mentionmg that the problem of finding w 0 
also exists for the Alekseev solution generatmg technique. As far as we know, explicit 
expressions of Alekseev's W0 are known for the Mmkowski metric [51, 52, 53, 54], 
the Kasner metric [128] and the Bianch1 VI0 metnc [104]. We have found an explicit 
expression for the Kasner metric - mdependently from [128] -which will be used in 
chapter 6 We also have been mvolved in the search of the Alekseev's w 0 associated 
with the Bertotti-Robinson metric The relevant equations have been virtually 
solved, but we have not been able to put them in a readable form. 
Bzblwgraphy of Fzles: [1, 34] 
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3.2 The Alekseev Determinant Method 
In this section we will consider the other problem highlighted in the mtroduction to 
this chapter: that of having an efficient algorithm to explicitly construct the soliton 
solutions. 
Let us consider the BZ N-Soliton solution in the form given in (2. 77b) It can 
be rewritten as: 
(3.7) 
where JC. are arbitrary functions. Let us mtroduce the matnx G[k,IJ defined by: 
n 
H., = L a.:;,IJk,IJ. (3 8) 
k,l=l 
By usmg the determinant formula: 
n 
det(1 + G[k,lJ) = det G[k,IJ + det G[k,l[ L a-1[r,s[, (3 9) 
r,s=l 
and by introducing the quantities: 
8 =det(_!__!_N(k)N(1)+nk!J) 
ob lC lC 0 b Ll > > 
• b 
r = det I'[k,IJ , (3.10) 
the metric coefficients can be rewritten as· 
(3.11) 
The functions JC. can be appropnately chosen as to simphfy the explicit calculations 
ot the relevant determinants. 
Hereafter we will give a few example of the determinants 8 •• and r for soli tons 
solutions generated startmg from a number of seeds. Cosmological and cylindrically 
symmetnc coordinates - i.e. € = 1 - will be considered. 
In (95] the exphcit formulae are given for the Minkowski seed case with € = -1, 
a = p and {3 = t. 
Bzblwgraphy of Files: (2] 
3.2.1 Kasner Seed Metric 
Let us introduce the Kasner metric: 
(3 12) 
generated by the following >It 0 (94]: 
_ ( (a2 +2>.{3+>.2)I/2-q 
WO- 0 (3.13) 
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By using (3.12) as seed, and with the following choice of the arbitrary functions 
(3 14) 
the determinants m (3.10) are given by: 
(3.15a) 
(3.15b) 
( 
qkJ ll11 +>.{kJ2q+l .\!JJ2q+l ) 8 22 = det B[kJ B1.11 ,, , 1 , "[kj A!Jj- (3 15d) 
where t, j = 1, .... , N and: 
A(kl = 2q-! W(klq-! >.{kJ+!-q , B!kl = 2q-! W{klq-! A[kJ-!-q , (3.16a) 
Jllkl = a >.{kJ . (3.16b) 
It trivial to check that (3 15) 's, when specialized to the case q = 4 (Minkowski 
metric), are compatible with the formulae given m [95], appropriately converted to 
the cosmological coordinates by the ansatz p -+ t a. 
Btblwgmphy of Ftles: [3] 
3.2.2 Bianchi Vl0 Seed Metric 
Let us introduce the Bianchi VI0 metnc [94]: 
_ (a e+/1 
g.- 0 
generated by the following lJ.i 0 [94]: 
a ~-11 ) ' (3.17) 
lJ.i = ( (a2 + 2.\,B + >.2)! e/1+~12 0 ) 
o 0 (a2 + 2>.,8 + ).2)! e-il-~/2 . (3.18) 
In passing, it is worth noticing that this metric has been used as seed by Belinski 
to generate his gravibreather solution- see [101, 102, 103, 104, 105] -and to study 
possible topological properties of sohton solutions. 
By usmg (3.17) as seed, and With the following chmce of the arbitrary functwns 
1C = al/2 n-i/2 
2 ' (3 19) 
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the determinants in (3.10) are given by: 
r = det(A[kJ Ar.JJ X[kJ XIJI + t{kJ £{;]) 
ArkJ .\[JJ-1 ' (3 20a) 
e = det (A[kJ Ar.JJ 1/J[kJ cPul + t{kJ q,J) 
11 Ark] A{[J]-1 ' (3.20b) 
e = det (A[kJ Ar.JJ (X[kJ XIJJ + t{kJ q,J - q,J 1/J[kJ)) 
12 
.\[kJ .\[JJ-1 A{[JJ ' (3 20c) 
8 = det (B[kJ B[JJ 'P[kJ tp[[JJ + ({kJ £{;]) 
22 Ark] A{[J] -1 ' (3.20d) 
wherei,J=l, .... ,N and: 
B[k] = 1 vf.Xikj ei/2 a>{k], (3.21a) 
..j2f!w0[kJ 
1/J[k] = _1_ e-a>{k] 
.\[kJ ' tp[k] = Ark] e-a>{k] ' X[k] = e-a>{k] ' (3.21b) 
1 
~>2 [kJ = n t{kJ , J.l[k] = a A[kJ . (3.21c) 
Notice that, in tlus particular case, the t{k]'s are not constant. 
Bzblzography of Fzles: [4] 
3.2.3 General Diagonal Seed Metric 
Let consider the general diagonal metric already introduced in section 3 1: 
(
a i(a,/3,0) 
g.= 0 0 ) 1 a ' i(a,/3,0) 
(3.22) 
generated by the followmg >It 0 [94]: 
( 2 2.\f.l .\~)! 1 ) . (3.23) 
a + ~-' + i(a, /3, .\) 
By usmg (3 22) as a seed, and with the followmg choice of the arbitrary functions 
K, = ai/2 i(a (.1 o)-i/2 
2 'p, ' (3.24) 
--------------------------------------------------
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the determinants in {3.10) are given by: 
r = det (ArkJ A!JJ /lk~ B[J\ ( 1 + qkJ q;J T[kJ2 T!JJ2 )) , [k) [JJ- T[o]2 
( 
CrkJ C[JJ ( T[kJ2 T!JJ2 )) 8 11 = det A[kJ A!JJ A[kJ Abl _ 1 1 + C{kJ C{;J AtkJ Ab I YroJ2 , 
( 
B!kJ B[JJ 
e,2 = det A[k) Avl \r \ 1 
A[k) A(J)- ( 
1 + qkJ C{;J Y!kJ2 T!JJ2 ) -
T[o)2 
52 
{3.25a) 
{3.25b) 
A[k] Avl 2) q;J Y{O) C[kJ C[JJ T!JJ , {3.25c) 
( 
B[kJ B[JJ ( T[kJ2 T!JJ2 1 )) 8 22 = det A[k) A!JJ ''k) ,,_1_ 1 1 + qk) ({;) 2 , {3.25d) '~ Av Y[o] Ark] AlJI 
where we introduced the shortened notation TroJ = Y(a,/3,0), T[k) = Y(a,/3,Jl[kJ). 
The C{k]S are just complex constants and the remaining functwns appearing in the 
above formulae are given by: 
1 r-vc; v'Xikl 
A[k] = ~ y T[oJ , B[k] = -y , C[kl = A[kl B[kl , Jllkl = a A[kl . 
v~ ~, [kJ 
The C{k)'s are arbitrary complex constants. The limit C{k] --> 0 corresponds to the 
diagonal metric hmit. 
B~blwgraphy of Files: [5] 
3.2.4 Wainwright-Marshmann Seed Metric 
Let us consider the Wainwright-Marshmann [96, 97, 98], [77, 119] metric: 
ds2 = r 318en(da2 - d/32)- ,jQ (dx2 + 2 W dx dy +(a+ W 2)dy2 ) , {3.26) 
where Wand n are functwns of v = .B -a only and the function n( a, .B) is determined 
by the equation: n' = W'2. 
The relevant 2 x 2 metnc is given by: 
{3 27) 
It can be shown that the generating function W0 reads [77, 119]: 
( 
A )I/4 ( cosY )-gsinY ) 
\[to= K(a,/3, A) W cosY- ..,'XsinY ~(cosY+ W Jxsm Y) ' 
{3.28) 
where: 
A K = --,--------,-
A2+2.B A +a2 ' Y(a,,B,A) - y'K(a,,B,A) I(a,,B,A), {3.29a) 
I= jav W'(v) . 
y'1- 2 v K(a, /3, A) {3 29b) 
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Not1ce that (3.28) is slightly d1fferent from that given in [119], which, in turn, is 
different from that in [77] 1 
By using (3.27) as a seed, and with the followillg cho1ce of the arbitrary functions 
JC = o,_l/4 1 , JC = (i/4 2 , 
the determinants in (3.10) are given by: 
( 
A[kJl/4 A[kJl/4 ( 
r = det F[kJ F'[,J , , cos Y[kJ 
A[k) A(J) -1 
cos Y[kJ sin Y[JJ ( ClkJ + liJJ .\[kJ112 AIJJ112) -
sin Y[kJ cos Y[JJ ( liJJ + ClkJ .\[kJ112 A[JJ112) + 
(3 30) 
sin Y[kJ sin Y[JJ (1 + CjkJ liJJ A[k]1/ 2 A[JJ112) ) ) , 
(3.31a) 
e .. = det ( F'[k] Ftl A[kJ-1/4 A[krl/4 ( . A A 1 Sill Y[k] Sill Y[J] (Clk] lill + .\[k]1' 2 A[J]1, 2) [k] [1]-
sin Y[kJ cos Y(JJ ( ClkJ + lill A[kJ1/2 A[JJ112) -
cos Y[kJ sin Y[JJ ( lill + ejkJ A[kJ1/ 2 A[JJ 112) + 
cos Y[kJ cos Y[JJ (1 + ClkJ lill A[kJ 112 A[JJ112) ) ) , 
(3 31b) 
( 
.\[k]l/4 .\[k]l/4 ( 
8,2 = det F'[kJ F'[,J A A 1 cos Y[kJ cos Y[JJ ( ClkJ lill + A[kJ
112 A[JJ 112 ) [k] [1]-
cos Y[k] Sill Y[J] (Clk] + lill .\[k]112 A(JJ1, 2) -
sin Y[kJ cos Y[JJ (lill + ClkJ A[kJ112 A[JJ112) + 
sin Y[kJ Sill Y(JJ (1 + CjkJ liJJ A[k] 1/ 2 A[J] 112) ) 
F[kJ F[JJ ( cos Y[kJ cos Y[JJ c+IJJ -
cos Y[kJ sin Y[JJ G-[JJ lill -
sill Y[kJ cos Y[JJ c+(JJ ClkJ + 
sin Y[k] Sill Y[J] c-[JJ Cjk] C[J] ) ) , (3.31c) 
where z, J = 1, .... , N and {l{k] = a .\[k]. The free parameters CjkJ are defined by the 
relation ~>2 [kJ = 2112w[k]112 Cjk] and the other quantities are given by: 
F'[k] = z-114 w[kJ-l/4 , G±[k] = W(a,tJ) ± Cjk]±1 ~. (3.32) 
yA[kJ 
Bzblzogmphy of Fzles: [6] 
1In particular, formula (Sa) in [119] corrects some In!Sprints in formula (4.34) [77] However, for-
mula (Sa) 1s not correct e1ther. The exponent of K in 'l! 0 " is taken to be -1 Th1s 1S wrong as may 
be 1mmediately checked by calculatmg the determmant and imposing that lim~-o det w 0 = a2• 
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3.3 On the properties of the Pole-'frajectories 
The fundamental bricks which all sohton solutions are built from, are the pole-
trajectones (2 59): 
They crucially determine the general properties of the solutwns. It seems then 
appropriate to spend a few lines to recall their properties. 
3.3.1 The case of complex poles 
Let us first consider the case when the pole-traJectones assume complex values, i e. 
the constants W[kJ are complex· 
(3.33) 
Hereafter we will consider agam € = 1. We will mainly consider a = t and /3 = z. 
However, some formulae Will be given in terms of a and /3, as they may also apply 
to the cylmdrically symmetric case. 
The properties of pole-traJectories have been throughly investigated m [106]. We 
will here mention the mam results for the cosmological case only. Following [106], 
the spacetime (t, Z) presents five regions of interest- figure (3.1): 
1. Causal Region: lz0[kJ -ZI < t--> oo 
2. Light-Cone Region: lz0[kJ -ZI ~ IZI = t--> oo 
3 Far Region: t << lz0 [kJ -ZI ~ Z--> oo 
4 Initial Region: lz0 [kJ -zl, W0 [k], >> t--> 0 
5. Interaction Region· t ~ z0 [kJ, Z ~ 0 
With respect to the classification given m [106], we have also introduced the so-called 
"Interaction Region" The importance of this will be evident in chapter 4. 
z0 
Figure 3.1: Spacetime regions of interest for cosmological soli ton solutions w1th complex 
poles. Here, a= t and f3 = Z. 
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For complex-<::onjugate poles, we can introduce the function a(k) defined by: 
Putting 
A= Wo[k)2 + (z.[k) -{3)2 
a2 ' 
it can be seen that a(k) must satisfy the fourth degree equation: 
1 - 4Aa - 2{1 + 4B)a2 - 4Aa3 + a4 = 0. 
This can be factonsed into the form 
(1- 2{A + C)a + a 2) (1- 2{A- C)a + a 2) = 0, 
{3 34) 
{3.35) 
{3.36) 
(3.37) 
where C = v'1 + 2B + A2 • It may be assumed that C > 0 as the alternative sign 
is mcluded by interchanging the factors. Then, since 1 + B ~ C < 1 +A with the 
equality occurring when W0 [k) = 0, it can be seen that A+C ~ 1, while (A-C)2 < 1. 
Thus the quartJC has just two real solutwns which arise from the first factor and are 
given by: 
a_= A+C- yf(A+C)2 -1 =A+C- J2vB+A2 +AC, (3 38a) 
a+= A+ C + yf(A + C)2 -1 =A+ C + J2JB + A2 + AC. (3.38b) 
From these, it immedJ.ately follows that 
a+= 1/a- . {3.39) 
The freedom in the choice of this s1gn mimics the one m {2.59). 
As we shall see, these solutions are located in the ranges 0 < a_ < 1 and 
1 < <7 + < oo. From this, 1t follows that the poles f.l[k) and V[k) are e1ther always inside 
the circle l>•l = a or are always outside it. 
The function U(k) 
The explic1t form of functwn O!k) 1s· 
a(k) = Z{k) = Z0 [k) - {3 . {3.40) 
It may also be checked that the a-denvative OJk) and the {3-derivative a'[kJ are given 
by: 
' 8Z{k) a(k) 1 - a(k) • 2 a(k) 2 
a [kJ = ~ H[k) 1 + a(k) ' a[kJ = a -H-[k) (1 - a[kJ ) ' {3.41a) 
16 w0 [k)2 a(k)2 H[kl = {1 - a[kJ? + 2 ~-'-'-~ Q {1 - a[k))2 • {3.41b) 
Of course, by using these expressions, one can obtain the higher order derivatives in 
terms of a(k) and H[k). 
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The function t/J[k] 
The function 1/J,k] defined m (3.34) is given by: 
-"' 2 Z[k] Ji1iki . -"' 2 Wo[k] y'aikj 
cos 'l'lkl = - 1 , sm 'l'lkl = -- 1 a + U[kJ a - U[kJ (3.42) 
Properties of u +[kJ 
Three are the main properties, enjoyed by a+[k], that we want emphasize here: 
1. a +[k]2 ): 1. 
2. a +[kJ is a generally decreasmg function. 
3. a +[kJ IS an even function. 
I a+[k]2;;;:;: 1 I 
This property follows immediately from the two trivial equations: 
1 
a+[kJ): a_[kJ , a+[kJ = --. 
a_[kJ 
Generally decreasing function 
We wish to prove that for a fixed {3 = 73, the resulting function ii[k] = a +[kJI _ is a 
P~P 
decreasing functiOn. 
Let us consider the a-derivative of a+[k] From the a-derivative in (3.41a) and the 
from a+[k]2 ): 1 we can deduce that u+[kJ is a negative function. 
The ensures us that a+ is a mono tonic and decreasing function (m the sense specified 
above). 
Z fixed 
-+---======= a= 1 
-+-------t 
Figure 3.2: General behaviour of the function a+[kJ. Here, a= t and {3 = Z. 
Even FunctiOn I 
a+ depends only upon Z[k]2, therefore it is symmetric under reflections along the axis 
defined by {3 = z0[k] ({3-> -{3 if z0[k] = 0 as in figure (3.2)). 
By considermg the sign of the first t-derivative, we can see that. 
&+ < 0 {3 < Z0 [k] , 
thus the axis Z = Z0 [k] is a general mimmum for the function 
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a 
u Ill V 
11 I 
1 soliton 
Figure 3.3· Spacet1me regions of mterest for cosmological soli ton solutions w1th real poles 
3.3.2 The case of real poles 
When considering real pole sohtons, we must set W(k] E 1R m (2 59), i e. w0JkJ = 0. 
This implies that the solution we are dealmg with is not defined everywhere With 
the help of figure (3.3) we will Illustrate the vanous regwns of the spacetime in 
which the soliton solution holds. It may also be emphasized that for axisymmetric 
spacetimes, where € = -1, the pole-traJectones are everywhere well defined even in 
the real pole case. 
The null coordinates u, v in figure ( 3 3) are defined as: 
Region I 
1 
a=J2(u+v), 
1 
v = y'2 (a+ ,8) , 
Region I is defined as: 
1 
,8, = y'2 (v-u), ,8, = ,8 - z0 [kJ , (3 43a) 
1 
u= v'2 (a-,8), da2 - d,82 = 2 du dv. (3.43b) 
Q >0. (3.44) 
It is trivial to show that in this region J (,8 - z0 [kJ)2 - a 2 is real, so that the pole-
trajectory are well defined. In terms of null coordinates u, v this region is defined 
by u < 0, v > -u. 
If we introduce the variable u = -lui we get v > iul, which shows as v is always 
positive Finally, notice that in Region I the pole-traJectory /4k] assumes negative 
values. 
I Region 11 I 
Region 11 is defined as: 
Q >0. (3.45) 
It is trivial to show that m this region ..j(,B- z0[kJ)2 - a2 is real, so that the pole-
trajectory are well defined. In terms of null coordmates u, v this region is defined 
by V < 0, U > -V. 
---------------------------------------------------------------
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If we introduce the variable v = -lvl we get u > lvl, which shows as u is always 
positive. Finally, notice that in Region II the Pole-Trajectory ll(k) assumes positive 
values. 
I Region Ill I 
Region III is defined as: 
a> 0. (3 46) 
In this region ..j(f]- z0[kJ) 2 - a 2 is imaginary, and therefore the pole-traJectory is 
not well defined. This rules out any possibility of constructing soliton solutions in 
such a region. In terms of null coordmates u, v this region is defined by u > 0, 
V> 0. 
3.4 A few explicit BZ Soliton Solutions 
It is now appropriate to give a few explicit solutiOns obtamed by applying either the 
BZ soliton techmque as illustrated in section 2.2 or its modified version sketched in 
section 3.2. 
We Will mostly consider known solutions. However, since we will use part of these 
m subsequent chapters, it seems useful to show them here, in order to fix notations 
and keep this work self-contamed. Moreover, we will take the opportunity to see 
the Alekseev's determmant method at work. 
3.4.1 BZ 1-Soliton Solution 
Let us consider the Kasner metric (3 12) generated by the W 0 given in (3 13). We 
also recall that, for the Kasner metric, the function fin (1.25) is given by (106, 81]: 
4q2-1 fo =a 2 (3 47) 
With this seed, we wish to construct a soliton solut10n with one (real) pole in 
cosmological coordinates The appropnate pole-trajectory can be written in_ the 
form: 
ll[i) = W[i]-{3 ± ..j(w[iJ-{3)2 - a 2 , W{i) = Z0 E JR • (3.48) 
We will consider the plus sign only. This solution is defined m the reg10ns f3- z0 ;;;:: a 
(Region I) and f3 - z0 ~ -a (Region II) only The solution in Region I will take the 
form: 
e(4q-i)ArcCosh(fj-z0 )fa f =A a2q2 (1 + C[i)2 e4qArcCosh(fj-z0 )/<>) , 
~({3- Z0 )2- a 2 
(3.49a) 
C[i)2 + e(2-4q)ArcCosh(tj-z0)/<> g = al-2q e(4q-i)ArcCosh(fj-z0)fa ~___:--=-,___,,....,......,.....,...,.,--......,--
11 1 + C[i)2 e4qArcCosh(fj-z0)/<> ' (3 49b) 
e2qArcCosh(tj-z0)/<> 
g - -2C[i) · 1({3- z )2 - a 2 --~~~~---,-,---12 - V o 1 + C[i)2 e4qArcCosh(tj-z0 )/<> ' (3.49c) 
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where f is defined up to an arbitrary constant. The constant l{I) is defined as 
m{I) = (2z0 ) 2q l{IJ. The diagonal limit is obtamed when l{I) --+ 0, yielding: 
2q2 
f =A Q e(4q-l}ArcCosh(iJ-z0 )/a, (3.50a) 
-../(!3- z0 ) 2 - a 2 
g = Ql-2q eArcCosh(iJ-z0 )/a = Ql-2q /4!) (3 50b) 
11 Q 
In this case, the expressions given in [106, 81] are recovered. We will consider agam 
this solution in chapter 5. 
A 1 Sohton solution generated from Friedmann metrics was studied by Belinski 
in [110]. Its relevance as cosmological model was discussed Also, 1 soh ton solutions 
With a Bianchi II seed have been considered in [99, 100]. 
Btblzogmphy of Ftles· [7] 
3.4.2 BZ 2-Soliton Solution 
Let us now consider the Kasner metric (3.12) as seed and generate the soliton so-
lution with two complex poles We will use the formulae given in 3 2.1 with q2] 
complex conjugate to l{I). Furthermore, we will stick to the simpler case in which 
l{I) is taken to be real. Therefore: 
l{2) = l{I) = c E JR. • (3.51) 
The resulting metnc is then given by. 
N.. Yu =v, N.2 g,2 = v, (3.52a) 
N., = 2a1- 2q (cos (2(1 + 2q) t/J[IJ) + t sin (2(1 + 2q) t/J[IJ)) x (3.52b) 
x(c cos(2(1-2q)t/J[IJ) O!IJ2q (O!IJ-1?+ 
cos(2t/J[IJ) (c O!IJ +O!IJ2q)2 - (c2 + O!IJ2q) (c20!IJ2 + O!I]2q)) , 
N.2 = -QC (Oil) -1) Oii]q X 
x ( cos(2 t/J[IJ) + t sm(2 t/J[IJ) - 1) ( cos(2q t/J[IJ) + t sin(2q t/J[IJ)) x (3.52c) 
x ( ( O!IJ + c2) ( cos(2t/J[IJ) -cos( 4q t/J[IJ) + t sm(2t/J[IJ) - t sin( 4q t/J[IJ) )+ 
O!IJ (O!IJ2q-I + 1) (cos(2(1 + 2q) t/J[IJ) + tsin(2(1 + 2q) t/J[IJ) -1)) , 
V= O!IJ (O!IJ4q + c4) (e2•</l1)_1)2 e4q•</li) +2c2a[IJ2qe2•(I+2q}</liJ x 
x ( -1 + cos(4qt/J[IJ) (u[IJ -1)2 - O!IJ2 + 20!IJ cos(2t/J[IJ)), (3 52d) 
and the g22 component is obtained by usmg that det g = a 2. 
As it is, this metric is not very enlightening. However, it gives an opportunity to 
see the Alekseev' s determmant method at work. We will come back to this metric 
when, in chapter 4, we will consider its limit q = 1/2 - Minkowski seed. We will 
also consider this solution in chapter 5 
The diagonal limit is recovered when c --+ 0 It is easy to check that it IS in 
agreement with the result we will give in section 3.4 4. 
A 2 sohton solutiOn with a Bianchi II seed has been considered in [99, 100]. 
Bzblzogmphy of Ftles: [12] 
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3.4.3 BZ 4-Soliton Solution 
Let us now consider the Kasner metric (3.12) as seed and generate the soliton so-
lutiOn with four complex poles. Agam, we will use the formulae given in 3.2.1 with 
q2] complex conjugate to q1] and l{4] complex conJugate to q3]. 
We will firstly present a solutiOn obtained by considermg a Kasner type D metric 
- 1 e. q = 0 - and by letting the arbitrary parameters be: 
- 1 q4] = l{3] = -- ' 
c 
The resulting metric is given by: 
1 c2a(IJ2 + a(3f 
9n = 1 + c2 a(!] a(3] 
q2] = qi] = c' c E IR. (3 53) 
(3 54) 
and the 922 component is obtained by usmg detg = a 2• The particularly simple 
form of th1s metric is due to the choice of the parameters made m (3 53). 
We can now consider a Minkowski metric as seed by considering the special case 
of Kasner with q = 1/2. By using the same chmce of parameters as in (3 53), we 
can obtain the solution: 
9 - (1 + c2) a(!] a[3] (3.55a) 
n - a(IJ2 + c2a[3f ' 
_ 2 ylafij ( a(3J -1) cos I/J{3J - JOj3] ( a(IJ -1) cos 1/J{IJ (3 55b) 9,2 - c a v' a(!] ai31 2 2 2 ' · 
a(!] + c a(3] 
and the 922 component is as usual obtained by usmg detg = a2 • Agam, the sim-
plicity of th1s solution is due to the choice (3.53). 
In fact, the manner in which the parameters are chosen, crucially affects the 
structure of the matrices - 4 x 4 matnces m th1s case - whose determmants g1ve the 
functions rand e., in (3.15). To give a flavour, we may report the form of two of 
these matnces for the metric (3.55): 
I'[k,J] = 
en[k,J] = 
c2+~1]2 
>jl] -1 
c2+!{1] !{2] 
>{!) >{2) -I 
1 
1 
!+c" 
>{if-! 
ltc2 
>{!] >{2] -I 
0 
0 
c"+J{l] !{2) 
>{!) >{2) -I 
c2+~2)2 
>{2] -1 
1 
1 
ltc2 
>{!] >{2] -I 
ltc2 
>{2] 2-1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
c-2+>13]2 
>{3J:C! 
c-2+!{3) !{4) 
>{3] >{4] -I 
0 
0 
~ >{3] -1 
l±c-2 
>{3] >{4] -I 
1 
1 
c-2+!{3) !{4) 
>{3] >{4] -I 
c-2+!{4]2 
>{4) 2-1 
0 
0 
ltc-2 
>{3] >{4] -I 
I+f2 
>{4] -1 
' r = det I'[k,J], (3.56a) 
' ell = det en[k,J], (3.56b) 
where the ).rkJ functions are as usual defined as JllkJ =a A[k]. Naturally, the presence 
of 1 's and O's considerably simplifies the explicit calculations of the determinants. 
B1bho9raphy of Files: [13] 
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3.4.4 BZ N-Soliton Diagonal Solution 
Let us consider a generic diagonal metnc (3.22) generated by the \]i0 g1ven m (3.23). 
With this seed, the soliton solutwn with N poles may be generated usmg the formulae 
given m (3.25) Naturally, the higher the number of poles, the more cumbersome 
the solutwn w1ll be. However, if we are interested m the diagonal limit only, the 
solution w1ll enormously simplify. 
For the case N = 2 by lettmg l'i:2[k] = 0 in (3.25), we have· 
a2 
911 =a T[o] , Jl(l) Jl(2) 
Jl(l) Jll2] 1 
g, = a a 2 T[o) · (3.57) 
For the case N = 4, by letting agam l'i:2 [k) = 0 in (3.25), we have: 
a2 a2 
g =a T[o), 11 Jl(l] Jl(2) Jl(3) Jl(4) 
Jl(l) Jll2) Jl(3) Jl(4) 1 
g, = a a2 a2 T[o) • (3.58) 
Due to the linearity of the equations, this s1tuatwn can obviously be generalized, 
yielding to the solution with N poles: 
N 
911 = a T[o) IT ~ , Jl(k) k=! 
or in the alternative form: 
- V 9n- a e ' -V g, =a e , 
2 1 9n =a- • 
9n 
(3.59) 
N 
V = log T[o) + L log (~) . (3.60) 
k=l Jl[k) 
In the case of Kasner seed, the solution takes the form. 
- V 9n- a e ' -V g, =a e , 
N 
V=-2qloga+L:log~. (3.61) 
k=! Jl(k) 
This solutwns have been extensively reviewed in [81]. In particular, diagonal sohtons 
over a background of plane waves - given by Siklos (B1anchi VI) metrics - have been 
considered in [108]. 
Another application of these diagonal metrics has also been considered in [109]. 
The property that diagonal solutions can be linearly superposed, has been used to 
generalize the sohton constructiOn as to mclude the case when the seed is not a 
vacuum metric. Various examples, that may be relevant as cosmolog1cal models, are 
discussed. 
Bzblzography of Fzles: [8] 
3.4.5 BZ Degenerate N-Soliton Solution 
In the diagonal case, due to the linearity of the main equations, the soli ton solution 
(3.60) can be generalized as follow [81]: 
-V 
Y22 =a e ' V = h0 log T[o) + t h• log ( ~ ) (3 62) 
k=! Jl! I 
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where the h.'s are real arbitrary constants. 
In the case of a Kasner seed, we have [81]: 
V=- (dloga + t h. log J.L•) , 
k=! a 
d = 2qh. 0 (3 63) 
This situations would correspond to soliton solutions where the poles Jl[kl occur 
h. times in the S matriX, i.e. they are h.-degenerate - although the h. are not 
necessarily integers. The corresponding f coefficient may be obtained by considering 
the appropriate hmit in the general expressiOn [81]. In particular we have: 
(d-H}'-• ITN Jl[klh· (h, +d-H) j-a ' 
- ([32 _ a2)h~/2 
t=l ' 
N IT (J4kl-J4Jl)2h,hj, 
't,J=l,,>J 
{3, = {3 - W[kl . 
(3.64a) 
(3.64b) 
Eventually, the generating function lJ!, associated with solutions (3.62), can be 
easily obtained by using formula (3 6). For the Kasner case (3 63), the correspondmg 
Y(a, {3, A) is g1ven by. 
N 
T = (A2 + 2{3A + a2)H/2-q IT (Wl-A)-h• . (3.65) 
k=l 
However, this approach cannot be extended to non-diagonal solutions, due the 
essential nonlinearity in tlus case. 
Bzblwgraphy of Fzles: [9] 
3.4.6 BZ (1 + 1)-Soliton Solution 
Let us now consider the sohton solution with one pole Jl(rl of degeneracy h and with 
Kasner seed. The appropriate lJ! 0 Will be now given by (3.23) with the choice: 
(3.66) 
Let us consider the above as a seed and construct a solution with one more soliton 
14•1· The resulting metric Will contain two solitons Jl(rl and 14•1· By applying the 
usual formulae, we get the solution: 
(3 67a) 
l+h A[rlh A[sl2q+h-i (A[rl-Arsl)2h(A[sl2 - 1) 
g =-a ct•l , 
" ct•l2 A[rl2h A[sl2h + a2h(A[rl -A[sl)4h Ar•l4q (3.67b) 
I+2q , h , ct•l2 A[rl2h A[sl2h-2 + a2h(A[rl-A[sl)4h Ar•l4q 
g, = a A[rl A[sl 2h 2h 4 > 
ct•l2A[rl A[sl + a 2h(A[rl-A[sl)4hA[sl q (3.67c) 
where Jl(kl = a Ar•l and the ct•l's are arbitrary constants. 
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This is an explicit illustration of the "add-one-by-one" procedure to construct 
soh ton solutions. 
Bzbhogmphy of Files: [10] 
Most of the solutwns presented above are time-dependent solutions: € = + 1. 
As an example of time-mdependent solutwns, obtamed by dzrectly applying the BZ 
technique - and other than the solutions given in [48, 49] - we wish to quote here 
the paper by A. Tomimatzu [107]. The solutwns presented in It may be supposed 
to describe rotating black holes surrounded by matter. 
3.5 A few more remarks on BZ Solitons 
3.5.1 On the "Permutation Theorem" of Backlund trans-
formations 
The Bianchi permutation theorem for a Backlund transformations states that the 
solutwn obtained by applying two subsequent Backlund transformations to a seed 
IS independent from the order in which these are considered [82]. 
In the context of soli tons, the content of this theorem is schematically illustrated 
in figure 3 4 (top) 
Seed-- Soh ton a 
Seed- Sohton b 
Seed- Sohton b 
Seed- Sohton a -- Sohton b 
equal to 
Seed-- Sohton b-- Sohton a 
Sohtona- Sol1tonc 
Sohton c-- Sohton d 
Sohton b- Sohton d 
Figure 3 4: Schematic illustration of Bianchi's "Permutation Theorem" (top) and of the 
analogue theorem for Backlund transformations of the Ernst equation (bottom). 
This theorem applies for Backlund transformations of equations such as KdV or 
SG. Had this theorem be true for gravitatiOnal soliton, we would have expected that 
the metric (3 67)- with h = 1- be symmetric in[r] and[s], i e. by interchangmg the 
two solitons. However this is not the case, as can be easily mspected. 
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This is m agreement with a known result obtamed by Neugebauer in [37] - see 
also Neugebauer in [12] -where the analogue of the permutation theorem is given for 
Backlund transformations of the Ernst equatiOns- see figure (3.4) (bottom). Indeed, 
Backlund transformatiOns may be regarded as one-to-many mappings. Therefore, 
the relation that connect two solutions - obtained by applying to different transfor-
matiOns to the same seed - in not unique, in general. 
--
Figure 3.5: Biicklund transformations are one-to-many mappings. 
The real meaning of commutativity for Backlund transformations is that the mter-
section between the two shaded regwns m figure (3.5) is different from zero. The 
situation recalled m (3.4) (top) corresponds to the case when the intersection is 
given by one element only. 
3.5.2 On a possible interpretation of degenerate poles 
Let us consider the 2-soliton solution in a Kasner background with real poles. Let 
us consider the limit when the poles coincide (z0[IJ = z0[2), see figure (3 6)) 
- (2) 
z. 
Figure 3.6· Two real poles in the hllllt when they coincide. 
A simple calculation shows that this hmit is well defined and it gives 
g(RP- GP) _ 11 (3 68a) 
(3.68b) 
Let us also consider the 2-soliton solution in a Kasner background with a pair 
of complex poles, and consider the limit when the poles became real (w0(IJ = 0, see 
figure (3.7)). 
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w, w, 
-z, I 
' 
' 
' 
• 
z, 
Figure 3.7: Two complex poles in the limit when they became real. 
Again, this limit IS well defined and gives· 
g(GGR) _ 11 (-f3+vfJ2-a2)2, 
g(GGR) 22 _ 02q-1 ( -{3 +V (32 _ a2)2 . 
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(3 69a) 
(3.69b) 
It may be checked by direct inspection that (3.68) and (3 69) are Identical and 
they are exactly the metric corresponding to 1 pole with degeneracy h = 2 given in 
(3.65). Th1s illustrates the meaning associated with metrics containing degenerate 
poles. This is confirmed by the analysis of M. Berg and M Bradley [111]. 
B~blwgraphy of Fzles: [11] 
Chapter 4 
Time- Shift in Gravitational 
Soli tons 
As emphasized in chapter 2 the behaviour under interaction is what makes solitons 
different from solitary waves. The aim of this chapter is to analyze the interaction 
between gravitational solitons and see whether or not they display the same time-
shift (T-S) effect as the soli tons of ordinary nonlinear p.d.e. 's. 
4.1 The Problem of Time- Shift 
4.1.1 T -S in soli ton/ soli ton interaction 
The picture below, see figure (4.1), shows the interaction between two KdV solitons. 
10 
/ 
/ 
Figure 4.1: Time-Shift in the 2 soliton solution of KdV equation. 
It describes two solitons travelling in the same direction but with the larger soliton 
catching up and overtaking the smaller one. The shapes of the two solitons after 
the interaction are unchanged with respect to their form before the interaction. 
However, it is quite evident that the lines along which they move apart are shifted 
with respect to their initial paths. The larger soliton has been shifted forwards, and 
t he smaller soliton backwards. Roughly speaking, this is what we call T ime-Shift! 
More seriously, let us consider the two soliton solution given in [83), formulae 
66 
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(1.4-13): 
[]2 
u(x, t ) = ax2 log f (x, t) ) 
B; = a;x-a~t+6;, A= (a1 -a2 ) 2 , (4.1b) 
al + a2 
where a; and 6; are real arbitrary constants. F igure (4.1) is nothing but a 3-D plot 
of this solution with parameters a 1 = 1.2, 61 = 0, a2 = 1.8, 62 = 5. 
By analyzing the asymptotic behaviour (t ~ ±oo) of this solution, it can be seen 
that - see [83], formulae (1.4-16): 
2 1 1 
u± (x, t ) ~ L 4 a~ sech2 2 (0; + !::ln , 
i=l 
as t -t±oo 
!::l + = 0 !::l - = log A 2 ) 2 ) 
!::l ~ - !::l ; = - log A < 0 , 
( 4.2a) 
(4.2b) 
( 4.2c) 
where each term of the sum in (4.2a) is the expression for the 1-soliton solu tion. 
T hus, asymptotically, the 2-soli ton solution is given by a "superposition" of two 1-
soliton solut ions. It may be remarked that t he phases !::l:'" of t he solitons at t = +oo 
. 
are different from the phases !::l -: at t = -oo. Consequent ly, the solitons after the 
. 
interaction travel along di rections which are not the same as before bu t just parallel: 
this is the T-S effect we a re considering here. T he above effect can be found also 
in an N -soliton solution. The relevant formulae have been given in [83] - formulae 
( 4.3-18) and neighbouring. 
4.1.2 T-S in solitonf non-soliton interaction 
Further examples of T-S can be found by analyzing the interaction between solitons 
and waves. T he first to derive a solution descri bing the non-linear superposition of 
a soliton and a wave was Wahlquist for the KdV equation [112] . He considered a 
Backlund transformation to a background of cnoidal waves. Figure ( 4.2) shows a 
typical case, when the height of the soli ton is comparable with that of the background 
waves. 
40 
" 
10 20 30 40 
Figure 4.2: Examples of interaction of solitons and waves for the KdV equation. This 
picture slwws tile interaction of a small soliton with tlle background waves. 
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A phase-shift of the soli ton and each wave is clearly visible. In figure ( 4.3) the 
situation is considered when the soliton is much bigger than the waves. Notice also 
the similarity between these pictures and that given in 4.1. 
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Figure 4.3: Examples of interaction of solitons and waves for tbe KdV equation. This 
picture sbows tbe interaction of a rather large soli ton with tbe background waves. Different 
ranges and viewpoints are sbo·wn for tbe same set of parameters. 
The actual procedure given in (112] turns out to be rather involved. It. has been 
considerably simplified by Hoenselaers and the present author, for the Sine-Gordon 
(SG) equation: 
<f>zz - <Ptt = sin <P . (4.3) 
In (113, 114] a Backlund transformation to a background of steady progressing waves 
- i.e. functions of x- vt, v ~ c - given in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions, has been 
considered. By using the galilean invariance enjoyed by SG, the seed can be chosen 
to be steady: this is tantamount to choosing a frame in which the waves are at 
rest. That considerably simplifies the Riccati equations associated to the Backlund 
transformation. The final solution is again given in terms of Jacobi elliptic functions. 
In figure (4.4) a few typical solutions are displayed . 
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Figure 4.4: Examples of in teracti on of solitons and waves for the se equation. T hese 
solut ions are obtained by way of a B iicklund transformation. 
T hese pictures clearly show how both the soliton and the background waves are 
shifted when interacting. In passing, notice how the fourth picture from the top 
left corner and moving clockwise shows mul t iple solitons. T his is a parLicular case 
in which some of the functions entering the solu tion become trigonometric. 
Examples of T-S can also be obtained by generating solutions that apparent ly 
have no relation wit h soli tons. In fact, in (113, 114] solutions of SG are also generated 
by way of a separation Ansatz: 4>(x, t) = a(x)/ f3(t). In figure {4.5) a few solutions 
are displayed. 
F igure 4.5: Examples of interaction of soli tons and waves for the se equation. These 
solu t ions are obtained by way of a Separ ation Ansatz. 
The T-S effect is clearly visible. Analogous resul ts for the non-linear Schrodinger 
equations have also been achieved although they have not yet been published. 
4.1.3 T -S in Gravitational Soli tons 
B oyd- Cent re lla - Klasky R esults 
In (115] a 4-soliton diagonal solut ion with Kasner seed is considered. T he solution 
is given in cosmological coordinates (1.28) . Any evidence fo r T-S is looked for when 
the two inner solitons collide. The result is negative: the two solitons pass through 
each oth er without any modification at a ll , see figure (4.6) . 
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Figure 4.6: No Time Shift in the diagonal 4 soli ton solution studied in [115]. The picture 
on the left is seen from above the (t,Z) plane. The Z-derivative oflog (g11 fgo 11 ) is plotted. 
It must be emphasized that the metric under consideration is a diagonal one. In 
particular it is nothing but the diagonal limit of (3.55) or, alternatively, the case 
N = 4, of solution (3.61). Since these are solutions to a linear equation - equation 
(1.44) - this negative result is not surprising: when interacting, the two solitons 
linearly superpose. This argument a lso apply to diagonal soli ton solutions with any 
number of poles. 
Dagotto- Gleiser- Nicasio Results 
In (116] the 2-soliton solution obtained by using the Alekseev technique is considered . 
It is a cylindrically symmetric non diagonal solution. Therefore the field equations 
are truly non-linear. In this case, t he soli ton is considered to interact with itself as 
it passes t hrough - or is reflected from - the axis of symmetry. 
As a first step, the authors solve (asymptotically) the geodesic equation associ-
ated with the soliton metric. In particular , they write the Christoffel symbols by 
substituting for the metric coefficients their limit when u, v -t oo, where u and v 
are the relevant null coordinates. Consequently, they are able to find an explicit 
expression for the velocity of a "geodesic" particle (i.e. a test particle like a photon) 
- see formulae (18) to (23). 
T heir second step is to study the Weyl tensor coefficients and the electromagnetic 
energy at null infinity - formulae (25) to (27) and ( 41) to ( 43) . This simplification 
enables them in giving an explicit expression for the maxima of these physical quan-
tities- formulae (47) and (48) . 
F inally, they consider two particles: the first travelling from - oo towards the 
axis - ingoing par ticle - and the second travelling from t he axis to +oo - outgoing 
particle - both travelling unperturbed and along the maxima of the solitons as 
previously found. These two particles meet the axis p = 0 at different t imes t 1 and 
t2 . A T-S is claimed to be seen, as the proper time 6-r measured between t1 and t 2 
by an observer at rest on the axis. 
In a second paper (117], the same authors apply the previous technique when the 
metric is diagonal: i.e. it is an Einsteiu-Rosen one. Again a T-S is found. Clearly, 
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this last result seems to contradict that of (115]. 
In (118], the same analysis is applied to the case of multisohton metncs. 
Cespedes-Verdaguer Results 
In (119] a 4-Sohton non-diagonal Solution is analyzed. It has been generated by 
considering the Wamwright-Marshmann metric {3.26). The function W is taken to 
be: 
W = { ~ -A(1-cos( 27r v:-.:':)) :F~v: < v8 . 
H v>vB 
{4.4) 
This represents a pulse wave propagatmg into a Kasner background. Consequently, 
the solution considered in [119] is supposed to descnbe the interaction between the 
solitons and a pulse wave. 
Among the results they obtain, the one relevant to us 1s a small T-S- that seems 
observable in picture {3.c) in [119]- occurring when one of the sohtons interacts with 
the pulse. This is analytically proved in that the asymptotic behaviour of the two 
pairs of solitons is not symmetric- formulae {19) in [119]. 
It is worth noticmg here that the physical content in this metric is different 
from that in [115, 116, 117]. In the last situations, sohtons freely propagate mto a 
Minkowski or Kasner background, and eventually interact only amongst themselves. 
On the contrary, the one presented in [119] 1s an example for a sohton/non-soliton 
interactiOn. 
Bzblzography of Fzles: [14] 
4.2 The case ofWeber-Wheeler-Bonnor Solution 
In [135] Gnffiths and the present author pointed out that the effect found in [116, 117] 
can also be observed in the Weber-Wheeler-Bonnor {WWB) solution [120, 121] 
4.2.1 The WWB Solution 
Let us consider the Einstein-Rosen !me element already considered m section 1.3: 
ds2 = e2(-y-.P) ( dt2 - dp2 ) - (p2e-2* d</l + e+2.P dz2 ) , ( 4.5) 
whose field equations where g1ven in {1.38). We just recall that the equation for '1/J 
is linear. As known, its solution is a (linear) superposition of Bessel functions ]0 
and Y.. The WWB solution is a particular case of these solutions, g1ven by a lmear 
superposition of monochromatic waves with a cut-off in the frequency space. 
'1/J = 2c [X> dk e-ak cos(kt) J0 (kp), (4.6) 
(4.7a) 
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F igure 4. 7: This picture illustrates tl1e character of the WWB pulse, particularly the fact 
tl1at the wave appears to be reflected before it meets the axis. 
T his solution describes an incoming and ou tgoing wave pulse. Its maxima are asymp-
totically given by: 
a 
t = +p- J3 outgoing wave, a t = - p + J3 ingoing wave, (4.8) 
which seems to show that the incoming wave is reflected at p = .IJ - and not 
at p = 0. T his is the same effect that has been interpreted as a soli tonic T -S in 
[116, 117]. But , as the previous argument shows, this effect is also shared by non-
soli Lonic solutions of the standard wave equations in cylindrical polar coordinates. 
T hus we can argue that th is apparent shift must have another physical explanation. 
4.2.2 The WWB Solution in Cosmological Coordinates 
The above solu tion may be reinterpreted in Cosmological Coordinates simply by 
making the substitutions P cyl -t t cou n' t cyl -t Zco•m in (4.7) and appropriately ex-
tending the coordinates domain to the full range ( - oo, +oo) as we pointed out in 
chapter 1: 
ds2 = eWr- 1Pl (dt2 - dZ2) - (t2e-21Pdx2 + e+21Pdy2) , 
- - ( [(a2 + t2- z2)2 + 4a2 z2]1/2 + a2 + t2 - z2 ) 1/2 
'1/J- v'2c (a2 + t2- Z2)2 + 4a2Z2 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
Once again we can work out the asymptotic expressions for t he maxima of ;fi: 
Z a . = +t - J3 outgomg wave, a Z = -t + J3 ingoing wave, (4.11) 
which, as expected , shows a shift: in t his case a delay. 
T he considerations we made in the cylindrical case can be repeated here: this is 
a non-solitonic solution of a linear equation, thus this shift can not be interpreted 
as a solitonic effect. Moreover, in this case we have a delay and not an advance as 
typical for "classical" solitons. 
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One more remark: in the limit when c is small, WWB may be considered as a weak 
wave propagating on a Minkowski background (written in Kasner form): 
ds2 = dt2 - dZ2 - t2 dx2 - dy2 . 
By performing the following coord inate transformation: 
Z=Z, 
1 T -X 
x = 2log T +X' y=Y, (4 .12) 
the Minkowski metric becomes the usual one: 
otice that ( 4.12) is defined only in the region T 2 ~ X 2 , equ ivalent to t ~ 0. 
1 
X 
Figure 4.8: WWB pulse in cartesian coordinates T X, Y , Z. In this picture T = 6a. 
Going back to (4.10) , we can observe that the wave surfaces t ± Z = k are now 
mapped into null cones: 
(4.13) 
These represent cylindrical waves parallel to theY axis, centered in (X = 0, Z = k), 
however the waveform itself is not cylindrically symmetric - see figure ( 4.8) . 
If we would extend the solution (4.10) to the region T 2 < X 2 (using the natural 
extension of the T, X coordinates), curvature singularities might appear when Z = 0 
and T 2 = X 2 - a2 . These singularities., however, can not be considered as the 
"physical" source of the shift found in the "good" region T 2 ~ X 2 • Once again, the 
ones we are dealing with are solutions of linear equations! 
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4.3 Time-Shift in cosmological context 
T he discussion put forward so far seems t o indicate that the debate about T-S in 
gravitational soli tons is st ill controversial - see [81], section 3.6. b. In this section we 
will try to give meaning to the pictures below - figure ( 4.9) - as the gravitational 
counterpart of the analogue picture in figure ( 4.1). We will here consider the t ime-
dependent case only. 
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Figure 4.9: Schematic illustration of T-S for cosmological sol1tons. The "interactwn 
region" is shaded, and there is an initial cosmological singularity at t = 0. 
In this context, the problem ofT-Scan be posed m the following manner. Given 
two metrics, one diagonal (for which EFE's are linear) and one nondiagonal (for 
which EFE's are truly nonlinear ), and both descnbing the interaction of two soli tons, 
do they show any difference? 
As it is, this statement is still vague. It has the merit to indicate that some 
information on a possible T-S must be looked for by comparing the diagonal and 
non-diagonal case. However a few more comments are due: 
• An Ideal situation would be that m which one may consider some physical 
quantity and study this both m the non-diagonal and diagonal case. We have 
in mind the energy associated with the metric or the Weyl Tensor, better the 
explicit components W0 , W2 and W4 • However, the first possibility is ruled out 
in this context, smce no acceptable definition of energy can be given. The 
second possibility is theoretically welcome, but the explicit calculations are 
far too lengthy and we have not been able to give a reasonably compact form 
for the above Weyl tensor components. 
• This situation can be overcome if the metric components themselves are con-
sidered. Naturally, the explicit form of the metric components is simpler than 
those of the Weyl tensor. In addition g11 , g22 and g12 have the Important prop-
erty of bemg respectively proportiOnal to 1~ 1 1 2 , 1~2 1 2 and ~1 • ~2 , where ~1 and 
~2 are the Ktlhng vectors given in chapter 1. However, it is only their denva-
tives which describe the gravitational field, and even then not in an invariant 
way. 
• In figure (4.9) a schematic 4-soliton solution is pictured. In this case we have 
two pairs of solitons generated at different space-like points at the cosmological 
singularity t = 0 As they start to propagate along the background, the two 
external solitons travel apart unperturbed. Moreover, the two inner solitons 
will interact at some instant t = t0 > 0 [133, 134]. 
The fact that the mteraction occurs away from the cosmological smgularity 
prevents any posstble mixing of effects due to mere interaction with others due 
to the cosmological singularity itself (or the axts of symmetry m the cylindri-
cally symmetric context). This possibility is obviously ruled out If a simpler 
two soliton solution is considered. In fact, in tJus case the two sohtons were 
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generated at the same pomt (at t = 0) and would freely propagate along the 
background without ever mteracting With each other. The 4-Soliton solution 
is then the simplest case in which the soliton/soliton mteraction can be con-
sidered. 
The possibility of having any T-S or not, will be dictated by the asymptotic-
t --+ oo - behaviour of the metncs under consideration. In fact, If this is the same as 
the diagonal metnc, then obviously no T-S would appear- as in the metric discussed 
in [115] - and that would correspond to the case shown in the left picture of figure 
(4.9) 
To conclude, we just observe that the physical interpretation of the solutions 
we are going to study is that considered in [115], rather than that given in [116, 
117]. This last case, m which the metrics are cylindrically symmetric, has been also 
interpreted as describing the interaction between (soh tonic) gravitatiOnal waves and 
cosmic strings located on the axis of symmetry [122, 123, 124], [125, 126, 127, 128] 
and [129, 130, 131]. 
4.4 Interaction between gravitational solitons 
In this sectiOn we will investigate the T-S in solitons generated from particular di-
agonal seeds, namely Minkowski and Kasner. In the case of Minkowski seed, we 
will therefore consider the interaction of solitons travelling on a "flat" background. 
As suggested in sectiOn 4.2.2, by performing an appropriate coordinate transforma-
tion, these spacetJmes my also be interpreted as cylmdrical waves In the case of 
Kasner seed, it may be noticed that the seed, for arbitrary parameters, is not even 
asymptotically flat, and there exists an initial cosmological smgularity. 
The results described in this section should provide the gravitational counterpart 
of the cases dealt With m section 4.1.1. Th1s problem has also been analyzed m 
[133, 134]. 
4.4.1 Solutions with Minkowski Seed 
Let us consider a 4-soliton non-diagonal solution with complex poles propagating in 
a Minkowski background. The most general4-soliton solution (3.15) would contain 
2 arbitrary complex parameters q1], q3] and four other real parameters z0[IJ, z0[3], 
W 0[I], w0 [3J that enter the solution through the expressions for the pole-trajectones. 
Smce the parameters Z0[•J always are in the combmation Z0[•J -Z we can put, 
without loss of generality, z0 [3J = -z0[IJ. Moreover, to obtain an explicit solution we 
make the assumptions: ~2 [1] E IR, ~2[3] E lR In terms of the constants qk] defined in 
(3.16), we have qi], q3J ER Furthermore we will set q3J = -1/qi], q1] =c. 
With these, the solution is given by (3.55), with the obvious replacements a -> t, 
/3--+ z. 
2 a[!] <7[3] 
9n=(1+c-) 2 2 2' 
a[i] + c <7[3] (4.14a) 
2 t . I y'a[ii ( <7(3] -1) COS l/l[3] - y'ai3j ( <7]1] -1) COS 1/l[I] g,2 = c v a[IJ <7[3] a[IJ2 + c2o-[3f ' (4 14b) 
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where ajk) are given by (3 40). 
As we outlined in section 4.11 the T-S effect in the KdV equation can be shown 
by analyzing the asymptotic behaviour ( t -> oo) of the solution. This analysis is ac-
tually performed by lookmg at the maxima of the soli tons in the relevant asymptotic 
regwns. Hereafter we wtll apply the same procedure to the gravitational sohtons 
[136]. As an example, we will firstly consider the 2-soliton case. 
A preliminary step: the 2-Soliton non-diagonal Solution 
Let us consider a 2-soliton non-diagonal solution. Now we only have one complex 
parameter Cjl). With the simple choice Cjl) = m E IR we get the solution shown in 
(3.52). Wtth q = 1/2, and by considermg a[•J =a +1•1 this simplifies to: 
(2-sol) 4 Z a +[1)-1 9 =- m 12 
a+[l) +1 
By looking at its first Z-derivative, we can see that the maxima of 9!~-sol) can 
be gtven either by the same maxima of the diagonal solution or by the points where 
a +[1) = ±m. In order to see if these new maxtma actually occur, let us prelimmarily 
consider the function a +(k). We recall here the properties we descnbed in chapter 3 
• a +(k) decays to 1 as t -> oo, according to: 
a+(kJ ~ 1 + 2w;[k) as t-> oo. 
• The function a+[k) depends only upon Z!kJ2• That means it is symmetric under 
reflections along the axts defined by Z = Z0 (k). 
• a +(k) is a generally decreasing function. With this expression we mean that for 
a fixed Z = Z, the resulting function otkJ = a +(k)lz~z is a decreasing function. 
From these considerations it can be pomted out that 911 has the new maxima only 
if m2 > 1. Moreover, we can also argue that these new maxtma do not eXIst in the 
Causal Re9zon iz0(kJ-ZI < t-> oo. In that, the maxima of the nondiagonal solution 
coincide with those of the diagonal solution. 
In order to study the 912 component, it is useful to consider the followmg function: 
9
(2-sol) 
9- = log ~1'-'-2 =--12 z 
The 912 Z-denvative is given by: 
-' t(2-sol-d) 
912 = 9 11 ( 
2 a+[t]2 + m2 - a+[1]2) 
a+[t]2-1 m2+a+[tJ2' 
(4.16) 
(4 17) 
where a prime mdtcates a Z-derivative and 9!~-sol-d) is the (11) component of the 
corresponding diagonal limit. Some simple algebra shows that, bemg a +[I) > 1, the 
expression in round brackets never vamshes, so that 9;
2 
= 0 only 1f 9'~~-sol-d) = 0. 
That means g12 and the diagonal component 9!~-sol-d) have the same stationary 
points. Of course, the same is true for 9!~-sol). 
Since both 911 and 912 asymptotically have the same maxima of a diagonal metric, 
no T -S can be expected 
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Two possible 4-Soliton Solutions 
The freedom in choosmg the ± in (3.40) allows us to have 4 solutions: 0"[1] = u +(1], 
0"(3] = u +(3] or 0"[1] = a +[1], 0"[3] = a _(3] or 0"[1] = u _(1], 0"(3] = a +(3] or 0"[1] = u _[1], 
0"[3] = u _(3]. Of course only the first two cases are of mterest. 
That being so, we can rewrite (4.14) in the two alternat1ve forms: 
and 
"+[1] 
2 "+(3] g~:-+> = (1 + c ) 2 , 
c2 + "+[~ 
"+(3] 
( 4.18) 
(+-) = (1 + 2) a+(l] U+(3] 9u C 2 2 ' g<+-> = g<+->(t Z) F (t Z) (4 19) 12 11 , +- ' , 
c2 + u +(lJ a +(3] 
where we introduced the two funct10ns: 
4c ( F++(t, Z) = - 1 + c2 Z(!J 
4c ( F (t Z) = --- Z(!J 
+-, 1+c2 
Time-Shift in the 11 components 
By introducing the quantities: 
<T+(l] 
l++ = <T+(3] , 
(4 20) 
(4.21) 
(4.22) 
it can be shown that the first Z-denvatives of the metnc components can be ex-
pressed as: 
2 2 
'(++)- (++) c _,++ 
9 u - 9u c2 + 12 ++ 
c2 _ ...,2 
' (+-) - (+-) '+-
9u - 9u c2 + ...,2 
'+-
(4.23) 
Equations ( 4.23) show that the maxima of the non diagonal metric components g~i+> 
and g~;-> can be given by: 
1. the same maxima of the diagonal solution; 
2. the pomts where 1++ =±cor l+- =±c. 
Therefore, as a general feature, the non diagonal metncs may present the eXlstence 
of new stationary points m add1t10n to those of the diagonal solutions. 
Solution (4.19) seems to have a behaviour qmte similar to the one encountered 
for the 2-sohton non-diagonal solution By just using the same arguments - now 
applied to the quantity 1+- -we can deduce that actually these new maxima exist 
only if we choose c > 1 and, anyway, can not exist m the Causal Regwn. Then 
the picture is as follows. new maxima may appear when considering a non-diagonal 
solution, however, for late tlmes they will merge with those of the diagonal metnc. 
Thus the asymptotic behaviour of the solution is not mod1fied with respect to the 
d1agonal case- see figure (4.10). 
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Figure 4.10: The pictures show tile g1
11 
(+-) component of the 4-Soliton Non-Diagonal 
Solution, from two different viewpoints. 
Solution (4.18) seems to have a richer structure: the considerations made in the 
2-Soliton case cannot apply here and in fact f++ = ± c can be satisfied also when 
c < 1. Nevertheless we still have that f++ ~ 1 as t ~ oo, which implies that 
the previous equation can not be satisfied in the Causal Region. Once again, the 
asymptotic behaviour of the solut ion is similar to that of the diagonal one - see 
figure ( 4.11). 
gll' 
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Figure 4.11: The pictures show the g1
11 
(++) component of the 4-Soli ton Non-Diagonal 
Solution, from two different viewpoints. 
T ime-Shift in t he 12 components 
The two functions F++ and F+- can be more properly rewritten as: 
(2-•ol)[ ] (2-•ol )[ ] (2-•ol)[ ] 
9
(2-•ol) [3] F (t Z) = 912 1 _ 912 3 F (t Z) = 9 12 1 + 12 ( 4 24) 
++ l 9~~-•ol)[l ] 9~i-•o1)[3] l +- l 9~~-•ol)[l ] 9~i- •o1) [3] ' • 
where 9<2- •> is the 2-Soliton non-diagonal Solution presented in section 4.4.1. Having 
that, 9~~+> and 9~~- > become: 
(2-•ol) (2-•ol) (2-•ol) (2-•ol ) 
(++) - (++) ( 912 [1] - 912 [3] ) (+ - ) - (+- ) (912 [1] 912 [3] ) (4 25) 912 - 911 (2-•ol)[ ] (2-•ol)[ ] l 912 - 911 (2-•ol)[ ] + (2-•ol)[
3
] · · 911 1 9 11 3 911 L 911 
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Notice here how each function into the round brackets depends upon the variables 
of only one couple of solitons, which shows that neither g~;+> nor g~;- > show any 
T-S- see figure (4.12). 
60 
g12 " 
z z 
Figure 4.12: The pictures show the g'~;-> (left) and g'~;+) (right) component of the 
4-Soliton Non-Diagonal Solu tion. 
Below we give pictures of the metric components themselves, rather than of their 
derivatives . 
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Figure 4.13: From top left and clockwise, the pictures show the g~;->, g~;+--), g~;+-+) and 
g~;+) component of the 4-soliton nondiagonal solution presented in section 4.4."1. 
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4.4.2 Solutions with Kasner Seed: asymptotic behaviour 
Much m the spint of section 4.3, we want now to consider the asymptotic limit of 
the soliton metrics generated from a general Kasner seed. We wish to generalize 
the result of section 4.4.1 and check whether, even for a general Kasner seed, the 
asymptotic behaviour of these is still driven by their diagonal hmit. 
Let us consider the formulae (3.15). They can obviously be rewritten as: 
r = r(dl det (1 + q.] ctJ] ) , ( 4.26a) 
Al•l2q Al1l2q 
en = e~~ det ( 1 + Ar•l 2q~; ~12q-l ) , (4 26b) 
- (d) ( q.] ctJ] - q.] Ar•fq - ) 8 12 - r det 1 + , 2q "- 2q \, 2q+1 , 2q+1 (Ar•l Al1J 1) , A[•] "IJ] /~l] A[1] (4.26c) 
e22 = e;~l det ( 1 + Ar•l2q;; ~12q+l ) , (4.26d) 
where r(d) and e~~ are the usual r and e., m which qkJ = 0. We also recall the 
functions K,: 
K = tl/2-q 
1 , K-2 = t1f2+q • (4.27) 
Let us now consider equations (3.11). In particular, for the case under consider-
ation they become· 
N 
t1-2q ( 2 - e~1) , 9n =IT ~k] (4.28a) 
k=l 
N 
t (1-
9~2 ), IIWJ (4.28b) gl2= t 
k=l 
N 
t1+2q ( 2 - ei2) . 922 = II ~k] ( 4.28c) 
k=l 
In the limit when t -+ oo, the functions ,\[k] approach 1. Therefore, in that lim1t, 
from ( 4.26) we have: 
e -+ e(dl u u' e -+ r(d) 12 , e22-+ e;~. (4.29) 
By inserting these expressions into the (4.28)'s, 1t becomes evident that the soliton 
metric approaches 1ts d1agonallimit 
4.5 Interaction of gravitational soli tons and waves 
In this section we will investigate the T-S m solitons generated from the Wainwright-
Marshmann (W&M) seed already considered m 3.2 4 - with a = t and {3 = Z 
Th1s solutiOn may be supposed to describe the interaction between solitons and 
gravitational waves, thus prov1dmg the gravitational counterpart to the cases dealt 
with in sect10n 4 1.2. 
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4.5.1 Asymptotic behaviour of Solutions with W&M Seed 
The explicit form of the soliton solutions can be obtained by using the formulae 
given in (3.31). However, they are not very enlightening and we will thus refrain 
from giving t hem here. In figure (4.14) a solut ion with two complex poles is pictured. 
z 
z 
Figure 4. 14: Tl1e pictw·es show the g11 (left) and g12 (rigl1t) component of the 2-soli ton 
nondiagonal solution generated from a Wainwrigllt- Marshmann seed. Different viewpoints 
are considered. Here: H = 1, A= 1/2, w0 = 0.1, u8 = 1, uF = - 1. Moreover, z0 = -5 in 
tile two top pictures and z0 = 0 (left), z0 = +5 (right) in the lower ones. 
These pictures seem to show that no T-S occurs when the gravitational wave inter-
acts with t he soli ton , thus giving a different result from that found in [119]. 
To support our claim, we will consider now the asymptotic limi t - t -t oo - of a 
general N -soliton solution generated from a W&M metric as seed. T he result s we 
will obtain apply to a generic N-soliton solution and to a general W(t , Z) for which: 
lim W(t , Z) = 0 . 
Hoo Jt ( 4.30) 
In particular, this condition is fulfilled by the particular W - formula ( 4.4) - con-
sidered in [119]. 
We can now show that the asymptotic limit a-too of the above metrics is given 
by t he soliton solution with t he same number of poles and with Kasner seed. The 
Kasner parameter q has to be set as q = 1/4, yielding the following: 
g (l/4) = Jt ( ~ ~ ) . ( 4.31) 
Incidentally, t his also is the limit vV -t 0 of the metric (3.27). 
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Let us consider the N-soliton solution in Kasner seed given in section 3.2.1. It 
can be rewritten as· 
(4.32a) 
(4 32b) 
(4.32c) 
where we remember that KI = ai/2-q, K2 = ai/2+q and: 
f.lfkJ = t AfkJ. ( 4.33) 
By introducing the quantities: 
"' sin Y[k) -Cjk) COS[kJ 
u;k) = 
cos Y[kJ +ClkJ sin[kJ' F = F'[k] (cos Y[kJ +Cl•l sin[kJ) , (4 34) 
the expressiOns associated to the W&M metric given in (3.31) become: 
(4 35a) 
(4 35b) 
(4 35c) 
where: 
MiJJ = ( 1 - ~ W(t,Z)). 
d[J] Vi (4.36) 
It may then be noticed that ( 4.35a) and ( 4.35c) are formally identical to ( 4 32a) 
and (4.32c) in which q = 1/4. Moreover, in the hmit when t -+ oo, it may be 
shown that Y[•J approaches constant values - see appendix B for a detailed account. 
Therefore, in that limit, the quantities dr•J and Fl•l become constant. As a result, m 
that limit, ( 4.35a), ( 4 35c) and ( 4.32a) and ( 4.32c) may be let respectiVely coincide, 
with an appropriate choice of parameters. We may then conclude that the (11) 
component of the N-Sohton solutiOn with W&M seed asymptotically approaches 
the (11) component of the N-Sohton solutiOn with Kasner q = 1/4 seed. 
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Had not it be for the factor M[JJ, ( 4.35b) would have been formally identical to 
(4.32b). However, in the limit when t --+ oo, we have that M --+ 1 and therefore, 
in that limit, ( 4.35b) and ( 4.32b) may be let coincide, with an appropriate choice of 
parameters. Again, the (12) component of the N-Soliton solutiOn with W&M seed 
asymptotically approaches the (12) component of the N-Soliton solution With Kasner 
q = 1/4 seed. 
As shown in section 4.4.2, the asymptotic behaviour of a soh ton solution with a 
Kasner seed is in turn dnven by its diagonal limit. Therefore, the asymptotic limit 
of the sohton metrics with a W&M seed is dictated by the diagonal soh ton solution 
with the same number of poles and with a Kasner seed with q = 1/4 It seems then 
clear that a T -S effect can not be expected even in this case. 
Bzblzogmphy of Fzles: (18] 
4.6 Conclusion 
The main issue which we have tried to demonstrate is that the soliton nondiagonal 
metrics, in the causal regwn, tend to diagonality and, precisely for that, no Time-
Shift can be expected (136]. 
We have found it very useful to prove this by lookmg at the functions rand e., 
from the Alekseev determinant method. 
However, it is compulsory to quote here two major papers where the same Issue 
was discussed, though not in the context of T-S: that by Belmsk1 and Fargion (132] 
and that by Carr and Verdaguer (106]. In (132] the asymptotic behaviOur - in the 
causal region - of a two soliton solution with Kasner seed was considered and m 
(106] a generalization to the n-soliton case was provided. The results we have set 
out in this chapter, while obtained using a different approach, confirm these and 
extend them to the case when a nondiagonal seed is considered. 
As we remarked in sectiOn 4.3, the problem ofT-S for gravitatiOnal soli tons IS still 
controversial, in particular papers (115] and (125, 116] seem to propose contrasting 
results. It has also been pointed out m (81] -see sectiOn 3.6.b -that a possible 
way out of this problem might consists in a careful analysis of the f coefficient 
of the relevant metrics, which is also necessary for a complete description of any 
spacetime However, 1fwe forget about any general-relativity-implicatiOn and regard 
these solutions as purely mathematical solutiOns to a given nonlinear p.d e , namely 
the Ernst equatiOn, the problem still persists. 
The other proposal, also given in (81], of looking at T-S in a non-diagonal metric, 
has seemed to us more sound. As explained in this chapter we have endeavoured to 
investigate It, with the result that no T-S occurs for gravitational sohtons mteracting 
with either gravitational solitons or gravitational waves. 
We are aware that the analysis we have undertaken IS not totally satisfactory, 
in that it has considered the metric components themselves rather than any more 
sound physical quantity as, possibly, the Weyl tensor. However, we trust that the 
comments on that, made in sectiOn 4 3, were sufficiently explicatory 
The question still remains of how and where the nonlmearity m the Einstein's 
equations shows up. 
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Undoubtedly, the pictures we have given for the diagonal - see figure ( 4.6) -
and nondiagonal- see figure (4.13) - 4-soliton solutiOn w1th Minkoski seed display 
some major differences. These are mainly concentrated in the interaction region 
and consist in small bumps that appear in the proxim1ty of the interaction point 
and disappear for late times. These bumps are absent m the diagonal case. They 
correspond to the add1tional stationary points of gl;"+ l and gl;"- l that we found in 
section 4.4 1. However, we showed that these new stationary points cannot occur in 
the causal region. this is represented by the fact that the bumps are visible in the 
mteraction region only. 
All our results seem to mdicate that gravitational solitons behave as solitary 
waves rather than true solitons. 
----------------------- -
Chapter 5 
Real Pole Solitons and their 
extensions 
In this chapter we are mterested in solutions obtained by using the Belmski-Zakharov 
technique (BZ). In particular we will devote our attention to the time dependent case 
in which the traJectory-poles JL(kJ are real [99, 100, 110, 105, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141, 
142]. In this case the metric generated using BZ IS defined only in particular regions 
of the spacetime. Moreover, on the null hypersurfaces that border these regions, the 
metric is singular. The nature of these singular1ties needs to be investigated. An 
extension would only be possible 1f the singularity is removable 
Usually such an extension is easily performed by attaching the sohton metric to 
its seed [99, 100, 106]. One disadvantage of such an approach is that the Ricci tensor 
develops 8-like singulanties on the null hypersurfaces along which the matching is 
performed [137, 141, 142]. Th1s corresponds to the presence of sheets of null matter 
along these hypersurfaces. 
The purpose of this chapter is to look for a possible extension of the soliton 
solutions without the occurrence of matter. In sections 5.1 and 5.2 we will mtroduce 
the soliton solutions and show that the singularities are removable by simply a 
coordinate transformation. In section 5.3 we will show how the matter-free and 
singularity-free extensions can be realized. In section 5.4 we will consider a first 
possible matter-free extension, following the lines pomted out in [137]. Moreover, 
for the diagonal case, we Will give a general nonsolitonic extension in section 5.5. In 
sectiOn 5 6 we will consider another possible extensiOn made by matching the sohton 
solution with a plane gravitational wave (PGW) and discuss its physical relevance. 
Finally, in sectiOn 5. 7 we will draw our conclusiOns. 
The basic results of this chapter have already been published [148]. 
5.1 Soliton solutions with Real Poles 
Hereby we will refer to pole-trajectories (2 59) in which the plus sign has been 
chosen. Having that, we will present sohton solutions bmlt up using the Kasner 
metric (3.12) as a seed. 
g = ai-2q 
11 ' 
g = ~!+2q 22 ~ • (5.1) 
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5.1.1 Soliton solutions with Real Poles: the domain 
In sectwn 3 3 2 we have already discussed the various regions of the spacetime in 
which soliton solutions w1th one real pole can be considered. In this section we want 
to extend that discussion to the case when two real poles are considered. In figure 
(5.1) the relevant regwns are illustrated. 
Hereafter we will set z0 [1] = -~ and z0 [2] = +~, with ~ > 0 and ~ = ../2 8. 
The null coordinates u, v have already been introduced m (3 43): 
u 
11 
::: t-
v :::~ ~ 
----- x,..., 
------ ~-
------------
a 
2 soliton 
V 
·I 
Q)_: 
"---- IV ~ -----
~-:::::: 
Figure 5 1: Spacetime regwns of interest for cosmological sol!ton solutions with two real 
poles 
I Region II 
Region I is defined as: 
(5.2) 
It is trivial to show that in this region ,j ({3- z0[!J)2 - a 2 is real, so that Regwn I 
contams the 1-soliton solution with pole J.l{l]. 
Also notice that in this region the pole 142] is not well defined. Moreover, the 1-sohton 
solution w1th pole /41] also holds m Region IV: m fact in Regwn IV J ({3- z0[i])2 - a 2 
is st1ll well defined. 
In terms of null coordinates u, v this region IS defined by 
-e :s; u :s; e , v>8. 
Notice that in Region I the Pole-Trajectory J41] assumes negative values. 
!Region III 
Region II 1s defined as: 
(5.3) 
(54) 
It IS trivial to show that in this regwn J ({3 - z0 [2J)2 - a 2 is real, so that Region 11 
contams the 1-soliton solution with pole J.l{2]. 
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Also notice that in this region the pole Jl(l) is not defined. Moreover, the 1-soliton 
solution with pole Jl(2) also holds in Regwn V: in fact in Region V J(/3- z0 (2J)2- a 2 
is still well defined. 
In terms of null coordinates u, v this region is defined by 
-e <( v <( e, u;:;.e. 
Notice that in Region II the Pole-Trajectory IL[2) assumes positive values. 
I Region Ill I 
Region III is defined as: 
a - Ll ;::. /3 u a - Ll ;::. -/3 . 
(5.5) 
(56) 
It is trivial to show that m this regwn J (/3- z0 (•J)2 - a2 is imaginary for both i = 1 
and z = 2, so that Region III does not contam any soliton solution. 
In terms of null coordmates u, v this regwn is defined by 
u>e, v>e. (5.7) 
jRegion IVj 
Regwn IV IS defined as: 
a>O. (5.8) 
It IS trivial to show that in this region J (/3- z0[•J)2 - a 2 is real both for z = 1 and 
z = 2, so that Region IV contains the 2-soliton solution. 
In terms of null coordinates u, v this region is defined by 
u< -e, v> -u. (59) 
If we introduce the variable u = -lul we get v > lul, which shows as vIS always 
positive. Fmally, notice that m Region IV the Pole-Trajectones Jl(t) and 1-'(2) assume 
negative values 
jRegion Vj 
Region V 1s defined as: 
f3+Ll <(-a, a>O. (5.10) 
It is trivial to show that in thts region J (/3 - z0 (•J) 2 - a 2 is real both for z = 1 and 
z = 2 , so that Region V contams the 2-sobton solution. 
In terms of null coordmates u, v this region is defined by 
v<-8, u> -v. (5 11) 
If we introduce the variable v = -lvl we get u > lvl, whtch shows as u is always 
positive. Finally, notice that in Region V the Pole-Trajectories 1-'(1) and 1-'(2] assume 
positive values. 
jRegion VIj 
Regwn VI is defined as: 
/3 - Ll <( -a U /3 + Ll ;::. a, a>O. (5.12) 
It is trivial to show that in this regwn J (/3- z0 (•J)2 - a 2 is real for both z = 1 and 
z = 2, so that Region VI contams the 2-soliton solution. Also notice that in this 
region the two 1-sobton solutwns with pole 1-'(1) and IL(2) are well defined. 
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5.1.2 1-Soliton solution 
The explicit form of the 1-soliton solution has already been gtven in section 3.4.1. 
For convenience we repeat tt here, with a slightly dtfferent notation: 
~ p • 
a 1 2q ArcCosh !:2>. [ 24q 4q 2 4q Arc Cosh=] 
. 
1 2 2 
e "I z0[!J +m e ., , 
v !3,, -a, 
2-2<q+IJA f(I)- I 
- Zo[lj1+2q (5.13a) 
• p 24q 4q 2 ( 4q-2) Arc Cosh !:2>. (I) 1-2q ArcCosh!:OLL Z0 [!J +m e "1 9n =a e a/3 (5.13b) 
2q ArcCosh~ 
e 011 g<n = 21+2q z JtJ 2q m a2q . I (32 - a 2 ----------:;----
12 ° V It~ 1 
2 
4q ArcCosh~' 24q Z0 [tJ4q +m e ., 
(5.13c) 
where (3" = (3, - z0 [tJ. As we learnt in section 5.1.1, these 1-Soliton solutions are 
defined only in Regton I and Region 11 of the spacetime- see figure (3.3). 
Strictly speaking, solution (5.13) holds in Regton I only. The expressions in 
Region 11 are the same but the signs of the expressions for the metnc components 
9., must be changed: this takes into account the fact that the pole-trajectories are 
respectively negative and positive in Region I and Region 11. The constant A, may 
be chosen in order to obtain a positive expression for J<I). 
The dtagonal !tmtt - i.e. m -> 0 - of the above metric ts given by: 
• (I} _ 1-2q ArcCosh~ 9n -a, e . 
5.1.3 2-Soliton solution 
(5.14a) 
(5.14b) 
The exphctt form of the 2-sohton solution wtth Kasner seed has already been given 
in sectton 3 4 2. Now we have to set z0 [2J = 1:::. = -z0[tJ. As we learnt in section 5.1 1, 
thts 2-Soliton solution is defined only in Region IV, Regton V and Reg10n VI of the 
spacetime- see figure (5.1). 
The diagonal limit - i e c -> 0 - can be obtained from formulae in sect10n 3 4 4 
It can also be put m the form: 
a2q2 -t/2 
J<Iv) = 24(q-t) A t::. 4q-2 'v x (5 15a) 
IV '1/(fJ,v - 1:::.)2- a~v yl(f3,v + 1:::.)2 - a~v 
(1-2q) ArcCosh CPrv-") (!-2q) ArcCosh CP,v+O.) 
e ~ e ~ 
x---------,.--~----~~~---
( 
ArcCosh (IJ,y ~) ArcCosh (tJ,v +A)) 2 ' 
1- e a IV e 0 /V 
(IV) 1-2q (!-2q) ArcCosh CPrv -a) (1-2q) ArcCosh CPry+a) g =a e •,v e •,v . (5.15b) 11 IV 
Again, solutton (5.15) stnctly holds only in Regton IV, due to the fact the the 
pole-trajectories assume different stgns in the various regions of the spacetime. 
Bzblwgrophy of Fzles: [19] 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------, 
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5.2 On the Nature of the Singularities 
5.2.1 1-Soliton Diagonal Solution: Metric Components 
Let us firstly introduce in Region I null coordinates ( u" v1 ) defined as: 
ds2 = 2 j(I) du dv - g<ndx"dxb 
1 I 1 ab ' 
and consider the boundary between regions I and Ill The singulanty on the hyper-
surface a, = /31 - z0 [I]IS now replaced by the one on u, = 0. In the proximity of 
this hypersurface the metric components (5.14) have the fo!lowmg behaviour: 
g(I) finite as lu I --+ o+ 
a.b I ' 
1 jU) oc -- as lu I --+ o+. ~ I 
Let us now consider the coordmate transformatiOn: 
(JUl, g~~)) ,_. (FCI}, G~!l), a 1 = ~ (un+v,), 
/31 , = ~ (v1 - un), 
(5.16) 
(5 17) 
Such a coordmate transformation removes the singularity in F(I} provided n = 2. 
In fact we have. 
G~~) = 2-I/2+q (y'V; + un/2)2 (v, _ un)-2q , (5 18a) 
2-5/2+2q-q2 A n (un/2 _ 'v)4q (v _ un)2q(q-I) F(I) = 1 Vu 1 u<n-2)/2. 
Zo[I]I 2q yV;" (5.18b) 
Notice here that for n < 2 F(I) is unbounded and for n > 2 It vanishes on u = 0. On 
the other hand, for n = 2, F(I) becomes a constant. Thus a coordinate singularity 
may only be avoided by putting n = 2. In the proximity of the line u = 0 (and with 
n = 2) the above solutions behave like: 
Analogously we can remove the singularity in Region II by making the coordinate 
transformation: 
(f (II) g(II)) ,_. (F(II) Q(II)) • 
' ab ' ab ' (5.20) 
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grving the following metric components. 
cw> = T 112+q (~- v)2 (ull - v2)-2q, (5.21a) 
( + "')4q ( 2)2q(q-1) p(II) = 2-3/2+2•-•' A I l-I+2o v v uii uii - v . (5 21b) 
IIZol ru-
v-ll 
5.2.2 1-Soliton Diagonal Solution: Weyl Tensor 
The nature of the above singularities as coordinate singulanties only, can be also 
proved by inspecting the Weyl tensor components 'lt0 , >It, W4 [141, 142] and the 
Invariants I, and I, defined as [11]: 
I, = 'lt0 >It,+ 3 >It~ , I, = ( 'lt0 >It,- >It~ ) >It,. (5.22) 
Let us concentrate on Region I, the Situation in Region 11 being analogue. An explicit 
calculation shows that on lu11 = 0 the Weyl Tensor Components, as lu11 --> o+, are 
given by: 
25/2-2q+q2 q z (!) ---..,.---=-..::0~ -1-2q2 A VI 
I 
'lt(I) ex _1_ . 
. ~ (5.23) 
However, the Weyl tensor invariants If> and IJ!> remain bounded as lu11-> o+: 
4 [ )2-4q J'l} ~ 3 27-4q+2q' q Zo I -2-4q' I A2 VI ' 
I 
(5.24a) 
(5.24b) 
When performing the coordinate transformation u1 = -un - whrch remove the 
smgularrty in f(I) when n = 2 - the srtuation is as follows: 
2(5/2-2q+q2 ) q z (!)1-2q 1 
wU> = - 0 - u<2-n)/2 x (5.25a) 
o AI n yv; 
X 
(un/2- ..;v;r2-4q (vi- unt2q(q-1) 
-'----'--;-'---;;,----....:....:;.....,.,__: ___ ( (4q2 - 1)v
1 
+ 6q IV1 unf2 + 3un ) , (un/2 + yv;)2 V vi 
2(5/2-2q+q2 ) q z [l]l-2q 
w<n = - o x (5.25b) 
, A 
I 
( un/2 - ..;v;r2-4q 
X I I) (VI+ 2q,fii; Un/2 + Un ), ( un/2 + yv;)2 (VI - un) 2q(q 
2(5/2-2q+q2 ) n q z 1111-2q W(I) = - o U(n-2)/2 ,fil; X (5.25c) 
• AI 
(un/2- ..;v;r2-4q (v - unt2q(q-!) 
X (I /2 I )2 ( (4q2 -1)un + 6q,fii; un/2 + 3vi ). 
un + yv; 
By inspection, these expressions are all bounded on the null hypersurfaces u = o+ 
when n = 2. In addition, the Weyl tensor invariants are bounded for any n. In 
fact, the possrble singularitres coming only from 'lt0 and >It 4, we may notice that 
'lt0 contains a term u<2-n)/2 and 'lt4 contams a term u<n-2)/2. Smce the invariants 
contain >It 0 and >It 4 only in the combination >It 0 >It., the two alternately divergent 
factors cancel each other. 
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5.2.3 2-Soliton Diagonal Solution 
Even for the 2-soliton solution the singularities on the lines a = ±(/3-z0 [•J), i = 1, 2 
are coordinate singularities only. 
Let us now consider solution (5 15). In particular, after introducmg null coor-
dmates U1v and viV as stated in (3.43), we can introduce in Region IV the further 
coordinate transformation: 
(f (IV) g(IV)) ...... (F(IV) G(IV)) 
' ab ' ab ' 
1 ( 2 -) a 1v = J2 -u +v, 
f31v, = ~ (28 +V- un), 
i(uiV>VIV)i 
l(u, v)l - 2 u, 
which remove the smgularity on a = /3- z0[2]: 
(5 26) 
(- 2)3-2q 
G(IV) = 2q-I/2 v- u (5.27a) 
11 (u-..fo)2 (u2+v+48-2 v'u2+28 v'v+28)' 
( F.)2(2q-l) p<Iv) = _ 2-27/4+6q-q2 A 8 4q-2 u- vv x IV .,fo 
(u2 + v + 48-2 v'u2 + 28 v'v + 28j2(q+l) 
x (u..fo- 28 + v'u2 + 28 v'v + 28)2 x (5 27b) 
1 
X . (v+28- vu2 +28 v'v+28) (u2+28- v'u2+28 v'v+28) 
Near the line u = 0 the above solutions behave as: 
-2-2q 
G(IV) ~ T 1f2+q V (5 28 ) 
11 v+48-2 v'2 v'e v'v+28' a 
p(IV) ~ -T27f4+6q-q2 A,v 84q-7f2 v2q(q-l) X (5 28b) 
(v + 48- 2J2 v'e Jv + 28))2(I+q) 
x (v+28- v'2 vfe v'v+28) (2 v'8 - J2 v'v+2 8)3' 
which shows that the singulanty is removed. 
Analogously we can remove the singularities in Region V and Region VI. Below 
one can find summarized the transformatiOns that remove the singularities in the 
three regions where the 2-sohton solution IS defined: 
Regzon IV u1v = -8 - u2 
Regzon V 
Regzon VI 
Uv = +8 + (u- C1 ) 
2 8 2 UVI = +8- - 2 (c1 - U) c, 
v = -8-v2 V (5.29) 
where c1 and c11 are positive real constants. Now the line a = /3 - z0 [2] is mapped 
on to u = 0 and the hne a = /3 - z0[I] is mapped on to u = er Similarly the line 
a= -/3 + Z0[I]Is mapped on to v = 0 and a= -/3 + z0[2] becomes v = cii' 
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5.2.4 Non-Diagonal Solitons 
1-Soliton Solution 
It may be checked by mspection that, on the null lines f3 = Z0[I] +a and {3 = z0[I]-a, 
the non-diagonal metric (5 13) and its diagonal hmit (5.14) approaches the same 
values but the replacement 
(5 30) 
is required Therefore we can follow the same procedure as for the diagonal case m 
order to remove the singularities m (5.13). 
2-Soliton Solution 
When considermg non-diagonal solutwns, some extra care has to be used m doing 
the matchmg. In fact, unlike in the 1-soliton case, the g,2 coefficient does not vanish 
on the null lines where the smgularities are located. Therefore we have to match 
the 2-soliton non-diagonal solutions with 1-soliton non-diagonal solutions as well 
Moreover the parameters in the 1-soliton solutions have to be chosen in such a way 
to ensure a continuous matching. 
To give a flavour we anticipate that, if one were interested in contmuously match-
mg the 2-soliton solution of region IV with a 1-soliton solutwn in region I, then: 
m=23q62qm 
where m and m are the arbitrary parameters in the 2-soliton and 1-sohton solution 
respectively. 
5.2.5 Solitons with Degenerate Poles 
It has already been clarified in sectiOn 3.5 that the limit when two real poles coin-
cides, is equivalent to the 1-soliton solution with degeneracy h = 2. Moreover this 
solution also coincides with the hmit m which two complex poles become real. 
It is worth showing in here that in these cases, the singularities occurring on the 
null lines are not removable by a coordmate transformation. 
In fact, let us mtroduce null coordmates (un vi), according to {3.43), m the 1-
sohton solution with degeneracy h = 2 introduced in section 3.4.5 - formulae (3.68) 
and (3.69). Having that, let us perform the further coordinate transformation: 
(ui, vi),..... (u, v), 
(f g ) ,..... (FU> Q(Il) 
' ab ' ab ' (5.31) 
The metric components are now given by 
p(I) = 2-39/4+6q-q2 AI n m (vm _ un)3/2-4q+2q2 (un/2 _ vmf2)8q 
e2-4q un+I vm+I ' (5.32) 
( n + m)3-2q G(I) - 2q-I/2 -u v 
n - ( un/2 _ vm/2)4 · (5.33) 
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In order for p(I) to be bounded, we should consider negative values for n and m, 
which is not admissible. 
Bzblzography of Fzles· [20] 
5.3 On the Extensions of Soliton Solutions 
We are now left with the problem of extending the sohton solutions through the 
(removed) singularity. In this section we will show how this can be done, both with 
and without the occurrence of matter. 
5.3.1 1-soliton solution 
Hereafter we w1ll consider mostly diagonal solutions In fact, we have already pointed 
out in section 5.2 4 that, on the null-lines u = 0 and v = 0, the d1agonal and 
non-diagonal metrics coincide. Therefore, since we are mterested in continuously 
extending the soliton metrics, the results we w1ll present below for the diagonal 
metrics also apply for the non-diagonal ones. 
Matter Extension 
On the null lines a= ±(f]- z0[•J) the metric coefficients approach the seed (Kasner) 
Thus a poss1ble extensiOn from regions I and II to region III is to match the sohton 
solutwns with a Kasner metric 1tself [106]. Thus consider in regwn III the metric: 
(5.34a) 
! (Ill) = a(462 -1}/2 III ' g(III) = al-26 11 Ill ' g(III) = a1+26 (5 34b) 22 111 • 
By introducing the null coordinates um and Vm defined as in (3.43), the metrics 
(5.18) and (5.21) can be continuously matched with (5.34) by identifying: 
V1 = V , U 11 = U , 
U 111 = U , V 111 = V , 0 = Q , 
(5.35a) 
(5.35b) 
and A1 = 2714- 2q z0[1] 1- 2q, All = 2714- 2q z0[1]1- 2q. A complete matching can therefore 
be achieved with: 
Regwn I a1 =~(-u2 +v), fJ1, = ~ (u2 +v), 
Regwn 11 _ I ( 2) all - v'2 u - v , f]ll, = ~ (-v2- u) ' (5.36) 
Regwn Ill am=~ (u+v), Pm, = ~ (v-u) . 
The spacetime can thus be descnbed in terms of the coordinates u and v as described 
m figure (5.2) The lines (31 and (3ll are given by u = -vfvT. They describe the 
cosmological singularity a = 0. 
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u V 
Region III 
Region II Region I 
13:;-------~-_/~ 131 
Ftgure 5 2: The picture shows the parametnzatwn of the spacetime, containing a soil ton 
w1th one real pole, in terms of the coordinates u, v. These are the coordinates that remove 
the singuJaritJes into the metric components of the soli ton metric. 
This simple result is anyway affected by the followmg problem: the u-derivative 
of a on the !me u· = 0 suffer a jump, as well as the v-derivative of a on the !me 
v=O: 
o,a]Il = 1 
o,alll = 1 
asu--+0 
asv--+0 
(5.37a) 
{5.37b) 
It may be recalled that dtscontinuities in the denvatives of a across a hypersurface in-
. duce nonzero components in the Rtcci Tensor, and hence in the Energy-Momentum 
Tensor. In this case, these are given by: 
T <X p(I) [a.] 
"" a 
T <X pUIJ [ a,] 
w a (5.38) 
Thus a discontmmty as in (5.37) gives rise to an impulsive component in the Energy-
Momentun tensor corresponding to a thin sheet of null matter located on this hy-
persurface That has been explicitly descnbed in [137, 141]. Moreover, wtth this 
time onentation, the matter has negatwe energy density [142]. 
No-matter extension 
As stated in section 1.3, the field equations imply that 
a= .F{u) + Q(v) (5 39) 
where .F(u) and Q(v) are two completely arbitrary functions of u and v respectively. 
For the Kasner metrics of previous sectiOns we have considered the choice .F( u) = 
u/.J2 and Q(v) = vj.J2. However, this freedom can now be used to avmd the 
occurrence of matter along the relevant hypersurfaces. Let us consider: 
Regwn I a = ...!... ( -u2 + v2) 
I ,/2 ' {3 =...!... (u2 +v2) !& V2 ' 
Regwn II _ I ( 2 2) aii-,/2 u -v , {3 = ...!... ( -v2 - u2) liB ../2 ' (5.40) 
Regwn Ill _ I ( 2 2) aiiJ - v'2 u + v ' f3w. = -;h (v2- u2) . 
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In this case the u and v-derivatives of a across the lines u = 0 and v = 0 do not 
suffer any discontinmty. The problem is therefore to find a solution in regwn Ill 
compatible with the choice in (5.40), 1 e which satisfy the EFE's and is bounded 
on the null line u = 0. 
More clearly, the EFE's associated with the line element (1.29) arc given by [11]· 
1 
a= ../2 (a(u) + b(v)), 1 /3 = ../2 (b(v)- a(u)), (5.41a) 
a' b' f -S 
= v'a +be ' S. = -~ (a+b) <I>~, S, =-~(a +b) <I>;, (5 41b) 
- <!> 9a- a e ' 2 (a+ b) <I>.,+ <I>.+ <I>,= 0. (5.41c) 
Let us consider in Regwn Ill the coordinate transformation a(u) = c: u2 and b(v) = 
v2. Then the equatwns forS became: 
1 S = -- (c: u2 +v2) q,2. 
V 4 V V (5 42) 
Of course there are three relevant cases, respectively associated to c: = + 1, c: = 0 
and c: = -1. 
In order for f to be bounded on the line u = 0 we must impose S = log u + o( u), 
so that the first of equatiOns (5.42) reads: 
asu--+0, (5.43) 
which admit solution only if c: is not positive. Thus, the matter-free prescriptions 
(5.40) cannot be satisfied. 
The above argument can be generalized to the non-diagonal case The EFE's in 
this case are given by (see [11] eqn. (7.9) without electromagnetic field): 
8,=-a;b [<I>;cosh2W+W,2], S.=-a;b [<I>~cosh2W+W,?], (544) 
where <I> and W are now defined by g11 = a e"' coshW and g12 = a sinhW. The 
terms in the square brackets being positive, the argument given previously is not 
affected. 
As a result, we cannot make a matter-free extenswn using the coordmates pre-
sented in (5.40), which matches two separate regions. Extensions can only be made 
if, after having removed the singularity, we can attach to Region I any region, call 
it A, defined by one of the two following: 
1) Region A (c: = -1) 1 a= ../2 (-u2 +b(v)) 1 /3 = ../2 (b(v) + u2 ) 
2) Regzon A (c: = 0) 1 a= ../2 b(v) /3= ~ b(v) 
(5.45) 
A similar extension is required from Region 11, although both regions need not be 
part of the same spacetime. 
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5.3.2 2-soliton solution 
We are now interested in considermg the possible extensions of the 2-soliton solutiOn. 
Matter extension 
A matter extension is naturally achieved by matching the 2-soliton solution with the 
1-Sol!tons in Regions I and 11 and the Kasner metric in RegiOn Ill. The appropriate 
prescriptions - see figure (5.3) - are given by: 
Regwn IV a<IV) = -8 - u2 b(IV) = +8 + (v- ell) 
Regwn I a<I} 2 8 ( 2 b(I} =+8+(v-cll) =+8-- c -u) c2 1 
I 
Regwn Ill a(III) = +8 + (u- c1) b(III) = +8 + (v- ell) 
a (I I) b(II) = +8- 2 8 (c - v)2 (5.46) Regwn II =+8+(u-c1 ) c2 11 ll 
Region V a (V) = +8+ (u -c1 ) b(V) = -8 -v2 
a(VI) 28 b(VI) 2 8 ( 2 Regwn VI = +8- 7 (cl- u)2 =+8-- c -v) 
c2 II 
I ll 
Region III 
Region I 
Region V ~ RegioniV 
~ ~ 
Figure 5.3: The picture shows the parametrizatwn of the spacetime, containmg a soh ton 
with two real pole, in terms of the coordmates u, v. These are the coordmates that remove 
the singularities into the metnc components of the soliton metnc. 
Clearly, the discontmmties in the derivatives of a across the boundanes of indicate 
the presence of sheets of null matter on those hypersurfaces. 
No-matter extension 
Let us now consider the possibility of obtaining a matter-free extension. The dis-
cussion put forward m sectiOn 5.3.1 tells us how to perform a matter free extension 
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between regions I and Ill. This is accommodated by the coordinate transformations 
in (5 47b), (5.47c): 
Regwn IV { 
a(Iv) = -8 - u2 
b(IV) = +8 + (v- cll)2 
{ 
28r 28w 
a(I) = +8- 1 (c - u) 2 - 1 (c - u)'1 c2 I c2 I 
I I 
b(I) = +8 + (v- cll)2 
Regwn I 
{ 
a<III) = +8 + (u- c1 ) 2 
Regwn Ill b(III) = +8 + (v _ cll)2 
Regwn II 
Regwn V 
Regzon VI 
{ 
a<Hl = +8 + (u- c1 ) 2 
b(II) = 8 _ 2 8 Tll ( _ )2 _ 2 8 Wll + 2 ell v 2 
cu ell 
{ 
aWl= +8 + (u- c1 ) 2 
b(V) = -8- v2 
(ell- v)'u 
{ 
a(VI) = +8- 2 8 Tl (c - u)2- 2 8 Wl (cl- u)'l 
c2 I c2 
281 28 I 
b(VI) = +8- rll (c - v)2 wll (c - v)'ll 
c2 ll c2 ll 
11 11 
In (5.47) we w1ll assume S 1 and sll to be arbitrary real numbers and: 
w = (-1)-sl+l - 2-
1 2' SI-
(5.47a) 
(5.47b) 
(5.47c) 
(5.47d) 
(5 47e) 
{5.47f) 
(5.48a) 
2 Wll = ( -1t8ll+l ---:-
Sll- 2' 8 1 > 2. {5.48b) 
Not1ce that, with respect of the prescriptions g1ven in {5 40), an extra term, propor-
tional to (c1 - u)•1, has been added to the expressiOn for a{Il. Naturally, that does 
not modify all the considerations made in section 5.3.1: the et derivatives across the 
boundary between regwns I and Ill are st1ll continuous. The reason for mcluding 
such an extra term 1s that it might help in obtaining a matter-free extension be-
tween regions I and IV. Indeed, the relations in (5.48) provide the right parameters 
such that et1 and Ct1v continuously match across the hypersurface u = 0. However, it 
must be noticed that the derivatives of et are not continuous across u = 0. Analogous 
considerations obviously apply for the extensions made from Regwn V. This sheets 
of null matter necessar1ly occur on the JUnctions between the 1-soliton and 2-soliton 
region. As a result, the 2-sohton solution cannot admit a matter-free extenswn. 
This result obvwusly generalizes to the N-Sohton solution. 
Bzblzography of Fzles: [21, 22, 23, 24], [25, 26] 
5.4 A soliton extension 
The cho1ce e = -1 discussed m (5.45) has been firstly analyzed by Gleiser in [137], 
although in that paper soh tons were only generated from a Minkowski Seed Let us 
---------------------------------------------------------------, 
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now consider: 
Region I 
(5.49) 
Region A a = ~ ( -u2 + v2), 
where {3" = {3 - z0 [IJ. Notice here that even in Region A we have {3 ;;:: a: therefore 
soliton solutions are well-defined in this region 
It is now appropriate to consider the further coordmate transformatiOn [137]: 
(u, v),..... (r, p), 
(p(I) QUl) ,..... (fi'UJ {;Ul) 
' ab ' ab ' 
p(I) = l(u,v))l pUl, 
l(r,p)l 
1 1 
r= V2(u+v), p= V2(v-u), 
a,= V2 p r, 
1 ( 2 2 /3,. = y'2 T + p ) ' 
l(u,v))l = _ 1 . 
l(r,p)l 
(5 50) 
Coordinates u and v are null-coordinates. For these solutiOns we have the remarkable 
simplification: 11- = r2 • 
Sohton solutions (5.13) and (5 14) are well defined m RegiOn I. For the diagonal 
case, from (5.18) we have: 
p(I) 
-
2-I/2+2q-q2 A, Zo[I]2q-l (v _ u)4q (v2 _ u2)2q(q-I), (5.51a) 
Q(I) 
-
2q-I/2 (u + v)2 (v2 _ u2)-2q, (5.51b) 11 
p(I) 
-
2-l/2+2q+q2 A, Zo[l]2q-1 7 2q(q+l) P2q(q-!), (5.51c) 
-(I) 21/2-q p2(1-q) 7 -2q. (5.51d) a .. -
Notice that this solution suffers a singularity on r = 0. This is the usual cosmological-
like singularity. It disappears m the case q = 0, which IS a Minkowski space generated 
from a plane symmetric Kasner seed. The asymptotic behaviour of the Weyl tensor 
components near the null line u = 0 IS given by: 
25/2-2q+q2 z [!Jl-2q w~IJ ~- A o q (4q2 -1) v-2-4•', 
I 
25/2-2q+q2 z [1]1-2q 
w(IJ ~ _ o -2-4q' 
2 A qV ' 
I 
(I) 25/2-2q+q' z [1]1-2q -2-4q' W ~- 0 3q V 
• A I 
(5.52a) 
(5.52b) 
(5.52c) 
Incidentally, notice that for q = 0, the 1-sohton solution IS just a (flat) Minkowski 
spacetime. 
RegiOn A satisfies the condition {3 ;;:: a, and we can consider m it another soliton 
solution, as pomted out m [137]. Let us consider the non-diagonal solution (5.13) in 
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which we now put A1 =-AA, a 1 =a and {3~< = {3. Then we apply to this solution 
the two successive transformations· 
(a,{3) >-+ (u, v), 
(!, 9.,) >-+ (F(A), G~~l), 
(u, v) >-+ (p, T), (5.53) 
(p(A) G(A)) ,..... (F(A) Q(A)) 
' ab ' o.b ' 
Notice that in the above definition p and T are interchanged with respect of (5.50). 
The new metric coefficients are given by: 
(5 54a) 
(5.54b) 
(5.54c) 
It is trivial to check that (5.54) matchs continuously With solution (5.51) provided 
AA = AA(1 + 2-4q z0[i]-4q m~). In this case, the Ricci tensor vamshes across the 
junction, although there may occur impulsive components m the Weyl tensor [147]. 
u 
I Soliton 
Regionj{ V 
Smgulanty 
1:) 
..::,-" 
Region I 
l Soliton 
Figure 5 4: Matching of a 1-soliton solution w1th another soliton solution. 
Finally, notice that solution (5.54) suffers a singularity on p = 0. This prevents 
us extendmg this compound solution to other regions of the spacetime. In fact, 
p = 0 corresponds to a smgular axis of symmetry, as is evident m the case when 
q=O. 
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5.4.1 A Physical Interpretation: impulsive spherical wave. 
When the Seed is a plane symmetric (type D) Kasner metnc (q = 0), a simple phys-
ical interpretatiOn for the matter-extended solution can be given. Let us consider 
now the non diagonal solution (5.13) and the coordinate transformation (5 40) By 
mtroducing the new coordinates p and T defined as: 
1 
r=V2(u+v), 1 p=V2(v-u), (5.55) 
so that a= ~(v2-u2) = ~ pr, the 1-soliton solution (5.13) can finally be rewritten 
as: 
V2 c<IJ = m (r2 - p2 ) (5.56a) 
12 1 +m2 ' 
c<IJ = V2 (r2 + m2l). (5 56b) 
22 1 + m2 
A matter-extension may be achieved by matchmg the above solutiOn with a Kasner 
metric In terms of the ( r, p) coordinates this IS given by: 
(5.57) 
After introducing the cartesian coordinates: 
T=r Cosh z, Z = T Sinh z, X= p Cos 4>, Y = p Sin 4>, (5 58) 
it is clear that (5.57) IS the region of the Minkowski spacetime ds2 = dT2 - dZ2 -
dX2 - dY2 for which ITI ~ IZI. 
In this case it can be seen that the JUnctiOn between the two regions, which is 
the null hypersurface r = p, Is an expanding sphere given by T 2 - Z2 - X 2 - Y2 = 
0. The solution therefore describes a gravitatiOnal wave with an exact spherical 
wavefront propagatmg into a Minkowski background. The axiS p = 0 is now an axis 
of symmetry, so we do not need to consider the region p < 0. 
It may also be observed that, by appropriately choosing A" the metric (5.56) 
may be rewritten in the form 
ds~ = A1 ( 1 2 2 )2 (dr2 - dp2)- ( r 2 (m dz- df/>) 2 + l(dz- m df/>) 2 ) ,(5.59) Z0[1] +m 
which is clearly s1mply a rotation of the flat metric (5 57), up to a rescalmg of 
the variables. Thus, the spacetime both inside and outside the spherical wavefront 
is flat. The only possible nonzero components of the Weyl Tensor arise from the 
discontinuities in the derivatives of the metnc components across the wavefront. 
The solution described above therefore represents an impulsive spherical wave 
propagating in a Minkowski background. This is eqmvalent to the impulsive spher-
ical wave that was obtamed in [143] usmg a "cut-and-paste" method. 
It may also be observed that T = 0 IS simply a coordinate singularity. It is 
thus possible to add the Minkowski region in which 0 ::::;; T < IZI, and then to 
add the time-reverse of the solution for T < 0 and r < 0. The global solution 
then descnbes a contractmg impulsive gravitatiOnal wave m Mmkowski background 
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which collapses to a point and then re-expands as an exact spherical impulsive wave. 
The only smgulanty occurs at the event at which the spherical wave has zero radms. 
It may also be pomted out that a similar singularity-free solution- 1-soliton so-
lution generated from a Bianchi VI0 Seed- has been obtained in [105]. In that paper 
the soli ton perturbation is descnbed as "erasing" the "cosmologiCal" singularity that 
occurs m the seed 
Bzblzography of Fzles (29, 30] 
5.5 A General Diagonal Extension 
Let us now devote our attention to a diagonal1-Sohton in Region A (m_....., 0). In 
this case the 1-soliton solutiOn becomes: 
.p(sol) = -2 q log a + ArcCosh /3, . 
a 
For simplicity we have dropped any index. Now .p(sol) is solution for a linear equa-
tion Then the natural question is: does there eXIst any other solutiOn which may 
be linearly superposed to this one? 
We can consider for our purposes another class of solutiOns presented in (145, 
146, 147]. In these solutions <P assumes the form .p(AG) = Lk c. ak Hk(~), where 
~ = {3/a. In terms of a and~ the EFE's are given by: 
a 2 1 2) 2 s = - - <P - - (1 - c <P 
"' 2 a 2 a " (' s{ =- a<PQ <P( + ~<P~ 
(5.60) 
+<I> 9u =a e ' 
For integer k, all the solutions can be Iteratively obtained starting from the Ho 
solution and using the iterating formula 
(5 61) 
The f metric coefficient correspondmg to the most general .p(AG) can be easily found 
by using a procedure illustrated, for example, m (147]- formula (4.16). 
It is important here to emphasize that all the .p(AG) 's vanish on the lines a = ± {3 
(or~= ±1), which makes them suitable for our purposes. Thus, we can generalize 
the extension (5.54) by considering the following solutiOn: 
Region I 
Regzon A 
.pA = - 2q log a A + ArcCosh /3 A• , 
a A 
N 
.pA = -2qloga + L c. ak H •. 
k=O 
(5.62a) 
(5.62b) 
The choice of a and /3, we made in (5 49) forces us to choose the H. series generated 
starting from H0 (~) = ArcCosh (~),where~> 1. 
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By rewriting q,A in the form 
q,A = q,(sol) + q,(AG) , 
q,(sol) = -2qloga + ArcCosh (J, , 
a 
N 
q,(AG) = L c. ak H. ' 
k=l 
(5.63a) 
(5.63b) 
and substituting (5.63) into (5.60), we have that the function Sin Region A- call 
it SA -can now be split into three components SA = S(I) + s<2> + s<3> satisfying the 
following equations: 
Sill=_ ~ (<I>~soll? _ 
2
1a (1 - e) (<I>~sot))2, 
S(!) = _ a q,(I) q,(sol) + c (<l>(sol))2 
e ae ~e' 
Si2) =- ~ (<I>~AG))2- 21a (1- e) (<I>~AG))2, 
S(2) = _ a <I>(AG) <I>(AG) + c (<I>(AG) )2 
e a e ~ e ' 
S(3) = _ a q,(sol) q,(AG) _ .!_ (1 _ c2) <!>(sol) q,(AG) 
a 0: a a ~ e { , 
S(3) = _ a (<!>(sol) q,(AG) + q,(AG) <I>( sol)) + 2 c <I>(sol) <I>(AG). 
e 0: e 0: e "> e e 
(5 64a) 
(5 64b) 
(5 64c) 
(5 64d) 
(5.64e) 
(5.64f) 
The s<2> component IS obviously that associated with the bare <I>(AG) and, as we 
mentioned above, can be found in [146]: 
s<2> = - -f-. _..!._ tk K (5 65a) L...J 2k • ' 
k=2 
k-1 
K.(O = L c, c._, [J(k- J)H, H._,+ (1 +e) H', H'n-j] (5 65b) 
J=l 
The S(I) component is such that p(I) from (5.51) satisfies p{I) = 1/(2Va) e-s<•>. 
The s<3> component is new Its evaluation can be performed in the general case 
with the result: 
00 
s<3> = s + L d. ak c.(e), s = Co log a, 
k=O 
1 
G.(€) = 2 q H.(€) + k V€2 - 1 H.(€)', d• =c. V k;;, 1, 
G0 (€) = log(e- 1) + 2q log(€ + ve- 1), d0 = C0 
(5 66a) 
(5.66b) 
(5.66c) 
Some restrictions have to be imposed to the coefficients c. in order to get bounded 
expressions both in the metric components and m the Weyl tensor. By using only 
the fact that all the H.(€) satisfy H.(1) = 0, we can see that s<2>(€) ~ 0 and 
s<3>(€) ~ log(€- 1) as €-> 1. That implies: 
-s<2> 1 
e ~ ' -s<3J (" 1)-c e ~~- o, as€->1. (5.67) 
The f coefficient associated w1th (5 62b) IS given by J<A> = p(l) e-8 <2> e-s<3> and 
therefore it is bounded only if c0 = 0. This IS the only restrictiOn arising from the 
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new component S(3). Indeed, it is not a restriction, because we already knew [147] 
that k ;;;, 1/2 in order to prevent the appearance of step terms in the Weyl tensor 
components 
Fmally we ment10n that the solution presented here can be further generalized 
by introducing [147]: 
q,(AG) = r' rjJ( k) ak H. ( f,) 
lt/2 
(5 68) 
where now r/J( k) is a real funct10n or the real variable k ;;;, 1/2. Being r/J( k) completely 
undetermined, this form of q,(AG) provides qwte a general form for the solution m 
RegiOn A. 
Bzblwgraphy of Fzles· [31] 
5.6 A Plane Wave Extension 
The second extension we present here is that which originates from the chmce c: = 0 
discussed above. It is reahzed by attaching to the soliton region another one in 
which a does not depend upon u. 
u Regionjl ~ 'Po V 
tional Wave ~ 'Po 
~ "~ '¥4 ~ 
I Soliton 
Region A 
Soliton Singularity 
Figure 5.5: Matching of a 1-solJton solutwn with a Plane Gravitational Wave 
Let us now consider: 
Regwn I 
1 
a 1 = y'2 ( -u2 + b(v)), 
Regwn A 
1 
a= y'2 b(v), 
(5.69) 
1 {J = y'2 b(v), 
where b(v) may assume the general form b(v) = vk. In terms of these coordinates 
the metric (5 14) becomes 
aCI) 
11 
(5.70a) 
(5.70b) 
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The asymptotic behaviOur of the Weyl tensor components near the lme u = 0 is 
given by: 
(5 71a) q,(l} ~ 0 
23/2-2q+q2 [ ll-2q 
A z. I k q (4q2 -1) v-l-k/2-2kq2, 
I 
q,(I) ~ 
2 
25/2-2q+q2 z [i)l-2q 
----:-..::•.:....:...._ q v-k(l+2q2) A , 
I 
(5.71b) 
q,(I) ~ -
4 
27/2-2q+q2 [ ll-2q 
A z. I 3 q k-1 v1-k/2(3+4q2). 
I 
(5.71c) 
Let us consider the &agonal metric: 
ds~ = 2e-MAdu dv- e-u .. (e+<PAdx2 + e-if!Ady2), (5. 72) 
in which all the coefficients depend only upon v. In order to continuously match 
(5.72) with (5 70), we have to choose: 
<P .. = -2qk logv+qlog2, 
e-M .. = 2-3/2+2q-q2 At k Zo[IJ2q-1 v1/2(-2+k+4kq2) . 
The only non vamshing Weyl Tensor Component is: 
21/2-2q+q2 [ )1-2q q,~A) = _ A z. I q ( 4 q2 _ 1) k v-1-k/2-2kq2 , 
I 
(5.73a) 
(5.73b) 
(5.74) 
which is contmuously matchable with (5.71a) for any k. Finally, notice that (5.73) 
suffer a smgularity on v = 0, which prevents us from further extendmg this solution 
to the whole spacetime The eXIstence of this singularity is well known. It is the 
time inverse of that which appears m the plane wave regions of colliding plane wave 
spacetimes as descnbed in [144] -see also [11), chapter 8. 
Bzblzogrophy of Fzles: [32] 
5.6.1 Reduction to the standard plane wave metric form 
In order to show that solution (5.73) exists and to clarify its physical meaning, let 
us now perform the coordmate transformation defined by: 
d- -M d v = e v, v = r v~ <1+4q2 ), - 2 r = k(1 + 4q2) r, 
2-3/2+2q-q2 A k 
f= 1 
zo[IJI-2q 
Now the metnc (5. 73) becomes: 
ds2 = 2 du dii - (g11 dx2 + g22 dy2), 
__ 2(1-2~) 2(1-2:e 9 .. = 2q-1f2 r >+•• ii 1+4• , (5. 75a) 
- - 2(1+21) 2(1+2~) 922 = 2-q-112 r ~+•• v ~+•• . (5. 75b) 
Let us now make this second coordmate transformation: 
b 2 
2 ii y , 1 --a X !'V V ' ylt 
1 --by y= r;vv , 
y/2 
X= 
(5.76) 
a = -':-(1_-....,..27q) 1 + 4q2 , 
b= (1+2q) 
1 + 4q2 , 
/, = 2+q-1/2 r -2 a, 12 = Tq-1/2 r -2 b. 
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Now the metnc (5.75) becomes: 
ds2 = 2 dR dv - (dX2 +dY2 ) - H(v) (X2 - Y 2 ) dv2 , 
- 1 q (1- 4q2) 
H(v) = 2 jj2 (1 + 4q2)2 • 
(5.77a) 
(5.77b) 
Formulae (5 77) represents the standard line element for a plane gravitational wave 
[11]. The function H(v) represents the Weyl tensor component '1!0 , i.e. a gravi-
tational wave propagating in the negative-,8 direction. Moreover, in this case the 
amplitude profile function H becomes unbounded as v -+ 0. 
5. 7 Conclusions 
The discussion put forward so far, yields the conclusion that soliton solutions with 
real poles represent only part of a complete spacetime. Some extensions introduce 
the appearance of thin sheets of matter. According to the argument we gave in 
section 5.3 1, there eXIsts a large family of possible matter-free extensiOns. The 
resulting spacet1me is then a compound of two regions one of which contains the 
sohton solution and the other may contain either another sohton - with, possibly, 
different parameters - or a PGW, or a more general non-soliton solution. 
The possible extensiOns can be characterized by their physical content as follows 
region I contains two gravitational waves described by '11 0 and '11 •. They may be 
supposed to be both generated at the cosmological singularity a = 0 The wave 
described by '11 • propagates in the positive ,8-directwn. The wave described by '11 0 
keeps propagating in the negative ,8-direction and will necessanly pass out of the 
soliton region 
The particular extensiOn to the region beyond u = 0 will depend on the possible 
'114 component m that regiOn. If '114 = 0 here, the extension is simply that of a 
plane wave. If the soliton extension is taken, then a particular gravitational wave 
will occur that propagates behind the junction, which forms a wavefront for this 
component. A more general gravitational wave has also been given for the diagonal 
case, in which it may also be noted that the initial component H0 IS JUSt the 1-soliton 
solution 
Chapter 6 
Real Pole solitons in the Alekseev 
technique 
The Alekseev soliton technique generates solutions of the Emstein-Maxwell equa-
tions. However, in the case in which the electromagnetic field vanishes, these elec-
tromagnetic solitons must be purely gravitational, and may be eqmvalent to those 
that can be obtained using the Belmski-Zakharov techruque. 
It IS known that the 1-soliton solution in the Alekseev formalism is equivalent 
to the 2-soliton solution in the BZ formalism [15], and that the 2-sohton solution in 
the Alekseev formalism is equivalent to the 4-soliton solution in the BZ formalism 
[51]. No general expliCit relation exists, as far as we know, for solutions with an 
arbitrary number of poles, unless diagonal metrics are considered Moreover, the 
above correspondences are true only when complex poles, in both the formalisms, 
are chosen 
This situation deserves a few comments: 
• it is well known that the Alekseev techmque can not provide any solutiOn when 
N = 1 and the poles W[k) and V!kJ = W[k) are real In fact, we would have a 
vanishing denominator in (2.155). 
• given a 1-pole BZ-sohton it is not clear at all whether there IS a correspondmg 
solutiOn in the Alekseev formalism. Moreover, anN-pole BZ-sohton, With N 
an odd number, does not seem to have any correspondence m the Alekseev 
formalism. 
In order to complete the picture, we might here outline another problem that we 
have to deal with when interested in the relation between Alekseev's and Belinski-
Zakharov's soh tons. Let us consider anN-pole diagonal vacuum-soli ton m the Alek-
seev formalism and also suppose that all the poles are complex (N > 1). As men-
tioned above, it can be shown that this solution is eqUivalent to the 2N-complex 
pole diagonal soliton in the BZ formalism. In the Alekseev formalism, the N-soliton 
solution IS obtained by introducmg N poles m the dressing matrix S. However, an 
additional N distinct poles have to be introduced into s-1. In the BZ formalism, 
all the 2N poles occur in the dressing matrix. This explains the apparent doubling 
of poles. 
Let us now consider the limit when all these poles become real. As we showed in 
chapter 3 for the diagonal case, the linut does not correspond to real (s1mple)-pole 
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BZ-sohtons. We will have mstead a N /2 soliton solution w1th real poles, each of 
which have degeneracy h = 2. 
This simple argument seems to show that the class of Alekseev's vacuum-soli tons 
is smaller than that of Belinski-Zakharov. As far as we can understand, the problems 
sketched above address two mam questions: 
1. is there a possible way to incorporate real-pole BZ-solitons w1thin the frame-
work of the Alekseev technique? 
2. is it possible to obtain solitons With an odd number of poles by using (a 
modzfied verszon of) the Alekseev technique? 
These are the questions we will try to answer in this chapter. 
6.1 A Generalized Construction for Real Poles 
soli tons 
Let us consider the Alekseev lmear pair (2.112). As we showed in section 2.3, a new 
solution for the EFE is given in terms of a previously-known solution by mtroducing 
the Dressing Ansatz (2.133). Equations (2 153), (2.155) and (2.163) provide us w1th 
an explicit N-poles solution for that. 
In order to obtain (2.155) and (2.163), no assumption has been made on the 
nature of the poles w[kJ in S and ll[k) in s-1. We only assumed that they are simple. 
However, in the Alekseev technique ll[k) and UJ!k) are taken to be complex-conjugate 
to each other. 
It is very s1mple to trace back where th1s condition came from: 1t is simply related 
to the fact that we assumed K(w) = K 0 (w) in (2.138), (2.139)- see Proposztzon 
(2.3.17} and Proposztzon (2 3.18}. In fact, let us consider the matrix function W 
defined as: 
K(w) = wt w w , 
w_ st ws 
' 
K(w) (6.1) 
Obviously, if we choose K = K 0 then W = W 0 and the above defimtion comcides 
With (2.139). Let us now consider (6.1) rewritten m the form W s-1 = st W. We 
have: 
N 1 N 1 
W+ L WQ[k) = w + L Rl[k) w. (6.2) 
k=l W - ll[k) k=l W - W[k) 
If K = K 0 then both Wand W are linear in w. Therefore, in order to have the same 
pole structure in both members of the above equatwn, we have to set W[k) = ll[k) 
However, 1f we relax that assumptiOn, then W will no longer be linear in w and 
then it may contam poles. We m1ght thus be able to retam W[k) ol ll[k]. 
In this section we will show that this second approach yields to a positive answer 
to question 1 above. 
----------------------------------------------------, 
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6.1.1 The 1-soliton case 
Let us consider the dressing matrices (2.153) for a single real pole: 
S = I + 1 R , s-1 = I+ 1 Q , 
w-~ w-~ 
R = n 0 m , Q = p 0 q , W{l], V(!) E JR. , W[!J # V(!) , 
(6.3a) 
(6.3b) 
where n, m, p, q are given in (2.155) and (2.163). In order to show that such a 
solutiOn can exist we will have to prove that the function K( w) defined above 1s a 
function of the spectral parameter only. 
Proposition {6.1.1} Pole structure for W 
Let us considerS and s-1 as in (6 3). Then W has at most simple poles. 
Proof 
Let us conszder the w-derzvatzve ofW. By uszng the fact that W zs lznear zn w, we 
can conclude that {)w W may contazn at most second order poles. Hence W may 
have only first order poles. D q.e d 
Proposition {6.1.2} Pole structure for W-1 
Let us considerS and s-1 as in (6.3). Then w-1 has at most simple poles. 
Proof 
Let us conszder ( 6.1) rewrztten zn the form· 
w-l st w = s-I . (6.4) 
The proposztzon zs most easzly proven by substztutzng (6.3) znto (6.4) and by analyz-
zng the pole structure of the two members of the resultmg equatzon. D q e.d. 
Proposition {6.1.3} Explicit expression for W 
Let us cons1der S and s-1 as in (6.3). Then W is given by. 
\V(O) = W + 4z a !1 
o fJo ' 
W = \V(O) + 1 \V(l), 
W-W[l) 
(6.5) 
W(1) = W(w[IJ)R+Rtw(w[IJ) + 4iRtnR. 
Moreover, we also have Rt W(W[1]) R = 0 
Proof 
From (6.1) we have: 
W = W + w _1W[!J [Rt W + W R] + (w _1W[!J)2 Rt W R. (6.6) 
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Bezng both W and W 0 lznear m w, we can wnte them as· 
w = W(WJIJ) + 4~ (w- W(IJ) n, 
By znsertzng (6.7) znto (6.6) we get: 
WO =Wo(WJIJ) +4t (w-w(IJ) n. (6.7) 
W=W+4z[Rt0+0R]+( 1 )2RtW(W[IJ)R+ (6.8) W-W(I] 
+ 
1 [RtW(wJIJ) + W(w[IJ)R + 4~RtnR]. 
w- W(I] 
Fznally, from (2.149) we have: 
- 1 t W=W0 +4t,60 0 + ( )2 R W(w[IJ) R + W-W(I] (6 9) 
1 
+ (RtW(W(IJ) + W(w[IJ) R + 4~ Rt 0 R). 
w- W(I] 
Thzs and the result of the prevwus proposztwn prove the assertwn. Dqed 
In particular, the relation Rt W(w(IJ) R = 0 can be used to set constraints among 
the various parameters entenng the solutions we are going to bmld: 
Rt W(wJIJ) R = 0 ==> TI · W(w[IJ) · n ==> p · W(W(IJ) · p. (6 10) 
Proposition (6.1.4) An expression for ,60 
Let us considerS and s-I as in (6.3). Then ,60 1s giVen by: 
,60 = W(I] -li(I]- Re (n3 m3 ) + Im ( q,I 4>2 - 4>! 4>2 0 ) (6.11) 
Proof 
Let us conszder (2.145) and the matnx element G,2 • We have: 
-4 hi2 + 44>I q,2 = -4 hi2 + 44>I {>2 - 4 ~ (n2m 2 + m,n,) + 4z ao • (6.12) o oo- fJ1 
By zmposzng hi2 = hi2 we get the followzng relatwns for ,60 : 
,60 = Re (n ·m)- Re (n3 m3) + Im ( q,I 4>2 - 4>! 4>2 0 ) (6.13) 
Formulae (2.155) and (2.163) for the 1-solzton solutzon read 
W(I] -li(I] 
n=+ p, 
m·p 
W(I] -li(I] 
q= m, 
m·p (6.14) 
and thus zt ts easy to prove that 
n· m= TrR = W(IJ -li(I] (6.15) 
The assertwn ts therefore proven. 0 qed. 
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In fact, as argued in Proposttwn (2 3.11), /30 is JUSt a constant of integration. There-
fore, any solutwn may be considered only after imposing -1f possible- that the r.h.s. 
of equation (6.11) does not depend upon a and {3. Indeed, the electromagnetic com-
ponents q,a are determined by the 13 and 23 components of (2.145). Therefore, 
whether th1s condition w1ll be satisfied or not, stnctly depends on the form of the 
seed. 
Proposition (6.1.5} An essential constraint 
Let us considerS and s-1 as in (6.3). Then W must satisfy the constraint: 
W(!J!!J). p = o . (6.16) 
Proof 
Let us now conszder equatwn (6.2) for the case N = 1 and rewrzte zt m the form: 
- 1 - 1 t W+ WQ=W+ RW. 
w - !Jli) w - Wl!J (6 17) 
The lzmzt w --> !Jl!J m both members of thzs equatwn zs well defined only zf we zmpose 
that W(!J!!J) Q = 0. The assertwn zs therefore proven by conszderzng the explzczt 
form ofQ. D q e.d. 
Proposition (6.1.6} W for the vacuum case 
Let us considerS and s-1 as in (6.3). Let us consider a vacuum seed metric. Let 
us consider K-3 = £3 = 0. Then W can be put in the form: 
w,.=W,.=O, w •• =1, 
(6.18a) 
(6.18b) 
where (2x2) denotes the upper left 2 x 2 corner of the relevant matrices and number 5 
labels the electromagnetic components - the third row and column - of all matrices. 
Proof 
Wzth K-3 = £3 = 0 and wzth a vacuum seed, we have that n3 = m3 = 0 = p3 = q3 • 
Therefore the matrzces R and Q are nonzero only m the upper left 2 x 2 components. 
Thus the pole structure mdzcated m Proposition (6 1.1) applzes only to the upper left 
2 x 2 components of W. Throughout thzs proof zt wzll be understood that all the 
equatwns are restrzcted to thts upper left 2 x 2 corner. 
The constraznt m equatwn (6.16) wtll be satzsfied zf: 
W = w -!JllJ (A w +B), (6.19) 
W-W[l) 
where the matrzces A and B are mdependent of w. By comparzng (6.19) wtth (6.9), 
zt can be seen that A and B are gzven by: 
A=4z n, B = W 0 (Will) + 4z ({30 - (W[l)-!Jl!J)) f! , (6 20) 
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provzded that the followzng relatwn holds: 
at W(w[IJ) + W(w[IJ) a+4zat 0 a= 
(w[I]-li[!J) W(w[IJ) + 4z (w[I]-li[!J) cat n + n a)- 4z (W[!]-li[!J)2 n . (6.21) 
By znsertzng (6.20) znto (6 19), the assertwn zs proven D qe.d 
Proposition (6.1. 7} K for the vacuum case 
Let us considerS and s-1 as in (6.3). Let us consider a vacuum seed metric. Let 
us cons1der K 3 = £3 = 0. Then, with the ansatz (6.18), we also have: 
- w -li[!J K 
K(2x2) - W _ W[l] 0(2X2) ' K., = K, = 0 , K33 = K033 • (6 22) 
Proof 
Thzs szmply follows from the prevwus proposztwn and by notzczng that, m the vac-
uum case, /30 = W[I]-li[I]. D q.e.d. 
The matrix K defined in (6 22) is clearly a function of the spectral parameter w 
only. Therefore, the existence of the tentative solution (6.3) is demonstrated in the 
vacuum case for any arbitrary seed 
The following two constraints 
at W(w[IJ) a= 0 (6.23) 
and 
at W(W[IJ) + W(w[IJ) a+4zat n a= 
(w[I]-li[!J) W(w[IJ) + 4z (w[I]-li[IJ) cat n + n a)- 4z (w[I]-li[IJ}2 n ' (6.24) 
appropriately restricted to the upper left 2 x 2 corner only, can be used to set 
restrictions among the various parameters whicl! enter the solutiOn. 
The ansatz (6.18) may be generalized to the electrovacuum case by simply as-
suming that A and B are full 3 x 3 matrices. However, a number of problems will 
occur. In particular, an expressiOn for W may be obtained by following the same 
lmes of the proof given for Proposztwn (6.1.6}. With this, one might finally obtain: 
K = w -li[I] KO+ 4z w -li[I] (f3o- (w[I]-li[IJ)) w: n \[10' (6 25) 
W - W[I] W - W[I] 
In general, K as defined in (6.25) is not a function of w only, due to the presence of 
the term proportional to w: n w 0 • Therefore, the electrovacuum soliton solution 
with one real pole cannot normally exist. Nevertheless, there may eXJst special seeds 
for which the second term m the (6.25) vanishes: this might permit the generation 
of electrovacuum solitons with real poles. 
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6.1.2 The N-soliton case 
Let us now consider the N-soliton case: 
N 1 
s=I+ 2: Rjk], 
k=I W- W[k] 
N 1 
s-I = 1 + L -- Q[kJ, (6 26a) 
k=I w -V[k] 
Rjk] = ll[k]® III[k], Q[k] = P{k]® q[k], W[k], V[k] E JR, W[k] f' V[k] (6 26b) 
where ll[k], III[k], P{k], q[k] are given in (2.155) and (2.163). Since we are mterest in 
vacuum solutions, we will consider vacuum seeds and wrll also set ~>3[k] = f 3 [k] = 0. 
This will result in n3 [kJ = m3 [kJ = p3 [kJ = q3 [k] = 0. 
Again, the proof of the existence of such a N-sohton vacuum solution IS based 
on a venfication that q,t W l]! is a function of the spectral parameter only, where: 
w =WO - 4z (R n + Rtn) + 4z f3o n , (6.27) 
Proposition {6.1.8} An essential constraint 
Let us cons1der Sand s-I as m (6.26). Then W must satisfy the constraint: 
W(!J[kJ) . P{kl = o . (6.28) 
Proof 
The proof zs easzly gwen by conszdenng, as m the 1-sohton case, the lzmzt w -+ !J[kJ 
m both members of equatwn (6.2). 0 q.e.d. 
Proposition {6.1.9} Property of /30 
Let us considerS and s-I as in (6 26). Let us consider a vacuum seed Let us put 
~>3[kJ = f 3 [kJ = 0. Then {30 is given by: 
N 
f3o = L W[k]-V[k] • (6.29) 
k=I 
Proof 
The proof goes along the same lmes as m (6.11). We have only to keep m mmd that 
R mto (2.149) zs now gwen by R = L~=I Rjk]. 0 q.e d 
Following the same hnes as in the 1-soliton case, we may introduce the function 
W=stws. 
W= W + 4z[Rtn + !lR] + 
N 
+ L 1 [RlkJt W(w[ki) + W(w[kJ) RjkJ] + 
k=I W-W[k] 
N 1 
+ L ( )( ) Rt[JJ W(w) RjkJ . k,J=I W - W[k] W - W[JJ (6.30) 
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Agam, It can be proved that W contams simple poles only. Therefore we will have: 
Rt[kJ W(w!kJ) RjkJ = 0, Vk = 1, ... N. (6.31) 
These relatwns can be used to set constraints between the free parameters entering 
the solution 
Proposition (6.1.10} K for the vacuum case 
Let us considerS and s-I as in (6.26). Let us consider a vacuum seed. Let us put 
~~:,[k] = f,[k] = 0. Then the general expression for K(w) is given by: 
K - w- lJ!kJ K N ( ) 
(2X2) - g W - W(k] 0(2X2) ) K, = K 033 • (6.32) 
Proof 
A dn·ect proof of thu; assertwn would be unnecessanly cumbersome. It zs better to 
apply the followzng "add one-by-one" procedure. 
Gzven the seed (and hence a certazn K 0 ), we can construct the 1-solzton solutwn 
and obtazn some: 
K - w- V!IJ K 
1
- W- W[I] 0 • (6.33) 
We can now use thzs as a seed and dress zt wzth another solzton. As a result we wzll 
have another. 
K _ w - IJ!2J K _ w - V!2J w - V!IJ K 
2 
- W- W(2] 1 - W - W[2] W - W{I] 0 • (6.34) 
Thzs procedure can obvzously be zterated up to the Nth solzton, yzeldzng to the formula 
gzven zn (6 32). 0 q.e.d. 
The above proposition ensures that the tentative solution (6.26) can actually admit 
a K matrix depending on the spectral parameter only. Therefore this concludes the 
proof of existence for the vacuum N-sohton solution with real poles. 
As pointed out above, formulae (6 31) provide a first set of constramts for the 
free parameters entering the vacuum N-sohton solution. As for the 1 soliton case, 
one can derive a second set of constraints, analogous to those given m (6 24). They 
are most easily obtained by using the above procedure of adding one pole at a time. 
6.2 Explicit 1-soliton Solutions 
For a generic vacuum seed metric, the corresponding matrix function w 0 will have 
the form: 
(6.35) 
----------------------------------------------------------------, 
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To explicitly construct a general (electrovacuum) 1-sohton solution we may put: 
.e = (1,£,,£.)' (6 36) 
where the soliton suffix 1 has been suppressed. Then (2.155) and (2.163) take the 
form: 
m= (X0 , -Y;,, 1>3 ) , P = (x,, y;, e.) , (6 37a) 
~ det w.(z.) 
q= -u V m, (6.37b) 
where W(l) = z0 and V(t) = z0 + 8, wtth z0 , 8 E IR, and the followmg quantities have 
been introduced: 
Y: = w,,(z.)- k, wll (z.) 
• detw.(z0 ). ' 
(6.38a) 
y; = w,, (z. + 8) + e, w,,(z. + 8) ' (6.38b) 
V= X. X,- Y;, Y, + ~>3 e. det W0 (z0 ) (6.38c) 
It is worth nottcmg here that each component of the vectors n and q is proportwnal 
to 8. Thts confirms that a new solutwn can be obtained only tf the poles in S and 
s-l are dtstmct. 
6.2.1 Minkowski Seed 
Let us consider the particular case of the Minkowski seed metric, for whtch · 
( 
-€ 0 ) 
g.= 0 -a2 ' 
( 
1 0 0) y(w-fl)'-< a 2 
W 
0 
= i€ {w-fl) 1 0 . 
y(w-fl)'-< a 2 
0 0 1 
(6.39) 
By usmg formulae (6.37), it can be shown that w~ n w 0 does depend upon a and {3. 
Therefore this seed only permit the generation of vacuum solutions. We will present 
here the vacuum sohton solution wtth one real pole. 
We can therefore set ~>3 = e. = 0. We can also choose z0 = 0. By specializing 
(6.37) to this seed, it can be shown that the constraints (6 23) and (6.24) gtve the 
followmg restrictions on the parameters: 
(6.40) 
Diagonal Case 
To construct a diagonal solution, we can take. 
"'2 = t ' e, = i. (6.41) 
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W1th this, we obtam· 
8 + c( vfJ2- E a 2 - V(f3- 8)2 - E a2) 
gll = E 8- c( vfJ2- E a2- vUJ- 8)2- E a2) ' (6.42a) 
(f3- E Vf32 - E a 2) (P- 8- E V(f3- 8)2- E a 2) 
g22 = -a2 - 2 E 8 . (6 42b) 
8- E (V (32 - E a 2 - v(f3- 8)2 - E a2) 
It is worth mentioning that the parameter {30 has been set as {30 = - 8, &;cording 
to the results in ( 6.11). It can also be confirmed that det g = E a 2• Moreover the 
conditwn wtww = K(w) is fulfilled with 
(6.43) 
wh1ch is in agreement with (6.22). 
Let us now introduce the functions f.t~ and f.!.~ g1ven by 
f.t; = -((3- 8) ± V(J}- 8) 2 - E a 2 , (6.44) 
which are the pole-traJectories seen in chapter 3. With these, the above metric 
(6 42) can be rewritten in the form: 
,2 "2 
a2 f.t~ - f.t-; !if l't E =+1: gll = f.ti f.tt - f.ti f.tt - f.ti f.tt ' 
(6.45a) 
-
f.ti f.t+ 
-a• -a• 
a2 - I'! 1'2 E = -1: gll = ·= =-
' 
(6 45b) 
f.t-; - f.t-; f.t-; f.t-; /L-; /L-; 
and the g22 components are easily obtamed by usmg the condition detg = E a 2• 
It may immediately be observed that this solution 1s Identical to the BZ soliton 
solutwn with two real poles and the same seed [106]. 
Non-diagonal Case 
Let us consider the followmg parameters 
e.= 1. (6.46) 
This choice generates a nondiagonal solution g1ven by: 
(6.47a) 
(6 47b) 
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It can again be confirmed that detg = E a2 and that the cond1t10n wtww = K(w) 
is fulfilled. Indeed, it IS found that K( w) is identical to that for the diagonal case 
(6 42) - see formula (6.43). Th1s IS mev1table from the fact that the formula (6.22) 
does not contain the free parameters "[k) and l[k) - it only contains the parameter 8 
that appears in the poles. 
Using the poles-trajectones (6.44), the above metric components can be rewntten 
in the form: 
(6.48a) 
(6.48b) 
The g22 component can be easily obtained by way of the usual condition det g = E a2• 
6.2.2 Kasner type D Seed 
Let us consider the particular case of the Kasner seed metric for which, when q = 0, 
we have: 
+21/2 k n- n+ 
-2112z k n-+n+ 0 1 R 1 R 
- ( E a1-2q a1~2q ) ' IJ!o= -2112z k n-+n+ -21/2 k n- n+ 0 go- 0 1 R 1 R 
0 0 1 
n+ = vf3-w+a W=vf3-w-a R=R+ n-. (6.49) 
and construct the associated vacuum soliton solution with one real pole. We can 
therefore set K3 = e, = 0. We can also choose z0 = 0. Furthermore, we Will consider 
the case q = 0 only. 
It may be firstly noticed that the matnx K 0 IS now given by: 
( 0 -32z k~ 0) K 0 = -32z k~ 0 0 . 0 0 1 (6 50) 
This illustrates that the choice (2.152) is not necessary, and it is performed just 
because it may result convenient in certain situations. 
We have found difficult to find out the implications of (6.23) and (6 24) for this 
particular seed. However a number of interesting features have been obtained. After 
rewriting the arbitrary parameters m the form: 
(6.51) 
equation (6 23), for this seed, reads: 
2 k; a2 (e2' 0z -1) P- 2 (e2'0z- 1) k; P ({3- 8? = 0. (6.52) 
It is therefore evident that we have to make the choice: 
7r 
02 = 0, 2' 7r, ••• • (6.53) 
The second constraint has not been given a readable form. We have checked that 
the choices M = 0 or 0, = 0 are admissible, but we have not been able to prove that 
they are the only ones 
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Diagonal Case 
To construct a diagonal solution, we can take 
,., = 0 ' f, = 0. (6 54) 
W1th this, we obtain: 
1 
9u =a (f3- J (32 - a 2) (f3- 8 + ..)((3- 8)2- a2) ' (6.55a) 
g22 = ..!, (f3 + J (3 + a J (3 - a) (f3 - 8 - J (3 - 8 + a J (3 - 8 - a) . ( 6.55b) a 
It is worth mentioning that the parameter {30 has been set as {30 = - 8, according 
to the results in (6.11). It can also be confirmed that detg = E a 2• Moreover the 
condition wtww = K(w) is fulfilled With: 
(6.56) 
again in agreement with (6.22). 
Using the poles-trajectories (6.44), the above metric components can be rewritten 
in the form: 
+ -Jl., Jl., 
9u=-~, 3 1 g =-a--
" f1. t f1.-; (6.57) 
It may immediately be observed that this solution is identical to the BZ sohton 
solution with two real poles and the same seed [106]. 
Non-diagonal Case 
Let us consider the following parameters: 
,., = 1 ' f, = 1 . (6 58) 
This chmce generates a nond1agonal solution given by: 
'1/'li"+Ct J/3 - 6 - a -~ J(J - 6 + a g =a - 8 , (6 59a) 11 Jf3+a J(J-6-a+~ J{J-8+a 
~ J/3 - 6 - a - '1/'li"+Ct J/3 - 6 + a 
g.,= -8 '1/'li"+Ct J/3- 6-a+~ J/3 6 +a ' (6 59b) 
'1/'li"+Ct JfJ - 6 a -~ J(J - 6 + a 
g22 =a - 8 '1/'li"+Ct Jf3 _ 8 _a+~ Jf3 _ 6 +a . (6.59c) 
It can again be confirmed that detg = E a 2 and that the condition wtww = K(w) 
is fulfilled. Agam, It IS found that K( w) is Identical to that for the diagonal case 
(6 56). 
Bzblzogmphy of Fzles. [33, 34] 
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6.3 Conclusions 
Generally, the Alekseev N -soh ton method for the construction of new solutions of the 
Emstein-Maxwell equations requires the addition of N distinct poles in the inverse 
of the scattering matrix. These are normally complex conjugate. In the vacuum 
case, the method is supposed to be equivalent to that of Belinski and Zakharov 
(with 2N poles) provided the poles occur as complex conjugate pairs. 
The purpose of this chapter has been to modify the Alekseev inverse-scattering 
method to permit the use of real poles. This has been attempted by mtroducing 
distinct real poles in the inverse matrix. We have found that this construction is 
successful m the vacuum case in which it has shown to be equivalent to the BZ 
method with distinct real poles. 
In principle, there might exist special seeds for which both w! W \110 does not 
depend on a and f3 and the r.h.s. of (6.11) is a constant. If this is so, then an 
electrovacuum solutiOn can be generated. 
Chapter 7 
Con cl us ions 
In this thesis we have been involved with three mam issues: 
• Time-Shift 
The problem was that of understandmg whether or not gravitatiOnal sohtons, 
after interacting, still travel along the 1mtial directions or are somehow shifted. 
By analyzing the asymptotic behaviour ( t --+ oo) of the soli ton metncs, we 
concluded that such a time-shift does not occur for gravitational sohtons, thus 
making a strong difference with other soh ton solutiOns, such as for KdV or SG 
equatiOns. 
We also found that this effect similarly does not occur when the interaction 
between sohtons and graVItatiOnal waves m considered. 
• Extensions of the real-pole BZ's soli tons 
G1ven that sohton solutions may have smgularities - along some null hyper-
surfaces - which are removable With a coordinate transformation, we were 
mterested in possible extensiOns of the transformed metnc such that also the 
Ricci tensor is everywhere singularity-free. 
We have given a few examples of compound spacet1mes that fulfill these re-
quirements, mcludmg all possible extensiOns for the diagonal case. 
• Generation of the real-pole Alekseev's soli tons 
The standard Alekseev formalism works perfectly when complex-pole solu-
tions are considered. In this case the machinery provides both vacuum and 
electrovacuum solutions. However, problems occur when real poles solutions 
are considered, because the generating procedure develops singularities that 
prevent one from successfully produce solutions. 
By modifying the pole-structure of the dressing matrix S and its inverse s-1, 
we were able to develop a machinery that generates real pole solitons. In 
general, these solutions occur only for the vacuum case. For the electrovacuum 
case, solutions can be generated only if the seed satisfies certain restrictions. 
We have also clanfied that the vacuum solutiOns correspond to the case of BZ 
solitons with an even number of real poles. 
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As far as we can see, this th1rd issues is worth of further investigation. We can 
summarize the work done in chapter 6 as follow. Given the dressmg ansatz (2.133), 
there are two main freedoms we are left with in order to produce solutions. One is 
the nature of the poles in the dressing matrix S and its inverse. The second is the 
pole structure of matrix K (2.120). 
In the standard Alekseev technique, both the dressmg matnx and its inverse have 
meromorphic structure - i.e. they have JUSt s1mple poles - and the choice K = K 0 
IS considered. This implies that the poles in S and s-1 must be complex conjugate 
to each other. In chapter 6, we have kept the meromorphic structure of S and s-1 
but we have tried to modify the form of K. As a result, one possible modification 
-based upon the ansatz (6 18), and restricted to the upper left 2 x 2 corner of the 
relevant matrices- was K = f(w) K 0 , with fa scalar function containmg at most 
simple poles. Such a modification allowed for the generation of real pole solitons in 
the vacuum case. Tlus ansatz can not be used to generate real pole electrovacuum 
solitons unless very special seeds are considered 
In pnnciple, a more general ansatz might be considered. In fact, the constant 
matrix K is only subject to the condition K = Kt, regardless the pole structure 
of the dressing matrix S. Therefore it could be any linear superpos1tion of twelve 
linearly independent hermitian matrices. The "windfall" of such an ansatz with 
respect to S and s-1 is- as yet- unknown. 
A sound way-out to the problem of generating electrovacuum solutions with 
real poles seems to be given by the lznear zntegral equatzon introduced by Alekseev 
himself in [57, 58] 1• 
However, the Alekseev technique, even with the above generalization, st1ll raises 
a few other questwns. We have already addressed these in the introduction to 
chapter 6, namely: how can we generate solutions with an odd number of poles? 
We believe that an answer to these questions strictly mvolves a rethink of the 
nature of poles in the dressing matrix, i e. of the meromorphic structure of S and 
s-1• We have tned, without success, the followmg: 
N 1 
s=I+ 2::: Rjk], 
k=1 W- W[k] 
M 1 
s-1 =I+ L Q[kJ, 
k=1 w -ll[k] 
M =f N, (71a) 
or the other : 
N 1 
s =I+ L ( )1\k] R{k], 
k=1 W- W[k] 
N 1 
s-1 = r + L ( )1\kJ Q[kJ, h[kJ =f 1,(7.1b) 
k=1 w -ll[k] 
thus indicating that a more radical change is needed. Is the non-solitonic solution 
given by Alekseev himself in [55] useful in this context? With some stretch of 
imagination, we may say that the challenge finally results m trying to implement 
half pole solitons w1thm the Alekseev formalism. 
The Issues considered in chapter 4 also need to be reconsidered in a wider context. 
We have recently become aware that soliton solutwns that do not suffer Time-Shift 
can also be generated as solutions of the matrix-KdV equation [151] In particular, 
2 x 2 matrix solutwns can be constructed by using a dressing ansatz. The situation 
1 Pnvate commumcatlon to J B Gnffiths, (september 1999) 
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relevant to our discussion - no Time-Shift is observed - occurs when the dressmg 
matrix has a vanishing determinant. This seems very intriguing because in the 
construction of gravitational soliton matrices with null determinant also appear -
namely the R{k] and Q[kJ matrices. If this is a key fact or just a fortmtous occurrence 
we do not know. However, we feel that this is worthy of further investigatiOn 
We suppose that in the context of matrix-KdV a physical quantity such as the 
ham1ltonian of the system might be mtroduced Without theoretical inconsistences. 
Therefore one might be able to inspect whether the energy associated with these 
solitons can be propagated w1thout dispersion or not. 
Also, the problem of Time-Shift in GR should be considered in connection with 
some results obtamed by Veselov in [152]. In that paper, 1t was shown that "rational" 
soli tons of the Liouville equation do not suffer T1me-Shift. The thing relevant to us is 
that certain solutions of the Ernst equation may have rational form if an appropnate 
system of coordinates is chosen. 
In the context of statwnary axJsymmetric vacuum solutions, it is known that the 
calculation of the Weyl Tensor- and 1ts components W0 , \[12 and W4 -Js simplified 
due to the existence of some factorization property - see, for example [161, 162] 
and references therein. As far as we know, no such a property has been looked 
for in the context of the solutions we have discussed in chapter 4. Obviously, we 
do not expect this factorization - 1f any - to take place in the same terms as m 
[161, 162]. However, it seems auspicious that some research in this direction be 
pursued. Any positive result would be of great importance even beyond the ambit 
of the T1me-Sh1ft problem we are discussmg here. 
In chapter 1 we quoted a sentence from [31] about a possible lmk between the 
soliton techniques and the group-like approach to the solution of the Emstein equa-
tions. Alekseev has proposed the linear integral equation [51, 58] as an alternative 
formulation to his "dressmg'' soliton technique. The relations between th1s and the 
HHP posed by Hauser and Ernst 1s surely another topic to be analyzed. 
Also, the possibility of generating new solutions by solvmg the linear integral 
equation, in the case when rational "monodromy data" are considered, might be 
relevant to the issue of Time-Shift discussed above. 
More ideas for future, possible research 
A good job IS such if some result is achieved But a better job is produced if these 
results allow for new research to be performed. 
Above we already introduced a few items worthy of additional mvestigation. 
However, given the t1tle of this section, we want to go even further And moreover 
we will feel free of speaking languages typical of other fields of Phys1cs. 
• Any physicist knows that, if a new particle cannot be created, this is so either 
because there is not enough energy or because symmetry considerations forbid 
it. Having that in mmd, and thinking of solitons as particles, wh1ch one 1s 
the reason why the Alekseev formalism does not allow for the generation of 
solutions w1th an odd number of poles? What 1s the mtrinsic symmetry hidden 
within the Alekseev formalism, such that a spare soliton is not allowed? 
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• The soli tons techniques are based upon the dressing ansatz that a new solution 
is given by applying a certain operator to a seed metric. That remmds us 
of the procedure usually used to build up a Fock space of free particles in 
the second quantization scheme of relativistic quantum mechanics: g1ven a 
vacuum state, states with a given number of particle/antiparticles are bmlt 
by repeatedly applymg the relevant creatwn/ destructwn operators. This is 
one of the basic bricks to construct a field theory. Tlunking of the seed as 
a vacuum state and thinking of the dressing matrix as a creation operator, 
which one is the appropriate destructiOn operator? Is it then possible to wnte 
(canorucal) commutation/antJcommutation relations between these? Which 
one 1s the possible analogue of the antiparticle? Are the defimtwns of soli ton 
and antisoliton introduced by Belinski in [101, 102, 104, 105] of any interest 
for th1s problem? 
The aim is that of introducmg some sort of quantization procedure "naturally" 
driven by the classical properties of the system [159, 160]. With the same aim, 
an attempt to a possible quantizatlon of spacetimes with two Killing vectors 
has been made by D. Korotkin et al. in [153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158]. There 
the starting point is precisely given by the Belinski-Zakharov linear pa1r. The 
procedure followed in these papers is obviously different from that sketched 
above Nevertheless, we feel encouraged by the fact that the soli ton technique 
is considered as a starting point. 
In a sense - again we require some stretch of imaginatwn - th1s 1s not sur-
prising. In fact, the soli ton techniques somehow provide a linearization of the 
nonlmear problem posed by the Einstein equations. And indeed the quantum 
systems must have an underlying lmear structure, since the superposJtJOn of 
states/particles must be allowed. 
One more issue. If the solitonic metncs are to provide a Fock-like space -
m the sense described above - it means that an arb1trary state/metric must 
be described by an appropriate "linear" combination of these. The classical 
counterpart of this problem is posed as follows: do the soli ton metrics represent 
the whole Geroch group [156]? 
• It is known that a relation exists between the Ernst equation and the a-models 
equation - see Hoenselaers and Gurses in [12]. If so, how is this related to the 
issue put forward above [163]? 
It is very possible that a deeper mvestigation of these items would reveal them 
to be meaningless. However, on a pure hypothetical bas1s, we feel entitled to pose 
these questions 
The two main approaches to Quantum Gravity (QG) may be outlined as follows 
[164]: on one hand we have the "hep-th" physicist who thinks about QG as a 
(string) theory beyond the Standard Model. On the other hand, we have the "gr-
qc" physicist whose attempts are devoted to a quant1zatwn of the spacetime, rather 
than a quant1zation over the spacetJme. We wish to embrace this second point of 
v1ew since, as we recalled at page 1 of this thesis, the spacetime must no longer be 
considered as a fixed frame. 
Appendix A 
Construction of Alekseev's Linear 
Pair 
Let us consider the operator: 
A= 1,2, (A.1) 
where w is a complex parameter and P A is a numerical function depending upon xA 
and w. The requirement that 
'. 
(A.2) 
implies: 
( 8>..)-1 PA=-8A>. 8w ' (A 3) 
where >.. is an arbitrary functwn depending upon xA and w. 
Let us mtroduce the complex matrix function 
{A.4) 
and consider the following matriX equatwn: 
VA 1JI = AAB UB 1JI' (A.5) 
where AA8 IS a function depending upon xA and wand UA is a 3 x 3 complex matrix 
depending only upon x". By substitutmg (A.5) into (A.2) we have: 
€"
8 U U detA = €"8 V V A B A B • (A 6) 
By substJtutmg V 8 in the above expression, and usmg (A.5), we finally obtain: 
(A.7) 
where the fact that U0 is mdependent of w has been used. A comparison of (A.6) 
with (A. 7) gives: 
(A.8) 
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Clearly, the set of equations (A.1), (A.2) and (A.5), IS eqmvalent to the set (A.2) 
and (A.8). Moreover, PAis expressed by (A.3). With that, it is easy to verify that 
the set (A 2) + (A.8) is also equivalent to: 
€A0A~ = 2 z a detA (TJAB + F €AB), 
€ABV A c = 0 
A B ' 
€ABVAVB = 0' 
where F is an arbitrary function depending upon xA and w. 
The solution of (A.9a) gives: 
(A.9a) 
(A.9b) 
(A.9c) 
By considering (A.3), we have that the 3 equations in (A.9) can be substituted by. 
€ABV A c = 0 
A B I 
By substituting the first and third into the second of the above equations we have: 
>.=aF+f3. (A.12) 
The freedom in the defimtion of >. gives us the possibility of setting 8A >. = 0, 
therefore, from (A.3), we have PA = 0. From (A.12) we have: 
1 F = - (>. - {3) . 
a 
(A 13) 
By subst1tutmg the above formula mto (All) we have that (A.5) is equivalent to: 
AB = 2. (>.- {3) 8/ + € a €AB 
A 2z (>.- (3)2 - € a2 (A.14) 
Appendix B 
More remarks on the asymptotic 
limit of theW-M metric 
This appendix is devoted to a proof that the Y[•J's asymptotically approach a con-
stant value, i.e. do not diverge. 
The functions 
have been defined in section 3.2.4 We recall here that. 
Y(a, ,6, A) = J K(a, ,6, A) I(a, ,6, A) , K= A 
A2 + 2,6 A + a 2 ' (B.la) 
I= jdv W'(v) . 
Jl- 2 v K(a,,6, A) (B.lb) 
It must be firstly noticed that, in the limit when A --+ J.l!•J, the function K( a, ,6, A) 
becomes just a complex constant. In particular· 
As a result, the asymptotic behaviour of Y[•J IS entirely determined by that of I. 
Moreover, the square root in the denominator of (B.lb) can never vanish 
A little algebra shows that: 
(B.2) 
The last equation makes evident that, if W is a regular function, then I (a, ,6) - and 
therefore Y[•J - are bounded. 
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